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Bittle Annie's Bamble, 

ING-DONG ! Ding-dong! Ding-dong ! 
The town-crier has rung his bell, at a dis- 

tant corner, and little Annie stands on her fa- 
ther’s door-steps, trying to hear what the man 
with the loud voice is talking about. Let me 
listen too. Ob! he is telling the people that an 
elephant, and a lion, and a royal tiger, and a 
horse with horns, and other strange beasts, from 
foreign countries, have come to town, and will 
receive all visitors who choose to wait upon them. 
Perhaps little Annie would like to go. Yes; 
and I can sce that the pretty child is weary of 
this wide and pleasant street, with the green trees 
flinging their shade across the quiet sunshine, and 
the pavements, and the side-walks, all as clean as 
if the housemaid had just swept them with her 
broom. She feels that impulse to go strolling 
away—that longing after the mystery of the great 
world—which many children feel, and which I 
felt in my childhood. Little Annie shall take a 
ramble with me. See! I do but hold out my
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hand, and, like some bright bird in the sunny air, 
with her blue silk frock fluttering upwards from 
her white pantalets, she comes bounding on tip- 
toe across the street. 

Smooth back your brown curls, Annie; and 
let me tie on your bonnet, and we will set forth! 
‘What a strange couple to go on their rambles to- 
gether! Qne walks in black attire, with a mea- 
sured stop, and a heavy brow, and his thoughtful 
eyes bent down, while the gay little girl trips 
lightly along, as if she were forced to keep hold 
of my hand, lest her fect should dance away from 
the carth. Yet there is sympathy between us. 
IfI pride myself on any thing, itis because I have 
asmilethat children love ; and, on the other hand, 
there are few grown ladies that could entice me 
from the side of little Annie ; for I delight to let 
my mind go hand in hand with the mind of a sin- 
less child. So, come, Annie ; but if I moralize 
as we go, do not listen to me; only louk about 
you, and be merry ! 
Now we turn the corner. Here are backs with 

two horses, and stage-coaches with four, thunder- 
ing to meet cach other, and trucks and carts mov- 
ing at a slower pace, being heavily laden with 
barrela from the wharves, and here are rattling 
gigs, which perhaps will be smashed to pieces be- 
fore our eyes. Hitherward, also, comes a man
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trundling a wheelbarrow along the pavement. Is 
not little Annie afraid of such a tumult? No; 
she does not even shrink closer to my side, but 
passes on with fearless confidence, a happy child 
amidst m throng of grown people, who pay the 
same reverence to her infancy, that they would 
to extreme old age. Nobody jostles her ; all turn 
aside to make way for little Annie ; and what is 
most.singular, she appears conscious of her claim 
to such respect. Now her eyes brighten with 
pleasnre! A street musician has seated himself 
on the steps of yonder church, and pours forth 
his strains to the busy town, a melody that has 
gone astray among the tramp of footsteps, the 
buzz of voices, and the war of passing wheels. 
Who heeds the poor organ-grinder? None but 
myself and little Annie, whose feet begin to move 
in unison with the lively tune, asif she were loth 

that music should be wasted withaut a dance. 

But where would Annie find a partner? Some 
have the gout in their toes, or the rheumatism in 

their joints ; some are stiff with age ; some feeble 
with disease ; some are so lean that their bones 

would rattle, and others of such ponderous size 
that their agility would crack the flag-stones ; but 
many, many have leaden feet, because their hearts 

are far heavier than lead. It is a sad thought 
that I have chanced upon. What a company of
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dancers should we be! For I, too, am a gentle- 
man of sober footsteps, and therefore, little Annie, 
let us walk sedately on. 

It is a question with me, whether this giddy 
child or my sage self, have most pleasure in look- 
ing at the shop windows. We love the silks of 
sunny hue, that glow within the darkened premi- 
ses of the spruce dry-goods’ men ; we are plea- 
santly dazzled by the burnished silver, and the 
chased gold, the rings of wedlock and the costly 
love-ornaments, glistening at the window of the 
jeweller; but Annie, more than I, secks for a 
glimpse of her passing figure in the dusty looking- 
glasses at the hardware stores. All that is bright 
and gay attracts us both. 

Here is a shop to which the recollections of my 
boyhood, as well as present partialities, give a pe- 
culiae magic. How delightful to let the fancy 
revel on the dainties of a confectioner ; those pies, 
with such white and flaky paste, their contents 
being a mystery, whether rich mince, with whole 
plums intermixed, or piquant apple, delicately 
rose-flavoured; those cakes, heart-shaped or 
round, piled in a lofty pyramid ; those sweet lit- 
tle circlets, sweetly named kisses ; those dark ma- 
jestic masses, fit to be. bridal loaves at the wed- 
ding of an heiress, mountains in size, their sum- 
mits deeply snow-covered with sugar! Then the
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mighty treasures of sugar-plums, white, and 
crimson, and yellow, in large glass vases; and 
candy of all varieties ; and those little cockles, 
or whatever they are called, much prized by 
children for their sweetness ; and more, for the 
mottoes which they inclose, by love-sick maids 
and bachelors! Oh! my mouth waters, little An- 
nie, and so doth yours ; but we will not be tempt- 
ed, except to an imaginary feast ; so let us hast- 
en onward, devouring the vision of a plum- 
cake. 

Here are pleasures, as some people would say, 
of a more exalted kind, in the window of a book- 
seller. Is Annie a literary lady? Yes; she is 
deeply read in Peter Parley’s tomes, and has an 
increasing love for fairy tales, though seldom met 
withnow-a-days, andshe will subscribe, next year, 
to the Juvenile Miscellany. But, truth to tell, 
she is apt to turn away from the printed page, and 
keep gazing at the pretty pictures, such as the 
gay-coloured ones which make this shop window 
the continual loitering place of children. What 
would Annie think, if in the book which I mean 
to send her, on New Year's day, she should find 
her sweet little self, bound up in silk or morocco, 
with gilt edges, there to remain till she become a 
woman grown, with children of her own to read 
about their mother’s childhood? That would be 
very queer.
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Little Annie is weary of pictures, and pulls me 
onward by the hand, till suddenly we pause at the 
most wondrous shop in all the town. Ob, my 
stars! Is this a toyshop or is it fairy land? For 
here are gilded chariots, in which the king and 
queen of the fairies might ride, side by side, while 
their courtiers, on these small horses, should gal- 
lop in triumphal procession before and behind the 
royal pair. Here, too, are dishes of china-ware, 
fit to be the dining-set of those same princely per- 
sonages, when they make a regal banquet in the 
stateliest hall of their palace, full five feet-high, 
and behold their nobles feasting adown the long 
perspective of the table. Betwixt the king and 
queen should sit my little Annie, the prettiest 
fairy of them all. Here stands a turbaned Turk, 
threatening us with his sabre, like an ugly heathen 
ashe is. And next a Chinese mandarin, who 
nods his head at Annie and myself. Here we 
may review a whole army of horse and foot, in 
red and blue uniforms, with drums, fifes, trum- 
pets, and all kinds of noiseless music; they have 
halted on the shelf of this window, after their 
weary march from Lilliput. But what cares An- 
nie for soldiers? No conquering queen is she, 
neither a Semiramis nor a Catherine; her whole 
heart is set upon that doll, who gazes at us with 
such a fashionable stare. This is the little girl’s 
true plaything. Though made of wood, a doll is
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a visionary and ethereal personage, endowed by 
childish fancy with a peculiar life; the mimic Ia- 
dy is a heroine of romance, an actor and a snffer- 
er in a thousand shadowy scenes, the chief inha- 
bitant of that wide world with which children ape 
the realone. Little Annie does not understand 
what I am saying, but looks wishfally at the 
proud lady in the window. We will invite her 
home with us as we return. Meantime, good-bye, 
Dame Doll! A toy yourself, you look forth from 
your window upon many ladies that are also toys, 
though they walk and speak, and upon a crowd 
in pursuit of toys, though they wear grave vis- 
ages. Ob, with your never-closing eyes, had you 
but an intellect to moralize on all that flits be- 
fore them, what a wise doll would you be ! Come, 
little Annie, we shall find toys enough, go where 
we may. 
Now we elbow our way among the throng 

again. Itis curious, in the most crowded part 
of 2 town, to meet with living creatures that 
had their birthplace in some far solitude, but have 
acquired a second nature in the wilderness of men. 
Look up, Annie, at that canary bird, hanging 
out of a window in his cage. Poor little fellow ! 
His golden feathers are all tarnished in this smoky 
sunshine ; he would have glistened twiceas bright- 
ly among the summer islands; but still he has
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become a citizen in all his tastes and habits, and 
would not sing half so well without the uproar 
that drowns his music. What a pity that he does 
not know how miserable he is! There is a parrot, 
too, calling out, ‘Pretty Poll! Pretty Poll ? as we 
pass by. Foolish bird, to be talking about her 
prettiness to strangers, especially as she is not a 
pretty Poll, though gaudily dressed in green and 
yellow. If she had said ‘Pretty Annie,’ there 
would have been some sense in it. See that gray 
squirrel, at the door of the fruit-shop, whirling 
round and round so merrily within his wire wheel! 
Being condemned to the treadmill, he makes it 
an amusement. Admirable philosophy ! 

Here comes a big, rough dog, a countryman’s 
dog in search of his master ; smelling at every 
body’s heels, and touching little Annie’s hand with 
his cold nose, but hurrying away, though she 
would fain have patted him. Success to your 
search, Fidelity! And there sits a great yellow 
cat upon a window-sill, a very corpulent and 
comfortable cat, gazing at this transitory world, 
with owl’s eyes, and making pithy comments, 
doubtless, or what appear such, to the silly beast. 
Oh, sage puss, make room for me beside you, and 
we will be a pair of philosophers ! 
‘Here weseesomething to remind us of the town- 

crier, and his ding-dong-bell! Look | look at that 
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great cloth spread out in the air, pictured all 
over with wild beasts, as if they had met together 
‘to choose a king, according to their custom in the 
days of sop. But they are choosing neither a 
king nor a president ; else we should hear a most 
horrible snarling ! They have come from the deep 
woods, and the wild mountains, and the desert 
sands, and the polar snows, only to do homage 
to my little Annie. As we enter among them, 
the great elephant makes us a bow, in the best 
style of elephantine courtesy, bending slowly down 
his mountain bulk, with trunk abased and leg 
thrust out behind. Annie returns the salute, 
much to the gratification of the elephant, who is 
certainly the best bred monster in the caravan, 
The lion and the lioness are busy with two beef 
bones. The royal tiger, the beautiful, the un- 
tamable, keeps pacing his narrow cage with a 
haughty step, unmindfal of the spectators, or re- 
calling the fierce deeds of his former life, when he 
was wont to leap forth upon such inferior ani- 
mals, from the jungles of Bengal. 

Here we see the very same wolf—do not go 
near him, Annie !—the self-same wolf that de- 
voured little Red Riding Hood and her grandmo- 
ther. In the next cage, a hyena from Egypt, who 
has doubtless howled around the pyramids, and a 
black bear from our own forests, are fellow-pri-
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soners, and most excellent friends. Are there 
any two living creatures, who have so few sym- 
pathies that they cannot possibly be friends? 
Here sits a great white bear, whom common ob- 
servers would call a very stupid beast, though I 
perceive him to be only absorbed in contemplation; 
he is thinking of his voyages on an iceberg, and 
of his comfortable home in the vicinity of the north 
pole, and of the little cubs whom he left rolling 
in the eternal snows. In fact, he is a bear of sen- 
timent. But, oh, those unsentimental monkeys ; 
the ugly, grinning, aping, chattering, ill-natured, 
mischievous, and queer little brutes. Annie does 
not lovethe monkeys. Their ugliness shocks the 
pure, instinctive delicacy of taste, and makes her 
mind unquiet, because it bears a wild and dark- 
some resemblance to humanity. But here isa 
little pony, just big enough for Annie to ride, and 
round and round he gallops in a circle, keeping 
time with his trampling hoofs to a band of music. 
And here,—with a laced coat and a cocked hat, 
and a riding whip in his hand, here comes a little 
gentleman, small enough to be kingof the fairies, 
and ugly enough to be king of the gnomes, and 
takes a flying leap into the saddle. Merrily, 
merrily, plays the music, and merrily gallops the 
pony, and merrily rides the little old gentleman. 
Come, Annie, into the street again; perchance 
we may see monkeys on horseback there!
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Mercy on us, what a noisy world we quiet peo- 
ple live in ! Did Annie ever read the Cries of Lon- 
don City? With what lusty lungs doth yonder 
man proclaim that his wheelbarrow is full of lob- 
sters! Here comes another mounted on a cart, 
and blowing 2 hoarse and dreadful blast from a 

tin horn, as much as to say ‘Fresh fish !? And 
hark ! a voice on high, like that of a muezzin from 

the summit of a mosque, announcing that some 
chimney sweeper has emerged from smoke and 
soot, and darksome caverns, into the upper air. 
What cares the world for that? But, well-a-day, 
we hear a shrill voice of affliction, the scream of 
a little child, rising louder with every repetition 
of that smart, sharp, slapping sound, produced 
by an open hand on tender flesh. Annie sympa- 
thizes, though without experience of such direful 
woe. Lo! the town-crier again, with some new 
secret for the public ear. Will he tell us of an 
auction, or of a lost pocketbook, or a show of 

beautiful wax figures, or of some monstrous beast 
more horrible than any in the caravan? I guess 

the latter. See how he uplifts the bell in his 

right hand, and shakes it slowly at first, then with 
a hurried motion, till the clapper seems to strike 
both sides at once, and the sounds are scattered 

forth in quick succession, far and near. 
Ding-dong! Ding-dong! Ding-dong! 

178 B
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Now he raises his clear, loud voice, above all 
the din of the town ; it drowns the buzzing talk 
of many tongues, and draws each man’s mind 
from his own business ; it rolls up and down the 
echoing street, and ascends to the hushed cham- 
ber of the sick, and penetrates downward to the 
cellar-kitchen, where the hot cook turns from the 
fire to listen. Who, of all that address the public 
ear, whether in church, or court-house, or hall of 
state, has such an attentive audience as the town- 
cricr? What saith the people's orator ? 

* Strayed from her home, a LITTLE GrrE, of five 
years old, in a blue silk frock and white pantalets, 
with brown curling hair and hazel eyes. Who- 
ever will bring her back to her afflicted mother—’ 

Stop, stop, town-crier! The lostisfound. Oh, 
my pretty Annie, we forgot to tell your mother 
of our ramble, and she is in despair, and has sent 
the town-crier to bellow up and down the streets, 
affrighting old and young, for the loss of a little 
girl who has not once let go my hand. Well, let 
us hasten homeward ; and as we go, farget not to 
thank Heaven, my Annie, that, after wandering 
a little way into the world, you may return at the 
firstsummons, with an untainted and an unwearied 
heart, and be a happy child again. But I have 
gone too far astrav for the town-crier to call me 
back !
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Sweet has been the charm of childhood on my 
spirit, throughout my ramble with little Annie ! 
Say not that it has been a waste of precious mo- 
ments, an idle matter, a babble of childish talk, 
and a reverie of childish imaginations, about to- 
pics unworthy of a grown man’s notice. Has it 
been merely this? Not so; not so. They are 
not truly wise who should affirm it, As the pure 
breath of children revives the life of aged men, so 
is our moral nature revived by their free and sim- 
ple thoughts, their native feeling, their airy mirth, 
for little cause or none, their grief, soon roused 
and soon allayed. Their influence on us is at least 
reciprocal with ours onthem. When our infancy 
is almost forgotten, and our boyhood long depart- 
ed, though it seems but as yesterday ; when life 
settles darkly down upon us, and we doubt whe- 
ther to call ourselves young any more, then it is 
good to steal away from the society of bearded 
men, and even of gentler women, and spend an 
hour or two with children. After drinking from 
those fountains of still fresh existence, we shall 
return into the crowd, as I do now, to struggle 
onward and doour part in life, perhaps as fervent- 
ly as ever, but, for atime, with a kinderand purer 
heart, and a spirit more lightly wise. All this 
by thy sweet magic, dear little Annie!



The Bollow of the Three Pills. 

'N those strange old times, when fantastic dreams 
and madmen’s reveries were realized among 

the actual ciccumstances of life, two persons met 
together at an appointed hour and place. One 
was a lady, graceful in form and fair of feature, 
though pale and troubled, and smitten with an 
untimely blight in what should have been the ful- 
lest bloom of her years ; the other was an ancient 
and meanly dressed woman, of ill-favoured aspect, 
and so-withered, shrunken, and decrepit, that even 
the space since she began to decay must have ex- 
ceeded the ordinary term of human existence. In. 
the spot where they encountered, no mortal could 
observe them. ‘Three little hills stood near each 
other, and down in the midst of them sunk a hol- 
low basin, almost mathematically circular, two or 
three hundred feet in breadth, and of such depth 
that a stately cedar might just be visible above 
the sides. Dwarf pines were numerous upon the 
hills, and partly fringed the outer verge of the 
intermediate hollow ; within which there was no-
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thing but the brown grass of October, and here 

and there a tree trunk, that had fallen long ago, 
and lay mouldering with no green successor from 
its roots. One of these masses of decayed wood, 
formerly a majestic oak, rested close beside a pool 
of green and sluggish water at the bottom of the 
basin. Such scenes as this (so gray tradition tells) 
were once the resort of a Power of Evil and his 

plighted subjects; and here, at midnight, or on 
the dim verge of evening, they were said to stand 
round the mantling pool, disturbing its putrid 

waters in the performance of au impious baptis- 

mal rite. The chill beauty of an autumnal sun- 

set was now gilding the three hill-tops, whence a 
paler tint stole down their sides into the hollow. 

‘Here is our pleasant meeting come to pass,” 
said the aged crone, ‘according as thou hast de- 
sired. Say quickly what thou wouldst have of 
me, for there is but a short hour that we may tar- 
ry here.” 

As the old withered woman spoke, asmile glim- 
mered on her countenance, like lamplight on the 

wall ofa sepulchre. ‘The lady trembled, and cast 
her eyes upward to the verge of the basin, as if 
meditating to return with her purpose unaceom- 
plished. But it was not so ordained. 
«Tama stranger in this land, as you know,” 

said she, at length. ‘Whence I come it matters
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not ;—but I have left those behind me with whom 

my fate was intimately bound, and from whom I 
am. cut off for ever. There is a weight in my bo- 
som that I cannot away with, and I have come 
hither to enquire of their welfare.’ 

« And who is there by this green pool, that can 
bring thee news from the ends of the earth ? cried 

the old woman, peering into the lady’s face. ‘Not 
from my lips mayst thou hear these tidings ; yet, 
be thou bold, and the daylight shall not pass away 
from yonder hill-top, before thy wish begranted.” 

<I will do your bidding though I die,’ replied 
the lady, desperately. 

‘The old woman seated herself on the trunk of 

the fallen tree, threw aside the hood that shroud- 

ed her gray-locks, and beckoned her companion 
to draw near. 

¢Kneel down,’ she said, ‘and lay your fore- 

head on my knees.” 
She hesitated a moment, but the anxiety, that 

had long been kindling, burned fiercely up within 
hher. As she knelt down, the border of her gar- 

‘ment was dipped into the pool ; she laid her fore- 
head on the old woman’s knees, and the latter 

drew a cloak about the lady’s face, so that she 
was in darkness. Then she heard the muttered 
words of prayer, in the midst of which she start- 
ed, and would have arisen.
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« Let me flee,—let me flee and hide myself, that 
they may not look, upon me!? she cried. But 
with returning recollection, she hushed herself, 
and was still as death. 

For it seemed as if other voices,—familiar in 
infancy, and unforgotten through many wander- 
ings, and in all the vicissitudes of her heart and 
fortune—were mingling with the accents of the 
prayer. At first the words were faint and indis- 
tinct, not rendered so by distance, but rather re- 
sembling the dim pages of a book, which we strive 
to read by an imperfect and gradually brighten- 
ing light. In such a manner, as the prayer pro- 
cceded, did those voices strengthen upon the ear ; 
till at length the petition ended, and the conver- 
sation of an aged man, and of a woman, broken 
and decayed like himself, became distinctly audi- 
ble to the lady as she knelt. But those strangers 
appeared not to stand in the hollow depth be- 
tween the three hills. Their voices were encom- 
passed and reéchoed by the walls of a chamber, 
the windows of which were rattling in the breeze ; 
the regular vibration of a clock, the crackling of 
a fire, and the tinkling of the embers as they fell 
among the ashes, rendered the scene almost as 
vivid as if painted to the eye. By a melancholy 
hearth sat these two old people, the man calmly 
despondent, the woman querulous and tearful,
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and their words were all of sorrow. They spoke 
of a daughter, a wanderer they knew not where, 
bearing dishonour along with her, and leaving 
sharne and affliction to bring their gray heads to 
the grave. They alluded also to other and more 
recent woe, but in the midst of their talk, their 

voices seemed to melt into the sound of the wind, 

sweeping mournfully among the autumn leaves ; 
and when the lady lifted her eyes, there was she 
kneeling in the hollow between three hills. 

‘A weary and lonesome time yonder old couple 
have of it,’ remarked the old woman, smiling in 
the lady’s face. 

‘And did you also hear them?’ exclaimed she, a 
sense of intolerable humiliation triumphing over 
her agony and fear. 

«Yea; and we have yet more to hear,’ replied 
the old woman. ‘Wherefore, cover thy face 
quickly.” 

Again the withered hag poured forth the mono- 
tonous words of a prayer that was not meant to 
be acceptable in Heaven ; and soon, in the pauses 
of her breath, strange murmurings began to thick- 
en, gradually increasing, so as to drown and over- 
power the charm by which they grew. Shricks 
pierced through the obscurity of sound, and were 
sueceeded by the singing of sweet female voices, 
which in their turn gave way to a wild roar of
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laughter, broken sudderly by groanings and sobs, 
forming altogether a ghastly confusion of terror, 
and mourning, and mirth. Chains were rattling, 
fierce and stern voices uttered threats, and the 
scourge resounded at their command. All these 
noises deepened and became substantial to the 
listener’s ear, till she could distinguish every soft 
and dreamy accent of the love songs, that died 
cautiously into funeral hymns. She shuddered 
at the unprovoked wrath which blazed up like the 
spontaneous kindling of flame, and she grew faint 
at the fearful merriment raging miserably around 
her. In the midst of this wild scene, where un- 
bounded passions jostled each other in a drunken 
career, there was one solemn voice of aman, and 
a manly and melodious voice it might once have 
been. He went to and fro continually, and his 
feet sounded upon the floor. In each member 
of that frenzied company, whose own burning 
thoughts had become their exclusive world, he 
sought an auditor for the story of his individual 
wrong, and interpreted their laughter and tears 
as his reward of scorn or pity. He spoke of wo- 
man’s perfidy, of 2 wife who had broken her ho- 
liest vows, of a home and heart made desolate. 
Even as he went on, the shout, the laugh, the 
shriek, the sob, rose up in unison. till they chang- 
ed into the hollow, fitful, and uneven sound of
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the wind, as it fought ampng the pine-trees on 
those three lonely hills. The lady looked up, and 
there was the withered woman smiling in her face. 

‘Couldst thou have thought there were such 
merry times in amadhouse >” inquired the latter. 

«True, true,’ said the lady to herself ; ‘there is 
mirth within its walls, but misery, misery with- 
out.’ 

*Wouldst thou hear more ? demanded the old 
woman. 

“There is one other voice I would fain listen to 
again,’ replied the lady, faintly. 

*Then, lay down thy head speedily upon my 
knees, that thou mayest get thee hence before the 
hour be past.’ 

The golden skirts of day were yet lingering upon 
the hills, but deep shades obscured the hollow and 
the pool, as if sombre night were rising thence to 
overspread the world. Again that evil woman be- 
gan to weave her spell. Long did it proceed un- 
answered, till the knolling of a bell stole in among 
the intervals of her words, like a clang that had 
travelled far over valley and rising ground, and 
was just ready to die in the air. The lady shook 
upon her companion’s knees, as she heard that 
boding sound. Stronger it grew and sadder, and 
deepened into the tone of a death-bell, knolling 
dolefully from some ivy-mantled tower, and bear-
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ing tidings of mortality and woe to the cottage, 
to the hall, and to the solitary wayfarer, that all 
might weep for the doom appointed in turn to 
them. Then camea measured tread, passing slow- 
ly, slowly on, as of mourners with a coffin, their 
garments trailing on the ground, so that the ear 
could measure the length of their melancholy array. 
Before them went the priest, reading the buria 
service, while the leaves of his book were rustling 
in the breeze. And though no voice but his was 
heard to speak aloud, still there were revilings 
and anathemas, whispered but distinct, from wo- 
men and from men, breathed against the daughter 
who had wrung the aged hearts of her parents,— 
the wife who had betrayed the trusting fondness 
of her husband,—the mother who had sinned 
against natural affection, and left her child to die. 

‘The sweeping sound of the funeral train faded 
away like a thin vapour, and the wind, that just 
before had seemed to shake the coffin-pall, moan- 
ed sadly round the verge of the Hollow between 
three Hills. But when the old woman stirred the 
kneeling lady, she lifted not her head. 

« Here has been a sweet hour’s sport!’ said the 
withered crone, chuckling to herself.



The Vision of the Fountain. 

3 'v fifteen, I became a resident in a country vil- 
lage, more than a hundred miles from home. 

‘The morning after my arrival—a September morn- 
ing, but warm and bright as any in July—I ram- 
bled into a wood of oaks, with a few walnut trees 
intermixed, forming the closest shade above my 
head. ‘The ground was rocky, uneven, overgrown 
with bushes and clumps of young saplings, and 
traversed only by cattle-paths. The track, which 
I chanced to follow, led me to a crystal spring, 
with a border of grass, as freshly green as on May 
morning, and overshadowed by the limb of-a great 
oak. One solitary sunbeam found its way down, 
and played like a goldfish in the water. 
From my childhood, I have loved to gaze into 

aspring. ‘The water filled a circular basin, small 
but deep, and set round with stones, some of which 
were covered with slimy moss, the others naked, 
and of variegated hue, reddish, white, and brown. 
The bottom was covered with coarse sand, which 
sparkled in the lonely sunbeam, and seemed to 
illuminate the spring with an unborrowed light.
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In one spot, the gush of the water violently agi- 
tated the sand, but without obscuring the foun- 
tain, or breaking the glassiness of its surface. It 
appeared as if some living creature were about to 
emerge, the Naiad of the spring, perhaps in the 
shape of a, beautiful young woman, with a gown 
of filmy water-moss, a belt of rainbow drops, and 
a cold, pure, passionless countenance. How 
would the beholdershiver, pleasantly, yet fearfully, 
to see her sitting on one of the stones, paddling 
her white feet in the ripples, and throwing up 
water, to sparkle in the sun! Wherever she laid 
her hands on grass and flowers, they would im- 

mediately be moist, as with morning dew. Then 
would she set about her labours, like a careful 
house-wife, to clear the fountain of witheredleaves, 

and bits of slimy wood, and old acorns from the 

oaks above, and grains of corn left by cattle in 
drinking, till the bright sand, in the bright water, 

were like a treasury of diamonds. But, should 

the intruder approach too near, he would find on- 
ly the drops of a summer shower, glistening about 
the spot where he had seen her. 

Reclining on the border of grass, where the 
dewy goddess should have been, I bent forward, 
and a pair of eyes met mine within the watery 
mirror. They were the reflection of my own. I 

looked again, and lo! another face, deeper in the
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fountain than my own image, more distinct in all 
the features, yet faint as thought. The vision 
had the aspect of a fair young girl, with locks of 
paly gold. A mirthful expression laughed in the 
eyes and dimpled over the whole shadowy coun- 
tenance, till it seemed just what a fountain would 
be, if, while dancing merrily into the sunshine, 
it should assume the shape of woman. Through 
the dim rosiness of the cheeks, I could “see the 
brown leaves, the slimy twigs, the acorns, and the 
sparkling sand. The solitary sunbeam was diffus- 
ed among the golden hair, which melted into its 
faint brightness, and became a glory round that 
head so beautiful ! 

My description can give no idea how suddenly 
the fountain was thus tenanted, and how soon it 
was left desolate. I breathed ; and there was the 
face! I held my breath; and it was gone! Had 
it passed away, or faded into nothing? I doubted 
whether it had ever been. 

My sweet readers, what a dreamy and delicious 
hour did I spend, where that vision found and 
left me! For a long time, I sat perfectly still, 
waiting till it should re-appear, and fearful that 
the slightest motion, or even the flutter of my 
breath, might frighten it away. Thus have I of- 
ten started from a pleasant dream, and then kept 
quiet, in hopes to wile it back. Deep were my
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musings, as to the race and attributes of that ethe- 
real being. Had I created her? Was she the 
daughter of my fancy, akin to those strange shapes 
which peep under the lids of children’s eyes? And. 
did her beauty gladden me, for that one moment, 
and then die? Or was she a water-nymph within 
the fountain, or fairy, or woodland goddess, peep- 
ing over my shoulder, or the ghost of some for- 
saken maid, who had drowned herself for love ? 
Or, in good truth, had a lovely girl, with a warm 
heart, and lips that would bear pressure, stolen 
softly behind me, and thrown her image into the 
spring ? 

I watched and waited, but no vision came again. 
I departed, but with a spell upon me, which drew 
me back, that same afternoon, to the haunted 
spring. There was the water gushing, the sand 
sparkling, and the sunbeam glimmering. There 
the vision was not, but only a great frog, the her- 
mit of that solitude, who immediately withdrew 
his speckled snout, and made himself invisible, all 
except a pair of long legs beneath a stone. Me- 
thought he had a devilish look! I could have slain 

him as an enchanter, who kept the mysterious 
beauty imprisoned in the fountain. 

Sad and heavy, I was returning to the village. 
Between me and the church spire, rose a little 
hill, and on its summit a group of trees, insulated
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from all the rest of the wood, with their own share 
of radiance hovering on them from the west, and 
their own solitary shadow falling to the east. 
‘The afternoon being far declined, the sunshine 
was almost pensive, and the shade almost cheer- 
ful; glory and gloom were mingled in the placid 
light ; as if the spirits of the Day and Evening 
had met in friendship under those trees, and found 
themselves akin. I was admiring the picture, 
when the shape of a young girl emerged from be- 
hind the clump of oaks. My heart knew her ; it 

was the Vision; but so distant and ethereal did 
she seem, so unmixed with earth, so imbued with 
the pensive glory of the spot where she was stand- 
ing, that my spirit sunk within me, sadder than 
before. How could I ever reach her ? 

While I gazed, a sudden shower came patter- 
ing down upon the leaves. In a moment the air 
was full of brightness, each rain-drop catching a 
portion of sunlight as it fell, and the whole gen- 
tle shower appearing like a mist, just substantial 
enough to bear the burthen of radiance. A rain- 
bow, vivid as Niagara's, was painted in the air. 
Its southern limb came down before the group of 
trees, and enveloped the fair Vision, as if the hues 
of Heaven were the only garment for her beauty. 
‘When the rainbow vanished, she, who had seemed 
a part of it, was no longer there. Was her exist-
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ence absorbed in nature’s loveliest phenomenon, 
and did her pure frame dissolve away in the vari- 
ed light ? Yet, I would not despair of her return ; 
for, robed in the rainbow, she was the emblem of 
Hope. 

‘Thus did the vision leave me ; and many a dole- 
ful day succeeded to the parting moment. By 
the spring, and in the wood, and on the hill, and 
through the village; at dewy sunrise, burning 
noon, and at that magic hour of sunset, when she 
had vanished from my sight, 1 sought her, but in 
vain. Wecks came and went, months rolled 
away, and she appeared notin them. Timparted 
my mystery to none, but wandered to and fro, or 
sat in solitude, like one that had caught a glimpse 
of Heaven, and could take no more joy on earth. 
I withdrew into an inner world, where my thoughts 
lived and breathed, and the Vision in the midst of 
them. Without intending it, I became at once 
the author and hero of a romance, conjuring up 
rivals, imagining events, the actions of others and 
my own, and experiencing every change of pas- 
sion, till jealousy and despair had their end in 
bliss. Oh, had I the burning fancy of my early 
youth, with manhood’s colder gift, the power of 
expression, your hearts, sweet ladies, should flut- 
ter at my tale! 

In the middie of January, I was summoned 
178 °
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   home. The day before my departure, visiti 
spots which had been hallowed by the Vision, I 
found that the spring had a frozen bosom, and 
nothing but the snow and a glare of winter sun- 
shine, on the hillof the rainbow. ‘Let me hope,” 
thought I, or my heart will be as icy as the foun- 
tain, and the whole world as desolate as this 
snowy hill.’ Most of the day was spent in pro- 
paring for the journey, which was to commence 
at four o’clock the next morning. Abont an hour 
after supper, when all was in readiness, I de- 
scended from my chamber to the sitting-room, to 
take leave of the old clergyman and his family, 
with whom I had been an inmate. <A gust of 
wind blew out my lamp as I passed through the 
entry. 

According to their invariable custom, so plea- 
sant a one when the fire blazes cheerfully, the fa- 
mily were sitting in the parlour, with no other 
light than what came from the hearth. As the 
good clergyman’s scanty stipend compelled him 
to use all sorts of economy, the foundation of his 
fires was always a large heap of tan, or ground 
bark, which would smoulder away, from morning 
till night, with a dull warmth and no flame. This 
evening the heap of tan was newly put on, and 
surmounted with three sticks of red oak, full of 
moisture, and a few pieces of dry pine, that had
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not yet kindled. ‘There was no light, except the 
little that came sullenly from two half-burnt 
brands, withont even glimmering on the andirons. 
But I knew the position of the old minister’s arm- 

chair, and also where his wife sat, with her knit- 
ting-work, and how to avoid his two daughters, 
one a stout country lass, and the other a con- 
sumptive girl. Groping through the gloom, T 
found my own place next to that of the son, a 
learned collegian, who had come home to keep 
school in the village during the winter vacation. 
I noticed that there was less room than usual, to- 

night, between the collegian’s chair and mine. 

As people are always taciturn in the dark, not 
a word was said for some time after my entrance. 
Nothing broke the stillness but the regular click 
of the matron’s knitting-needles. At times, the 
fire threw out a brief and dusky gleam, which 
twinkled on the old man’s glasses, and hovered 
doubtfally round our circle, but was far too faint 
to portray the individuals who composed it. 
Were we not like ghosts? Dreamy as the scene 
was, might it not be a type of the mode in which 
departed people, who had known and loved each 
other here, would hold communion in eternity ? 
We were aware of each other’s presence, not by 
sight, nor sound, nor touch, but by an inward 

consciousness. Would it not be so among the 
dead ?
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‘The silence was interrupted by the consumptive 
daughter, addressing a remark to some one in the 
circle, whom she called Rachel. Her tremulous 
and decayed accents were answered by a single 
word, but in a voice that made me start, and bend 
towards the spot whence it had proceeded. Had 
Lever heard that sweet, low tone? 1f not, why 
did it rouse up so many old recollectious, or mock- 
eries of such, the shadows of things familiar, yet 

unknown, and fill my mind with confused images 
of her features who had spoken, though buried in 
the gloom of the parlour? Whom had my heart 
recognised, that it throbbed so? I listened, to 
catch her gentle breathing, and strove, by the in- 
tensity of my gaze, to picture forth a shape where 
none was visible. 

Suddenly, the dry pine caught ; the fire blazed 
up with a ruddy glow ; and where the darkness 
had been, there was she—the Vision of the Foun- 
tain! A spirit of radiance only, she had vanished 
with the rainbow, and appeared again in the fire- 
light, perhaps to flicker with the blaze, and be 
gone. Yet, her cheek was rosy and lifelike, and 
her features, in the bright warmth of the room, 
were even sweeter and tenderer than my recollec- 
tion of them. She knew me! The mirthful ex- 
pression that had laughed in her eyes and dimp- 
led over her countenance, when I beheld her faint
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beauty in the fountain, was laughing and dimp- 
ling there now. One moment, our glance ming- 
led—the next, down rolled the heap of tan upon 
the kindled wood—and darkness snatched away 

that Daughter of the Light, and gave her back to 
me no more! 

Fair ladies, there is nothing more to tell. Must 

the simple mystery be revealed, then, that Rachel 
was the daughter of the village squire, and had 
left home for a boarding-school, the morning af- 
ter I arrived, and returned the day before my de- 

parture! If I transformed her to an angel, it is 

what every youthful lover does for his mistress. 
Therein consists the essence of my story. But, 
slight the change, sweet maids, to make angels of 
yourselves t



Dr. Beideqger’s Gxperiment. 

‘HAT very singular man, old Dr. Heidegger, 
once invited four venerable friends to meet 

him in his study. ‘There were three white-beard- 
ed gentlemen, Mr. Medbourne, Colonel Killigrew, 
and Mr. Gascoigne, and a withered gentiewoman, 
whose name was the widow Wycherly. They were 
all melancholy old creatures, who had been unfor- 
tunate in life, and whose great misfortune it was, 

that they were not long ago in their graves. Mr. 
Medbourne, in the vigour of his age, had been a 
prosperous merchant, but had lost his all by a 
frantic speculation, and was now little better than 
amendicant. Colonel Killigrew had wasted his 
best years, and his health and substance, in the 
pursuit of sinful pleasures, which had given birth 
to a brood of pains, such as the gout, and divers 
other torments of souland body. Mr. Gascoigne 
was a ruined politician, a man of evil fame, or at 
least had been 60, till time had buried him from 
the knowledge of the present generation, and 
made him obscure instead of infamous. As for 
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the Widow Wycherly, tradition tells us that she 
was a great beauty in her day ; but, for along 
time past, she had lived in deep seclusion, on ac- 
count of certain scandalous stories, which had 
prejudiced the gentry of the town against her. 
It is a circumstance worth mentioning, that each 
of these three old gentlemen, Mr. Medbourne, 
Colonel Killigrew, and Mr. Gascoigne, were early 
lovers of the Widow Wycherly, and had once been 
on the point of cutting each other’s throats for 
her sake. And, before proceeding farther, I will 
merely bint, that Dr. Heidegger and all his four 
guests were sometimes thought to be a little be- 
side themselves ; as is not unfrequently the case 
with old people, when worrjed either by present 
trouble or woful recollections. 

‘My dear old friends,’ said Dr. Heidegger, 
motioning them to be seated, ‘I am desirous of 
your assistance in one of those little experiments 
with which I amuse myself here in my study.” 

If all stories were true, Dr. Heidegger’s study 
must have been a very curious place. It was a 
dim, old-fashioned chamber, festooned with cob- 
webs, and besprinkled withantiquedust. Around 
the walls stood several oaken bookeases, the lower 
shelves of which were filled with rows of gigantic 
folios, and blackletter quartos, and the upper with 
little parchment-covered duodecimos. Over the
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central bookcase was a bronze bust of Hippocrates, 
with which, according to some authorities, Dr. 
Heidegger was accustomed to hold consultations, 
in all difficult cases of his practice. In the ob- 
seurest corner of the room stood a tall and narrow 
oaken closet, with its door ajar, within which 
doubtfully appeared a skeleton. Between two of 
the bookcases hung a looking-glass, presenting 
its high and dusty plate within a tarnished gilt 
frame. Among many wonderful stories related of 
this mirror, it was fabled that the spirits of all the 
doctor’s deceased patients dwelt within its verge, 
and would stare him in the face whenever he look- 
ed thitherward. The opposite side of the cham- 
ber was ornamented with the full length portrait 
of a young lady, arrayed in the faded magnifi- 
cence of silk, satin, and brocade, and with a vi- 
sage as faded as her dress. Above halfa century 
ago, Dr. Heidegger had been on the point of mar- 
riage with this young lady ; but being affected with 
some slight disorder, she had swallowed one of 
her lover’s prescriptions, and died on the bridal 
evening. The greatest curiosity of the study re- 
mains to be mentioned ; it was a ponderous folio 
volume, bound in black leather, with massive sil- 
ver clasps. There were no letters on the back, 
and nobody could tell the title of the book. But 

it was well known to be a book of magic ; and
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once when a chambermaid had lifted it, merely to 
brush away the dust, the skeleton had rattled in 
its closet, the picture of the young lady had step- 
ped one foot upon the floor, and several ghastly 
faces had peeped forth fromthe mirror ; while the 
brazen head of Hippocrates frowned, and said— 
« Forbear !” 

Such was Dr. Heidegger’s study. On thesum- 
mer afternoon of our tale, a stall round table, as 

black as ebony, stood in the centre of the room, 
sustaining a cut-glass vase, of beautiful form and 
elaborate workmanship. The sunshine came 
through the window, between the heavy festoons 
of two faded damask curtains, and fell directly 
across the vase, so that a mild splendour was re- 
flected from it on the ashen visages of the five old 

people who sat around. ‘Four champaign glasses 
were also on the table. 

«My dear old friends,’ repeated Dr. Heidegger, 
«may I reckon on your aid in performing an ex- 
ceedingly curious experiment 

Now, Dr Heidegger was a very strange old 
gentleman, whose eccentricity had became the 
nucleus for a thousand fantastic stories, Some 
of these fables, to my shame be it spoken, might 
possibly be traced back to mine own veracious 
self; and if any passages of thepresent taleshould 
startle the reader’s faith, I must be content to 

bear the stigma of a fiction-monger.
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‘When the doctor’s four guests heard him talk 

of his proposed experiment, they anticipated no- 
thing more wonderful than the murder of a mouse 

in an air-pump or the examination of a cobweb 
by the microscope, or some similar nonsense, with 
which he was constantly in the habit of pestering 
his intimates. But without waiting for a reply, 
Dr. Heidegger hobbled across the chamber, and 
returned with the same ponderous folio, bound in 

black leather, which common report affirmed to 

be a book of magic. Undoing the silver clasps, 
he opened the volume, and took from among its 
blackletter pages arose, or what was once a rose, 
though now the green leaves and crimson petals 
had assumed one brownish hue, and the ancient 

flower seemed ready to crumble to dust in the 
doctor’s hands. 

‘This rose,? said Dr. Heidegger, with a sigh, 
“this same withered and crumbling flower, blos- 

somed five-and-fifty years ago. It was given me 
by Sylvia Ward, whose portrait hangs yonder ; 
and I meant to wear it in my bosom at our wed- 
ding. Five-and-fifty years it has been treasured 
between the leaves of this old volume. Now, 
would you deem it possible that this rose of half 
a century could ever bloom again ?” 

«Nonsense !’ said the Widow Wycherly, with 
a peevish toss of her head. ‘You might as well
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ask whether an old woman’s wrinkled face could 

ever bloom again.’ 
«See !’ answered Dr. Heidegger. 
He uncovered the vase, and threw the faded 

rose into the water which it contained. At first 

it lay lightly on the surface of the fluid, appear- 
ing to imbibe none of its moisture. Soon, how- 
ever, a singular change began to be visible. The 
crushed and dried petals stirred, and assumed 
a deepening tinge of crimson, as if the flower 
were reviving from a death-like slumber; the 
slender stalk and twigs of foliage became green ; 
and there was the rose of half a century, looking 
as fresh as when Sylvia Ward had first given it to 
her lover. It was scarcely full-blown ; for some 
of its delicate red“leaves curled modestly around 

its moist bosom, within which two or three dew- 

drops were sparkling. ‘That is certainly a very 
pretty deception,” said the doctor’s friends ; care- 

lessly, however, for they had witnessed greater 
miracles at a conjurer’s show ; ‘pray how was it ef- 
fected ? 

«Did you never hear of the ‘Fountain of 
Youth?’ asked Dr. Heidegger, ‘ which Ponce 
De Leon, the Spanish adventurer, went in search 
of, two or three centuries ago ?” 

«But did Ponce De Leon ever find it?’ said the 

Widow Wycherly.
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No,’ answered Dr. Heidegger, ‘for he never 

sought it in the right place. The famous Foun- 
tain of Youth, if I am rightly informed, is situat- 
ed in the southern part of the Floridian penin- 

sula, not far from lake Macaco. Its source is 

overshadowed by several gigantic magnolias, 
which, though numberless centuries old, have been 
kept as fresh as violets, by the virtues of this 

wonderful water. An acquaintance of mine, 
knowing my curiosity in such matters, has sent 
me what you see in the vase.” 

* Ahem !’ said Colonel Killigrew, who believed 
not a word of the doctor’s story ; ‘ and what may 

be the effect of this fluid on the human frame ?” 
You shall judge for yourself, my dear colonel,” 

replied Dr. Heidegger ; ‘and all of you, my re- 
spected friends, are welcome to so much of this 
admirable fluid, as may restore to you the bloom 
of youth. For my own part, having had much 
trouble in growing old, I am in no hurry to grow 
young again. With your permission, therefore, I 
will merely watch the progress of the experiment.” 

‘While he spoke, Dr. Heidegger had been fil- 

ling the four champaign glasses with the water 
of the Fountain of Youth. It was apparently 
impregnated with an effervescent gas, for little 
bubbles were continually ascending from the 
depths of the glasses, and bursting in silvery spray
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at the surface. As the liquor diffused a pleasant 
perfume, the old people doubted not that it pos- 
sessed cordial and comfortable properties ; and, 
though utter sceptics as to its rejuvenescent pow- 
er, they wereinclined to swallow it at once. But 
Dr. Heidegger besought them to stay a moment. 

« Before you drink, my respectable old friends,’ 
said he, ‘it would be well that, with the experi- 
ence of a lifetime to direct you, you should draw 
up a few general rules for your guidance, in pas- 
sing a second time through the perils of youth. 
Think what a sin and shame it would be, if, with 
your peculiar advantages, you should not become 
patterns of virtue and wisdom to all the young 
people of the age!” 

The doctor’s four venerable friends made him 
no answer, except by a fecble and tremulous 
laugh ; sovery ridiculous was the idea, that know 
ing how closely repentance treads behind the steps 
of error, they should ever go astray again. 

«Drink, then,’ said the doctor, bowing ; ‘I re- 
joice that I have so well selected the subjects of 
any experiment.” 

‘With palsied hands, they raised their glasses to 
their lips. The liquor, if it really possessed such 
virtues as Dr. Heidegger imputed to it, could not 
have been bestowed on four human beings who 
needed it more wofully. They looked as if they
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had never known what youth or pleasure was, but 
had been the offspring of Nature's dotage, and 

always the gray, decrepit, sapless, miserable crea- 
tures, who now sat stooping round the doctor’s 
table, without life enough in their souls or bodies 
to be animated even by the prospect of growing 
young again. They drank of the water, and re- 
placed their glasses on the table. 

Assuredly there was an almost immediate im- 
provement in the aspect of the party, not unlike 
what might have been produced by aglass of gen- 
erous wine, together with a sudden glow of cheer- 
ful sunshine, brightening over all their visages at 
once. There was a healthful suffusion on their 

cheeks, instead of the ashen hue that had made 
them look so corpse-like. They gazed at one 
another, and fancied that some magic power had 
really begun to smooth away the deep and sad in- 
scriptions which Father Time had been so long 

engraving on their brows. The Widow Wycherly 
adjusted her cap, for she almost felt like a woman 
again. 

«Give us more of this wondrous water !? cried 
they, eagerly. ‘We are younger—but we are 
still too old! Quick—give us more !” 

‘Patience, patience !? quoth Dr. Heidegger, 
who sat watching the experiment, with philoso- 
phic coolness. * You have been a long time grow-
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ing old. Surely, you might be content to grow 
young in half an hour! But the water is at your 
service.” 

Again he filled their glasses with the liquor of 
youth, enough of which still remained in the vase 
to turn half the people in the city to the age 
of their own grandchildren. While the bubbles 
were yet sparkling on the brim, the doctor’s four 
guests snatched their glasses from the table, and 
swallowed the contents ata single gulph. Was it 
delusion ? even whilethe draught was passing down 
their throats, it seemed to have wrought a change 
on their whole systems. Their eyes grew clear 
and bright ; a dark shade deepened among their 
silvery locks ; they sat around the table, three 

gentlemen, of middle age; a woman, hardly be- 
yond her buxom prime. 

«My dear widow, you are charming!’ cried 
Colonel Killigrew, whose eyes had been fixed 

upon her face, while the shadows of age were flit- 
ting from it like darkness from the crimson day- 

break. 
‘The fair widow knew, of old, that Colonel Kil- 

ligrew’s compliments were not always measured 
by sober truth ; so she started up, and ran to the 

mirror, still dreading that the ugly visage of an 
old woman would meet her gaze. Meanwhile, the 

three gentlemen behaved in such a manner, as
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proved that the water of the Fountain of Youth 
possessed some intoxicating qualities ; unless, in- 
deed, exhilaration of spirits were merely a light- 
some dizziness, caused by the sudden removal of 
the weight of years. Mr. Gascoigne’s mind seem- 
ed to run on political topics, but whether relating 
to the past, present, or future, could not easily 
be determined, since the same ideas and phrases 
have been in vogue these fifty years. Now he 
rattled forth full-throated sentences about patriot- 
ism, national glory, and the people’s right ; now 
he muttered some perilous stuff or other, in a sly 
and doubtful whisper, so cautiously that even his 
own conscience could scarcely catch the secret; 
and now, again, he spoke in measured accents, 
and a deeply deferential tone, as if a royal ear 
were listening to his well-turned periods. Colo- 
nel Killigrew all this time had been trolling forth 
a jolly bottle-song, and ringing his glass in sym- 
phony with the chorus, while his eyes wandered 
toward the buxom figure of the Widow Wycherly- 
On the other side of the table, Mr. Medbourne was 
involved ina calculation of dollars and cents, with 
which was strangely intermingled a project for 
supplying the East Indies with ice, by harnessing 
a team of whales to the polar icebergs. 

As for the Widow Wycherly, she stood before 
the mirror, curtsying and simpering to her own
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image, and greeting it as the friend whom she 
loved better than all the world beside. She thrust 
her face close to the glass, to see whether some 
long-remembered wrinkle or crow’s-foot had in- 
deed vanished. She examined whether the snow 
had so entirely melted from her hair, that the 
venerable cap could be safely thrown aside. At 
last, turning briskly away, she came with a sort 

of dancing step to the table. 
«My dear old doctor,’ cried she, ‘pray favour 

me with another glass !? 
‘Certainly, my dear madam, certainly,’ replied 

the complaisant doctor ; ‘see! I have already fil- 
led the glasses.’ 

There, in fact, stood the four glasses, brimfal 
of this wonderful water, the delicate spray of 
which, as it effervesced from the surface, resem- 
bled the tremulous glitter of diamonds. It was 
now so nearly sunset, that the chamber had grown 
duskier than ever; but a mild and moon-like 
splendour gleamed from within the vase, and rest- 
ed alike on the four guests, and on the doctor’s 
venerable figure. He sat in a high-backed, ela- 
borately-carved, oaken arm-chair, with a gray dig- 
nity of aspect that might have well befitted that 
very Father Time, whose power had never been 
disputed, save by this fortunate company. Even 
while quaffing the third draught of the Foun- 
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tain of Youth, they were almost awed by the ex- 
pression of his mysterious visage. 

But, the next moment, the exhilarating gush.of 
young life shot through their veins. They were 
now in the happy prime of youth. Age, with its 
niiserable train of cares, and sorrows, and diseases, 
was remembered only as the trouble of a dream, 
from which they had joyously awoke. The fresh 
gloss of the soul, so early lost, and without which 
the world’s successive scenes had been but a gal- 
lery of faded pictures, again threw its enchantment 
overall their prospects. They felt like new-creat- 
ed beings, in a new-created universe. 

«We are young! We are young!’ they cried, 
exultingly. 

Youth, like the extremity of age, had ef- 
faced the strongly marked characteristics of mid- 
dle life, and mutually assimilated them all. They 
were a group of merry youngsters, almost mad- 
dened with the exuberant frolicsomeness of their 
years. The most singular effect of their gaicty 
was an impulse to mock the infirmity and decrepi- 
tude of which they had so lately been the victims. 
They laughed loudly at their old-fashioned attire, 
the wide-skirted coats and flapped waistcoats of 
the young men, and the ancient cap and gown of 
the blooming girl. One limped across the floor, like 
n gouty grandfather ; one set a pair of spectacles
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astride of his nose, and pretended to pore over the 
blackletter pages of the book of magic; a third 
seated himself in an arm-chair, and strove to imi- 
tate the venerable dignity of Dr. Heidegger. Then 
all shouted mirthfully, and leaped about the room. 
The Widow Wycherly— if so fresh a damsel could 
be called a widow—tripped up to the doctor's 
chair, with a mischievous merriment in her rosy 
face. 

* Doctor, you dear old soul,’ cried she, ‘ get up 
and dance with me!’ And then the four young 
people laughed louder than ever, to think what a 
queer figure the doctor would cut. 

« Pray excuse me,’ answered the doctor, quietly. 
«Iam old and rheumatic, and my dancing days 
were over long ago. But either of these gay 
young gentlemen will be glad of so pretty a part- 
ner.” 

«Dance with me, Clara!’ cried Colonel Killi- 
grew. 

“No, no, I will be her partner !? shouted Mr. 

  

Gascoigne. 
«She promised me her hand, fifty years ago !? 

exclaimed Mr. Medbourne. 
They ali gatheredround her. One caught both 

her hands in his passionate grasp—another threw 
his arm about her waist—the third buried his 
hand among the glossy curls that clustered beneath
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the widow’s cap. Blushing, panting, struggling, 
chiding, laughing, her warm breath fanning each 

of their faces by turns, she strove to disengage 
herself, yet still remained in their triple embrace. 

Never was there a livelier picture of youthfal ri- 
valship, with bewitching beauty for the prize. 
Yet by a strange deception, owing to the duski- 
-ness of the chamber, and the antique dresses which 

they still wore, the tall mirror is said to have re- 

flected the figures of the three old, gray, withered 
grandsires, ridiculously contending for the skinny 
ugliness of a shrivelled grandam. 

‘But they were young ; their burning passions 
proved them so. Inflamed to madness by the 
coquetry of the girl-widow, who neither granted 
nor quite withheld her favours, the three rivals 

began to interchange threatening glances. Still 
keeping hold of the fair prize, they grappled 
fiercely at one another’s throats. As they strug- 
gled to and fro, the table was overturned, and the 
vase dashed into a thousand fragments. The pre- 
cious Water of Youth flowed in a bright stream 
across the floor, moistening the wings of a butter 
fly, which, grown old in the decline of summer, 
had alighted there to die. The insect fluttered 
lightly through the chamber, and settled on the 
snowy head of Dr. Heidegger.
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*Come, come, gentlemen!—-come, Madame 
Wycherly,’ exclaimed the doctor, ‘I really must 
protest against this riot.’ 

They stood still, and shivered ; for it seemed 
as if gray Time were calling them back from 
their sunny youth, far down into the chill and 
darksome vale of years. They looked at old Dr. 
Heidegger, who sat in his carved arm-chair, hold- 
ing the rose of half a century, which he had res- 
cued from among the fragments of the shattered 
vase. At the motion of his hand, the four rioters 
assumed their seats; the more readily, because 
their violent exertions had wearied them, youth- 
ful though they were. 

«My poor Sylvia’s rose !’ ejaculated Dr. Heid- 
egger, holding it in the light of the sunset clouds ; 
“it appears to be fading again. 
And so it was. Even while the party were 

looking at it, the flower continued to shrivel up, 
till it beeame as dry and fragile as when the doc- 
tor had first thrown it into the vase. He shook 
off a few drops of moisture which clung to its 
petals. 

«I love it as well thus, as in its dewy freshness,’ 
observed he, pressing the withered rose to his 

withered lips. While he spoke, the butterfly flut- 
tered down from the doctor’s snowy head, and fell 
upon the floor.
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His guests shivered again. A strange chillness, 
whether of the body or spirit they could not tell, 
was creeping gradually over them all. They 
gazed at one another, and fancied that each fleet- 
ing moment snatched awaya charm, and left a 
deepening furrow where none had been before. 
‘Was it an illusion ? Had the changes of a lifetime 

been crowded into so brief a space; and were they 
now four aged people, sitting with their old friend 

Dr. Heidegger ? 
¢ Are we grown old again, so soon? cried they, 

dolefully. 
In truth, they had. The Water of Youth pos- 

sessed merely a virtue more transient than that 
of wine.’ The delirium which it created had effer- 

vesced away. Yes! they wereoldagain. With 

a shuddering impulse, that showed her a woman 
still, the widow clasped her skinny hands before 
her face, and wished that the coffin-lid were over 

it, since it could be no longer beautiful. 

« Yes, friends, ye are old again,’ said Dr. Heid- 

egger ; ‘and Io! the Water of Youth is all lavish- 
ed on the ground. Well—I bemoan it not; for 
if the fountain gushed at my very door-step, I 
would not stoop to bathe my lips in it—no, though 
its delirium were for years instead of moments. 
Such is the lesson ye have taught me!”
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But the doctor’s four friends had taught no such 

lesson for themselves, They resolved forthwith 
to make a pilgrimage to Florida, and quaff, at 
morning, noon, and night, from the Fountain of 
Youth,
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NW the course of the year 1656, several of the 
people called Quakers, led, as they profess- 

ed, by the inward movement of the spirit, made 
their appearance in New England. Their repu- 
tation, as holders of mystic and pernicious prin- 
ciples, having spread before them, the Pnritans 
early endeavoured to banish, and to prevent the 
farther intrusion of, the rising sect. But the mea- 
sures by which it was intended to purge the land 
of heresy, though more than sufficiently vigorous, 
were entirely unsuccessful. The Quakers, esteem- 
ing persecution as a divine call to the post of dan- 
ger, laid claim to a holy courage, unknown to the 
Puritans themselves, who had shunned the cross, 
by providing for the peaceable exercise of their 
religion in a distant wilderness. Though it was 
the singular fact, that every nation of the earth 
rejected the wandering enthusiasts who practised 
peace towards all men, the place of greatest 
uneasiness and peril, and therefore, in their eyes, 
the most eligible, was the province of Massachu- 
setts Bay.
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The fines, imprisonments, and stripes, liberally 
distributed by our pious forefathers ; the popular 
antipathy, so strong that it endured nearly a hun- 
dred years after actual persecution had ceased, 
were attractions as powerful for the Quakers, as 
peace, honour, and reward, would have been for 
the worldly-minded. Every European vessel 
brought new cargoes of the sect, eager to testify 
against the oppression which they hoped to share; 
and, when shipmasters were restrained by heavy 
fines from affording them passage, they made long 
and circuitous journeys through the Indian coun- 
try, and appeared in the province as if conveyed 
by @ supernatural power. Their enthusiasm, 
heightened almost to madness by the treatment 
which they received, produced actions contrary to 
the rules of decency, as well as of rational religion, 
and presented a singular contrast to the calm and 
staid deportment of their sectarian successors of 
the present day. The command of the spirit, in- 
audible except to the soul, and not to be contro- 
verted on grounds of human wisdom, was made 
a plea for most indecorous exhibitions, which, ab- 
stractedly considered, well deserved the moderate 
chastisement of the rod. These extravagances, 
and the persecution which was at once their cause 
and consequence, continued to increase, till, in 
the year 1659, the government of Massachusetts
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Bay indulged two members of the Quaker sect 
with the crown of martyrdom. 

An indelible stain of blood is upon the hands 
of all who consented to this act, but a large share 
of the awful responsibility must rest upon the 
person then at the head of the government. He 
‘was aman of narrow mind and imperfect educa- 
tion, and his uncompromising bigotry was made 
hot and mischievous by violent and hasty pas- 
sions ; he exerted his influence indecorously and 
unjustifiably to compass the death of the enthu- 
siasts ; and his whole conduct, in respect to them, 
was marked by brutal cruelty. The Quakers, 
whose revengeful feelings were not less deep be- 
cause they were inactive, remembered this man 
and his associates, in after-times. The historian 
of the sect affirms, that, by the wrath of Heaven, 
a blight fell upon the land in the vicinity of the 
«bloody town’ of Boston, so that no wheat would 
grow there; and he takes his stand, as it were, 
among the graves of the ancient persecutors, and 
triumphantly recounts the judgment that over- 
took them, in old age or atthe parting hour. He 
tells us that they died suddenly, and violently, 
and in madness ; but nothing can exeeed the bit- 
ter mockery with which he records the loathsome 
disease, and ‘death by rottenness,’ of the fierce 
and cruel governor. 

* * 

  

* * *
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On the evening of the autumn day, that had 
witnessed the martyrdom of two men of the Qua- 
ker persuasion, a Puritan settler was returning 
from the metropolis to the neighbouring country- 
town in which he resided. The air was cool, the 
sky clear, and the lingering twilight was made 
brighter by the rays of a young moon, which had 
now nearly reached the verge of the horizon. The 
traveller, a man of middle age, wrapped in agray 
frieze cloak, quickened his pace when he had 
reached the outskirts of the town, for a gloomy 
extent of nearly four miles lay between him and 
hishome. The low, straw-thatched houses were 
scattered at considerable intervals along the road, 
and, the country having been settled but about 
thirty years, the tract of original forest. still bore 
no small proportion to the cultivated ground. 
‘The autumn wind wandered among the branches, 
whirling away the leaves from all except the pine- 
trees, and moaning as if it lamented the desolation 
of which it was the instrament. The road had 
penetrated the mass of woods that lay nearest to 
the town, and was just emerging into an open 
space, when the traveller's ears were saluted by a 
sound more mournful than even that of the wind. 
It was like the wailing of some one in distress, and 
it seemed to proceed from beneath a tall and lone- 
ly fir-tree, in the centre of a cleared, but unin-
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closed and uncultivated, field. The Puritan could 

not but remember that this was the very spot, 
which had been made accursed, a few hours before, 

by the execution of the Quakers, whose bodies 
had been thrown together into one hasty grave, 
beneath the tree on which they suffered. He 
struggled, however, against the superstitious fears 
which belonged to the age, and compelled himself 
to pause and listen. 

«The voice is most likely mortal, nor have I 
cause to tremble if it be otherwise,’ thought he, 
straining his eyes through the dim moonlight. 
* Methinks it is like the wailing of a child ; some 
infant, it may be, which has strayed from its mo- 
ther, and chanced upon this place of death. For 
the ease of mine own conscience, I must search 
this matter out.’ 

He therefore left the path, and walked some- 
what fearfully across the fields. Though now so 

desolate, its soil was pressed down and trampled 
by the thousand footsteps of those who had wit- 
nessed the spectacle of that day, allof whom had 
now retired, leaving the dead to their loneliness. 
The traveller at length reached the fir-tree, which 
from the middle upward was covered with living 

branches, although a scaffold had been erected 
beneath, and other preparations made for the 
work of death. Under this unhappy tree, which
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in after-times was believed to drop poison with 
its dew, sat the one solitary mourner for innocent 
blood. It was a slender and light-clad little boy, 
who leaned his face upon a hillock of fresh-turned 
and half frozen earth, and wailed bitterly, yet in 
a suppressed tone, as if his grief might receive 
the punishment of crime. The Puritan, whose 
approach had been unperceived, laid his hand up- 
on the child’s shoulder, and addressed him com- 
passionately. 

«You have chosen a dreary lodging, my poor 
boy, and no wonder that you weep,’ said he. 
«But dry your eyes, and tell me where your mo- 
ther dwells. I promise you, if the journey be not 
too far, I will leave you in her arms to-night.’ 

The boy had hushed his wailing at once, and 
turned his face upward to the stranger. It was a 
pale, bright-eyed countenance, certainly not more 
than six years old, but sorrow, fear, and want, 
had destroyed much of its infantile expression. 
The Puritan, seeing the boy’s frightened gaze, 
and feeling that he trembled under his hand, en- 
deavoured to reassure him. 

‘Nay, if I intended to do you harm, little lad, 
the readiest way were to leave you here. What! 
you do not fear to sit beneath the gallows on a 
new-made grave, and yet you tremble at a friend’s 
touch. Take heart, child, and tell me what is 
your name, and where is your home !? 
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‘Friend,’ replied the little boy, ina sweet though 
faltering voice, ‘they call me Ibrahim, and my 
home is here.’ 

The pale, spiritual face, the eyes that seemed 
to mingle with the moonlight, the sweet, airy 
voice, and the outlandish name, almost made the 
Puritan believe, that the boy was in truth a being 
which had sprung up out of the grave on which 
he sat. But perceiving that the apparition stood 
the test of a short mental prayer, and remember- 
ing thatthe arm which he had touched was life- 
like, he adopted a more rational supposition. 
* The poor child isstricken in his intellect,’ thought 
he, ‘ but verily his words are fearful, in a place 
like this.’ He then spoke soothingly, intending 
to humour the boy’s fantasy. 

*Your home will scarce be comfortable, Ubra- 
him, this cold autumn night, and I fear you are 
ill provided with food. I am hastening to a warm 
supper and bed, and if you will go with me, you 
shall share them !? 

«I thank thee, friend, but though I be hungry 
and shivering with cold, thou wilt not give me 
food nor lodging,’ replied the boy, in the quiet 
tone which despair had taughthim, even soyoung. 
* My father was of the people whom all men hate. 
‘They have laid him under this heap of earth, and 
here is my home.” 

The Puritan, who had laid hold of little Ibra-
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him’s hand, relinquished it as if he were touching 
aloathsome reptile. But he possessed a compas- 
sionate heart, which not even religious prejudice 
could harden into stone. 

* God forbid that I should leave this child to per- 
ish, though he comes of the accursed sect,’ said he 
to himself. ‘Do we not all spring from an evil 
root? Are we not all in darkness till the light 
doth shine upon us? He shall not perish, neither 
in body, nor, if prayer and instruction may avail 
for him, in soul.’ _He then spoke aloud and kindly 
to Ibrahim, who had again hid bis face in the 
cold earth of the grave. ‘ Was every door in the 
Jand shat against you, my child, that you have 
wandered to this unhallowed spot ?” 

‘They drove me forth from the prison when 
they took my father thence,’ said the boy, ‘and I 
stood afar off, watching the crowd of people, and 
when they were gone, I came hither, and found 
only thisgrave. I knew that my father was sleep- 
ing here, and I said, this shall be my home.’ 

«No, child, no ; not while I have a roof over 
my head, or a morsel toshare with you!” exclaim- 
ed the Puritan, whose sympathies were now fully 
excited. ‘Rise up and come with me, and fear not 
any harm.” 

The boy wept afresh, and clung to the heap of. 
earth, as if the cold heart beneath it were warmer
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to him than any in a living breast. The traveller, 
however, continued to entreat him tenderly, and 
seeming to acquire some degree of confidence, 
he at length arose. ‘But his slender limbs tot- 
tered with weakness, his little head grew dizzy, 
and he leaned against the tree of death for sup- 
port. 

«My poor boy, are you so feeble?” said the Puri- 
tan. ‘When did you taste food last ?? 

“I ate of bread and water with my father in the 

prison,’ replied Hbrahim, ‘but they brought him 
none neither yesterday nor to-day, saying that he 
had eaten enough to bear him to his journey’s 
end. Trouble not thyself for my hunger, kind 
friend, for I have lacked food many times ere 
now.” 

The traveller took the child in his arms, and 
wrapped his cloak about him, while his heart stir- 
red with shame and anger against the gratuitous 
cruelty of the instruments in this persecution. 
In the awakened warmth of his feelings, he resolv- 
ed that, at whatever risk, he would not forsake 
the poor little defenceless being whom heaven had 
confided to his care. With this determination, 
he left the accursed field, and resumed the home- 
ward path from which the wailing of the boy had 
called him. The light and motionless burthen 
searcely impeded his progress, and he soon be-
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held the fire-rays from the windows of the cottage 
which he, a native of a distant clime, had built in 
the western wilderness. It was surrounded by a 
considerable extent of cultivated ground, and the 

dwelling was situated in the nook of a wood-co- 
vered hill, whither it seemed to have crept for 
protection. 

« Look up, child,’ said the Puritan to brahim, 
whose faint head had sunk upon his shoulder ; 
‘there is our home.” 

At the word ‘home,’ a thrill passed through 
the child’s frame, but he continued silent. A few 
moments brought them to the cottage door, at 
which the owner knocked ; for at that early period, 
when savages were wandering every where among 
the settlers, bolt and bar were indispensible to 
the security of a dwelling. The summons was 
answered by a bond-servant, a coarse-clad and 
dull-featured piece of humanity, who, after ascer- 
taining that his master was the applicant, undid 
the door, and held a flaring pine-knot torch to 
light him in. Farther back in the passage-way, 
the red blaze discovered a matronly woman, but 
no little crowd of children came beunding forth 
to greet their father’s return. As the Puritan 

entered, he thrust aside his cloak, and displayed 
Ubrahim’s face to the female. 

*Dorothy, here is a little outcast, whom Pro- 
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vidence hath put into our hands,’ observed he. 

* Be kind to him, even as if he were of those dear 
ones who have departed from us.” 

«What pale and bright-eyed little boy is this, 
Tobias?’ she inquired. ‘Is he one whom the wil- 
derness folk have ravished from some Christian 
mother? 

‘No, Dorothy; this poor child is no captive 
from the wilderness,’ he replied. ‘The heathen 
savage would have given him to eat of his scanty 
morsel, and to drink of his birchen cup ; but 
Christian men, alas ! had cast him out to die.” 

Then he told her how he had found him beneath 
the gallows, upon his father’s grave; and how 
his heart had prompted him, like the speaking of 
an inward voice, to take the little outcast home, 
and be kind unto him. He acknowledged his re- 
solution to feed and clothe him, as if he were his 
own child, and to afford him the instruction which 
should counteract the pernicious errors hitherto 
instilled into his infant mind. Dorothy was gift- 
ed with even a quicker tenderness than her bus- 
band, and she approved of all his doings and in- 
tentions. 

« Have youa mother, dear child? she inquired. 
‘The tears burst forth from his full heart, as he 

attempted to reply ; but Dorothy at length un- 
derstood that he had a mother, who, like the rest
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of her sect, was a persecuted wanderer. She had 
been taken from the prison a short time before, 
carried into the uninhabited wilderness, and left 
to perish there by hunger or wild beasts. This 
was no uncommon method of disposing of the 
Quakers, and they were accustomed to boast, that 
the inhabitants of the desert were more hospitable 
to them than civilized man. 

‘Fear not, little boy, you shall not need a mo- 
ther, and a kind one,’ said Dorothy, when she 
had gathered thisinformation. ‘Dry your tears, 
Ibrahim, and be my child, as I will be your mo- 
ther.’ 

The good woman prepared the little bed, from 
which her own children had successively been 
borne to another resting-place. Before Ibrahim 
would consent to occupy it, he knelt down, and, 
as Dorothy listened to hissimple and affecting 
prayer, she marvelled how the parents that had 
taught it to him could have been judged worthy 
of death. When the boy had fallen asleep, she 
bent over his pale and spiritual countenance, pres- 
sed akiss upon his white brow, drew the bed- 
clothes up about his neck, and went away with a 
pensive gladness in her heart, 

‘Tobias Pearson was not among the earliest emi- 
grants from the old country. He had remained 
in England, during the first years of the civil war,
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in which he had borne some share as a cornet of 

dragoons, under Cromwell. But when the am- 
Ditious designs of bis leader began to develop 
themselves, he quitted the army of the parliament, 
and sought a refuge from the strife, which was no 
longer holy, among the people of his persuasion 
in the Colony of Massachusetts. A more worldly 
consideration had perhaps an influence in draw- 
ing him thither ; for New England offered ad- 
vantages to men of unprosperous fortunes, as well 
as to dissatisfied religionists, and Pearson had 
hitherto found it difficult to provide for a wife and 

increasing family. To this supposed impurity of 
motive, the more bigoted Puritans were inclined 
to impute the removal by death of all the children, 
for whose earthly good the father had been over- 
thoughtful. ‘They had left their native country, 
blooming like roses, and like roses they had per- 
ished in a foreign soil. Those expounders of the 
ways of Providence, who had thus judged their 
brother, and attributed his domestic sorrows to 

his sins, were not more charitable when they saw 
him and Dorothy endeavouring to fill up the void 
in their hearts, by the adoption of an infant of the 
accursed sect. Nor did they fail to communicate 

their disapprobation to Tobias ; but the latter, in 
reply, merely pointed at the little, quiet, lovely 
oy, whose appearance and deportment were in-
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deed as powerful arguments as could possibly have 
beenadducedin his own favour. Even his beauty, 
however, and his winning manners, sometimes 
produced an effect ultimately unfavourable ; for 
the bigots, when the outer surfaces of their iron 
hearts had been softened and again grew hard, 
affirmed that no merely natural cause could have 
so worked upon them. 

Their antipathy to the poor infant was also in- 
creased by the ill success of divers theological dis- 
cussions, in which it was attempted to convince 
him of the errors of his sect. brahim, it is true, 
was not a skilful controversialist ; but the feel- 
ing of his religion was strong as instinct in him, 
and he could neither be enticed nor driven from 
the faith which his father had died for. ‘The 
odium of his stubbornness was shared in a great 
measure by the child’s protectors, insomuch that 
Tobias and Dorothy very shortly began to expe- 
rience a most bitter species of persecution, in the 
cold regards of many a friend whom they had valu- 
ed. The common people manifested their opin- 
ions more openly. Pearson was a.man of some 
consideration, being a Representative to the Gene- 
ral Court, and an approved Lieutenant in the 
train-bands, yet within a week after his adoption 
of Ibrahim, he had been both hissed and hooted. 
Once, also, when walking througha solitary piece
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of woods, he heard a loud voice from some invisi- 
ble speaker; and it cried, ‘ What shall be done 
to the backslider ? Lo! the scourge is knotted for 
him, even the whip of nine cords, and every cord 
three knots!’ These insults irritated Pearson’s 

temper for the moment; they entered also into 

his heart, and became imperceptible but power- 
ful workers towards an end, which his most se- 
cret thought had not yet whispered. 

* * * * * 
On the second Sabbath after Ibrahim became 

a member of their family, Pearson and his wife 

deemed it proper that he should appear with them 
at public worship. They had anticipated some 
opposition to this measure from the boy, but he 
prepared himself in silence, and at the appointed 
hour was clad in the new mourning suit which 
Dorothy had wrought for him, As the parish 
was then, and during many subsequent years, un- 
provided with a bell, the signal for the com- 
mencement of religious exercises was the beat of 
adrum. At the first sound of that martial call 
to the place of holy and quiet thoughts, Tobias 
and Dorothy set forth, each holding a hand of II- 
brahim, like two parents linked together by the 
infant of their love. On their path through the 
leafless woods, they were overtaken by many per- 
sons of their acquaintance, all of whom avoided
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them, and passed by on the other side ; but ase- 
verer trial awaited their constancy when they had 

descended the hill, and drew near the pine-built 
and undecorated house of prayer. Around the 
door, from which the drummer still sent forth his 
thundering summons, was drawn up a formidable 
phalanx, including several of the oldest members 
of the congregation, many of the middle-aged, 
and nearly all the younger males. ‘Pearson found 
it difficult to sustain their united and disapproving 
gaze, but Dorothy, whose mind was differently 
cireumstanced, merely drew the boy closer to her, 
and faltered not in her approach. As they en- 
tered the door, they overheard the muttered sen- 
timents of the assemblage, and when the reviling 
voices of the little children smote Mbrahim’s ear, 
he wept. 

The interior aspect of the meeting-house was 

rude. The low ceiling, the unplastered walls, the 
naked wood-work, and the undraperied pulpit, 
offered nothing to excite the devotion, which, with- 

out such external aids, often remains latent in the 

heart. The floor of the building was occupied by 
rows of long, cushionless benches, supplying the 
place of pews ; and the broad aisle formed a sex- 
ual division, impassable except by children be- 
neath a certain age. 

Pearson and Dorothy separated at the door of
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the meeting-house, and Ibrahim, being within 
the years of infancy, was retained under the care 
of the latter. The wrinkled beldams involved 
themselves in their rusty cloaks as he passed by ; 
even the mild-featured maidens seemed to dread 
contamination; and many a stern old man arose, 

and turned his repulsive and unheavenly counte- 
nance upon the gentle boy, as if the sanctuary 
were polluted by his presence. He was a sweet 
infant of the skies, that had strayed away from 
his home, and all the inhabitants of this miserable 
world closed up their impure hearts against him, 
drew back their earth-soiled garments from his 
touch, and said, ‘ We are holier than thou.’ 

Ibrahim, seated by the side of his adopted 
mother, and retaining fast hold of her hand, assum- 
ed a grave and decorous demeanor, such as 
might befit a person of matured taste and under- 
standing, who should find himself in a temple 
dedicated to some worship which he did not re- 
cognise, but felt himself bound to respect. The 
exercises had not yet commenced, however, when 
the boy’s attention was arrested by an event, ap- 
parently of trifling interest. A woman, having 
her face muffled in a hood, and a cloak drawn 
completely about her form, advanced slowly up 
the broad aisle, and took a place upon the fore- 
most bench. Ilbrahim’s faint colour varied, his
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nerves fluttered, he was unable to turn his eyes 
from the muffled female. 

When the preliminary prayer and hymn were 
over, the minister arose, and, having turned the 
hour-glass which stood by the great Bible, com- 
menced his discourse. He was now wellstricken 

in years, a man of pale, thin countenance, and his 
gray hairs were closely covered by a black velvet 
skulleap. In his younger days he had practically 
learned the meaning of persecution, from Arch- 

bishop Laud ; and he was not now disposed tofor- 
get the lesson against which he had murmured 

then. Introducing the often discussed subject of 

the Quakers, he gave a history of that sect, anda 

description of their tenets, in which error pre- 
dominated, and prejudice distorted the aspect of 
what was true. He adverted to the recent mea- 
sures in the province, and cautioned his hearers 

ef weaker parts against calling in question the 
just severity, which God-fearing magistrates had 
at length been compelled to exercise. He spoke 

ef the danger of pity, in some cases a commenda- 
ple and Christian virtue, but inapplicable to this 
pernicious sect. He observed that such was their 

devilish obstinacy in error, that even the little 
children, the sucking babes, were hardened and 
desperate heretics. He affirmed that no man, 
without Heaven's especial warrant, should attempt
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their conversion, lest, while he lent his hand to 

draw them from the slough, he should himself be 

precipitated into its lowest depths. 
The sands of the secord hour were principally 

in the lower half of the glass, when the sermon 

concluded. An approving murmur followed, and 
the clergyman, having given out a hymn, took 
his seat with much self-congratulation, and en- 
deavoured to read the effect of his eloquence in 

the visages of the people. But while voices from 
all parts of the house were tuning themselves to 
sing, a scene oceurred, which, though not very un- 
usual at that period in the province, happened to 
be without precedent in this parish. 

The muffied female, who had hitherto sat mo- 

tionless in the front rank of the audience, now 

arose, and with slow, stately, and an unwavering 
step, ascended the pulpit stairs. The quiverings 
of incipient harmony were hushed, and the divine 

sat in speechless and almost terrified aston- 
ishment, while she undid the door, and stood up 

in the sacred desk from which his maledictions 

had just been thundered. She then divested her- 

self of the cloak and hood, and appeared in a most 
singular array. A shapeless robe of sackcloth 
was girded about her waist with knotted cord ; 
her raven hair fell down upon her shoulders, and. 
its blackness was defiled by pale streaks of ashes,
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which she had strewn upon her head. Her eye- 
brows, dark and strongly defined, added to the 
deathly whiteness of a countenance, which, ema- 
ciated with want, and wild with enthusiasm and 
strange sorrows, retained no trace of earlier beau- 
ty. This figure stood gazing earnestly on the 
audience, and there was no sound, nor any move- 
ment, except a faint shuddering which every man 
observed in his neighbour, but was scarcely con- 
scious of in himself, At length, when her fit of 
inspiration came, she spoke, for the first few mo- 
ments, in a low voice, and not invariably distinct 
utterance. Her discourse gave evidence of an 
imagination hopelessly entangled with her reason ; 
it was a vague and incomprehensible rhapsody, 
which, however, seemed to spread its own atmos- 
phere round the hearer’s soul, and to move his 
feelings by some influence unconnected with the 
words. As she proceeded, beautiful but shadowy 
images would sometimes be seen, like bright things 
moving in a turbid river ; or a strong and singu- 
larly-shaped idea leapt forth, and seized at once 
onthe understanding or the heart. Buf the course 
of her unearthly eloquence soon led her to the 
persecution of her sect, and from thence her step 
was short to her own peculiar sorrows. She was 
naturally a woman of mighty passions, and hatred 
and revenge now wrapped themselves in the garb
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of piety ; the character of her speech was chang- 
ed, her images became distinct, though wild, and 

her denunciations had an almost hellish bitterness. 

«The Governor and his mighty men,’ she said, 
‘have gathered together, taking counsel among 
themselves, and saying, ‘‘ What shall we do unto 
this people—even unto the people that have come 
into this land to put our iniquity to the blush?” 
And lo! the devil entereth into the council-cham- 

ber, like a lame man, of low stature and gravely 
apparelled, with a dark and twisted countenance, 
and a bright, downecast eye. Andhe standeth up 
among the rulers ; yea, he goeth to and fro, whis- 
pering to each ; and every man lends his ear, for 
his word is ‘‘slay, slay !” But Isay unto ye, Woe 
to them that slay! Woe to them that shed 

the blood of saints ! Woe to them that have slain 

the husband, cast forth the child, the tender in- 

fant, to wander homeless, and hungry, and cold, 
till he die; and have saved the mother alive, in 

the cruelty of their tender mercies! Woe to them 

in their lifetime; cursed are they in the delight 
and pleasure of their hearts !_ Woe to them in their 

death-hour, whether it come swiftly with blood 

and violence, or after long and lingering pain! 
‘Woe, in the dark house, in the rottenness of the 

grave, when the children’schildren shall revile the 

ashes of the fathers! Woe, woe, woe, at the judg-
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ment, when all the persecuted and all the slain 
in this bloody land, and the father, the mother, 
and the child, shall await them in the day that 
they cannot escape! Seed of the faith, seed 
of the faith, ye whose hearts are moving with a 
power that ye know not, arise, and wash your 
hands of this innocent blood! Lift your voices, 
chosen ones, cry alond, and call down a woe and 
a judgment with me!’ 

Having thus given vent to the flood of maligni- 
ty which she mistook for inspiration, the speaker 
was silent. Her voice was succeeded by the hys- 
teric shrieks of several women, but the feelings of 
the audience generally had not been drawn on- 
ward in the current with her own. They remain- 
ed stupified, stranded as it were, in the midst of 
atorrent, which deafened them by its roaring, 
but might not move them by its violence. The 
clergyman, who could not hitherto have ejected 
the usurper of his pulpit otherwise than by bodily 
force, now addressed her in the tone of just indig- 
nation and legitimate authority. 

‘Get you down, woman, from the holy place 
which you profane,’ he said. ‘Is it to the Lord’s 
house that you come to pour forth the foulness of 
your heart, and the inspiration of the devil? Get. 
you down, and remember that the sentence of 
death is on you ; yea, and shall be executed, wero 
it but for this day’s work !’
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“I go, friend, I go, for the voice hath had its 
utterance,’ replied she, in a depressed and even 
mild tone. ‘I have done my mission unto thee 
and to thy people. Reward me with stripes, im- 
prisonment, or death, as ye shall be permitted.” 

‘The weakness of exhausted passion caused her 
steps to totter as she descended the pulpit stairs. 
The people, in the meanwhile, were stirring to 
and fro on the floor of the house, whispering 
among themselves, and glancing towards the in- 
truder. Many of them now recognised her as the 
woman who had assaulted the governor with 
frightful language, as he passed by the window of 
her prison ; they knew, also, that she was adjudg- 
ed to suffer death, and had been preserved only 
by an involuntary banishment into the wilderness. 

The new outrage, by which she had provoked 
her fate, seemed to render further lenity impossi- 
ble; and a gentleman in military dress, with a 
stout man of inferior rank, drew towards the door 
of the meeting-house, and awaited her approach. 
Scarcely did her fect press the floor, however, 
wher anunexpected scene occurred. In that mo- 
ment of her peril, when every eye frowned with 
death, a little timid boy pressed forth, and threw 
his arms round his mother. 

‘I am here, mother, it is I, and I will go with 
thee to prison,’ he exclaimed.
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She gazed at him with a doubtful and almost 
frightened expression, for she knew that the boy 
had been cast out to perish, and she had not hoped 
to see bis face again. She feared, perhaps, that 
it was but one of the happy visions, with which 
her excited fancy had often deceived her, in the 
solitude of the desert, or in prison. But when 
she felt his hand warm withm her own, and heard 
his little eloquence of childish love, she began to 
know that she was yet a mother. 

‘Blessed art thou, my son,’ she sobbed. ‘My 
heart was withered ; yea, dead with thee and with 
thy father ; and now it Jeaps as‘in the first mo- 
ment when I pressed thee to my bosom.’ 

She knelt down, and embraced him again and 
again, while the joy that could find no words, ex- 
pressed itself in broken accents, like the bubbles 
gushing up to vanish at the surface of a deep 
fountain. The sorrows of past years, and the 
darker peril that was nigh, cast not a shadow on 
the brightness of that fleeting moment. Soon, 
however, the spectators saw a change upon her 
face, as the consciousness of her sad estate return- 
ed, and grief supplied the fount of tears, which 
joy had opened. By the words she uttered, it 
would seem that the indulgence of natural love 
had given her mind a momentary sense of its er- 
rors, and made her know how far she had strayed
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from duty, in following the dictates of a wild fana- 
ticism. 

«In a doleful hour art thou returned to me, 
poor boy,’ she said, ‘for thy mother’s path has 
gone darkening onward, till now the end is death. 
Son, son, I have borne thee in my arms whenmy 
limbs were tottering, and I have fed thee with the 
food that I was fainting for ; yet I have ill per- 
formed a mother’s part by thee in life, and now 
I leave thee no inheritance but woe and shame. 
Thou wilt go seeking through the world, and find 
all hearts closed against thee, and their sweet af- 
fections turned to bitterness for my sake. My 
child, my child, how many a pang awaits thy gen- 
tle spirit, and I the cause of all ! 

She hid her face on Ilbrahim’s head, and ber 
long, raven hair, discoloured with the ashes of her 
mourning, fell down about him like a veil. A 
low and interrnpted moan was the voice of her 
heart’s angnish, and it did not fail to move the 
sympathies of many, who mistook their involun- 
tary virtue for asin. Sobs were audible in the 
female section of the house, and every man who 
was a father, drew his hand across his eyes. 
Tobias Pearson was agitated and uneasy, but a 
certain feeling like the consciousness of guilt op- 
pressed him, so that he could not go forth and of- 
fer himself as theprotector of the child. Dorothy, 
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however, had watched her husband’s eye. Her 
mind was free from the influence that had begun 
to work on his, and she drew near the Quaker 
woman, and addressed her in the hearing of all 
the congregation. 

“Stranger, trust this boy to me, and T will be 
his mother,’ she said, taking Ibrahim’s hand. 
« Providence has signally marked out my husband. 
to protect him, and he has fed at our table and 
lodged under our roof, now many days, till our 
heartshavegrownvery strongly unto him. Leave 
the tender child with us, and be at ease concern- 
ing his welfare.’ 

The Quaker rose from the ground, but drew 
the boy closer to her, while she gazed earnestly 
in Dorothy’s face. Her mild, but saddened fea- 
tures, and neat, matronly attire, harmonized to- 
gether, and were like a verse of fireside poetry. 
Her very aspect proved that she was blameless, 
so far as mortal could be so, in respect to God 
and man; while the enthusiast, in her robe of 
sackcloth and girdle of knotted cord, had as 
evidently violated the duties of the present life 
and the future, by fixing her attention wholly on 
the latter. The two females, as they held each a 
hand of Ibrahim, formed a practical allegory ; it 
was rational piety and unbridled fanaticism, con- 
tending for the empire of a young heart. 

178 ¥
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Thou art not of our people,’ said the Quaker, 
mournfully. 

«No, we are not of your people,’ replied Doro- 
thy, with mildness, ‘but we are Christians, look- 
ing upward to the same Heaven with you. Doubt 
not that your boy shall meet you there, if there 
be a blessing on our tender and prayerful guidance 
ofhim. Thither, I trust, my own children have 
gone before me, for I have also been a mother ; 
I am no longer so,’ she added, in a faltering tone, 
“and your son will have all my care.’ 

«But will youlead him in the path which his 
parents have trodden?’ demanded the Quaker. 
“Can ye teach him the enlightened faith which 
his father has died for, and for which I, even I, 
am soon to become an unworthy martyr? The 
boy has been baptised in blood ; will ye keep the 
mark fresh and ruddy upon the forehead ? 

«I will not deceive you,’ answered Dorothy. 
*If your child become our child, we must breed 
him up in the instruction which Heaven has im- 
parted to us ; we must pray for him the prayers 
of our own faith; we must do towards him ac- 
cording to the dictates of our own consciences, 
and not of yours. Were we to act otherwise, we 
should abuse your trust, even in complying with 
your wishes.’ 

The mother looked down upon her boy witha
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troubled countenance, and then turned her eyes 
upward to Heaven. She seemed to pray inier- 
nally, and the contention of her soul was evident. 

‘Friend,’ she said at length to Dorothy, ‘I 
doubt not that my son shall receive all earthly 
ténderness at thy hands. Nay, I will believe 
that even thy imperfect lights may guide him to 
a better world ; for surely thou art on the path 
thither. But thou hast spoken of a husband. 
Doth he stand here among this multitude of peo- 

ple? Let him come forth, for I must know to 
whom I commit this most precious trust.” 

She turned her face upon the male auditors, 

and after a momentary delay, Tobias Pearson came 
forth from among them. The Quaker saw the 

dress which marked his military rank, and shook 
her head ; but then she noted the hesitating air, 
the eyes that struggled with her own, and were 
vanquished ; the colour that went and came, and 
could find no resting-place. As she gazed, an 
unnmirthful smile spread over her features, like 
sunshine that grows melancholy in some desolate 
spot. Her lips moved inaudibly, but at length she 
spake. 

«I hear it, I hear it. The voice speaketh with- 
in me and saith, ‘‘ Leave thy child, Catharine, 
for his place is here, and go hence, for I have 
other work for thee. Break the bonds of natural
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affection, martyr thy love, and know that in all 
these things eternal wisdom hath its ends.” Igo, 
friends, I go. Take ye my boy, my precious jew- 
el. Igo hence, trusting that all shall be well, 
and that even for his infant hands there is Ia- 
bour in the vineyard.” 

She knelt down and whispered to Ilbrahim, who 
at first struggled and clung to ‘his mother, with 
sobs and tears, but remained passive when she 

had kissed his cheek and arisen from the ground. 
Having held her hands over his head in mental 
prayer, she was ready to depart. 

«Farewell, friends in mine extremity,’ she said 

to Pearson and his wife ; ‘the good deed ye have 
done me is a treasure laid up in Heaven, to be 
returned a thousandfold hereafter. And farewell 
ye, mine enemies, to whom it is not permitted to 
harm so much as an hair of my head, nor to stay 
my footsteps even for a moment. The day is 
coming, when ye shall call upon me to witness 
for ye to this one sin uncommitted, and I will rise 
up and answer.” 

She turned her steps towards the door, and the 
men, who had stationed themselves to guard it, 
withdrew, and suffered her to pass. A general 
sentiment of pity overcame the virulence of reli- 
gious hatred. Sanctified by ber love and her af- 
fliction, she went forth, and all the people gazed
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after her till she had journeyed up the hill, and 
was lost behind its brow. She went, the apostle 

of her own unquiet heart, to renew the wander- 
ings of past years. For her voice had been al- 
ready heard in many lands of Christendom ; and 
she had pined in the cells of a Catholic Inqui- 
sition, before she felt the lash, and lay in the dun- 
geons of the Puritans. Her mission had extend- 
ed also to the followers of the Prophet, and from 
them she had received the courtesy and kindness, 
which all the contending sects of our purer religion 
united to deny her. Her husband and herself 
had resided many months in Turkey, where even 
the Sultan’s countenance was gracious to them ; 
in that pagan land, too, was Ibrahim’s birthplace, 
and his oriental name was a mark of gratitude for 
the good deeds of an unbeliever. 

* * * * * 
‘When Pearson and his wife had thus acquired 

all the rights over Ilbrahim that could be delegat- 
ed, their affection for him became, like the me- 
mory of their native land, or their mild sorrow 
for the dead, a piece of the immoveable furniture 
of their hearts. The boy, also, after a week or 
two of mental disquiet, began to gratify his pro- 
tectors, by many inadvertent proofs that he con- 
sidered them as parents, and their house as home. 
Before the winter snows were melted, the perse-
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cuted infant, the little wanderer from a remote 
and heathen country, seemed native in the New 
England cottage, and inseparablefrom the warmth 
and security of its hearth. Under the influence 
of kind treatment, and in the consciousness that 
he was loved, Ibrahim’s demeanour lost a pre- 
mature manliness, which had resulted from his 
earlier situation ; he became more childlike, and 
his natural character displayed itself with free- 
dom. twas in many respects a beautiful one, 
yet the disordered imaginations of both his father 
and mother had perhaps propagated a certain un- 
healthiness in the mind of the boy. In his gene- 
ral state, Ilbrahim would derive enjoyment from 
the most trifling events, and from every object 
about him ; he seemed to discover rich treasures 
of happiness, by a faculty analagous to that of 
the wich-hazel, which points to hidden goid where 
all is barren to the eye. His airy gaiety, 
coming to him from a thousand sources, commu- 
nicated itself to the family, and Ibrahim was like 
a domesticated sunheam, brightening moody coun- 
tenances, and chasing away the gloom from the 
dark corners of the cottage. 

On the other hand, as the susceptibility of plea- 
sure is also that of pain, the exuberant cheerful- 
ness of the boy’s prevailing temper sometimes 
yielded to moments of deep depression. His sor-
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rows could not always be followed up to their 
eriginal source, but most frequently they appear- 
ed to flow, though Hbrahim was young to be sad 
for such acause, from wounded love. The flight- 
iness of his mirth rendered him often guilty of 
offences against the decorum of a Puritan house- 
hold, and on these occasions he did not invariably 
escape rebuke. But the slightest word of real 
bitterness, which he was infallible in distinguish- 
ing from pretended anger, seemed to sink into his 
heart, and poison all his enjoyments, till he became 
sensible that he was entirely forgiven. Of the ma- 
lice which generally accompanies a superfluity 
of sensitiveness, Ibrahim was altogether desti- 
tute ; when trodden upon, he would not turn ; 
when wounded, he could but die. His mind was 
wanting in the stamina for self-support; it was 

a plant that would twine beautifully round some- 
thing stronger than itself, but if repulsed, or torn 
away, it had no choice but to wither ontheground, 
Dorothy’s acuteness taught her that severity would 
crush the spirit of the child, and she nurtured 
him with the gentle care of one who handles a 
butterfly. Her husband manifested an equal af- 
fection, although it grew daily less productive of 
familiar caresses. 

The feelings of the neighbouring people, in re- 
gard to the Quaker infant and his protectors, had
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not undergone a favourable change, in spite of 
the momentary triumph which the desolate mo- 
ther had obtained over their sympathies. The 
scorn and bitterness, of which he was the object, 

were very grievous to Ilbrahim, especially when 
any circumstance made bim sensible that the chil- 

dren, his equals in age, pertook of the enmity of 
their parents. His tender and social nature had 
already overflowed in attachments to every thing 
about him, and still there was a residue of unap- 

propriated love, which he yearned to bestow upon 
the little ones who were taught to hate him. As 

the warm days of spring came on, Ibrahim was 
accustomed to remain for hours, silent and inac- 
tive, within hearing of the children’s voices at 
their play ; yet, with his usual delicacy of feel- 
ing, he avoided their notice, and would flee and 
hide himself from the smallest individual among 

them. Chance, however, at length seemed to 
open a medium of communication between his 
heart and theirs ; it was by meansof a boy about 
two years older than Ilbrahim, who was injured 

by a fall from a tree in the vicinity of Pearson’s 
habitation. As the sufferer’s own home was at 
some distance, Dorothy willingly received him 
under her roof, and became his tender and care- 
ful nurse. 

Ilbrahim was the unconscious possessor of much
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skill in physiognomy, and it would have deterred 
him, in other circumstances, from attempting to 
make a friend of this boy. The countenance of 
the latter immediately impressed a beholder dis- 
agreeably, but it required some examination to 
discover that the cause was a very slight distor- 
tion of the mouth, and the irregular, broken line, 
and near approach of the eyebrows. Analogous, 
perhaps, to these trifling deformities, was an al- 
most imperceptible twist of every joint, and the 
uneven prominence of the breast ; forming a body 
regular in its general outline, but faulty in almost 
allits details. The disposition of the boy was 
sullen and reserved, and the village schoolmaster 
stigmatized him as obtuse in intellect ; although, 
at a later period of life, he evinced ambition and 
very peculiar talents. But whatever might be 
his personal or moral irregularities, Ibrahim’s 
heart seized upon, and clung to him, from the 
moment that he was brought wounded into the 
cottage ; the child of persecution seemed to com- 
pare his own fate with that of the sufferer, and 
to feel that even different modes of misfortune 
had created a sort of relationship between them. 
Food, rest, and the fresh air, for which he lan- 
guished, were neglected ; he nestled continually 
by the bedside of the little stranger, and, with a 
fond jealousy, endeavoured to be the medium of 
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all the cares that were bestowed ypon him. As 
the boy became convalescent, Ibrahim contrived 
games suitable to his situation, or amused him by 
a, faculty which he had perhaps breathed in with 
the air of his barbaric birthplace. It was thatof 
reciting imaginary adventures, on the spur of the 
moment, and apparently in inexhaustible succes- 
sion. His tales were of course monstrous, dis- 
jointed, and without aim ; but they were curious 
‘on account of a vein of human tenderness, which 
ran through them all, and was like a sweet, fa- 
miliar face, encountered in the midst of wild and 
unearthly scenery. The auditor paid much at- 
tention to these romances, and sometimes inter- 

rupted them by brief remarks upon the incidents, 
displaying shrewdness above his years, mingled 
with 2 moral obliquity which grated very harshly 
against Nbrahim’s instinctive rectitude. Nothing, 
however, could arrest the progress of the latter's 
affection, and there were many proofs that it met 
with a response from the dark and stubborn na- 
ture on which it was lavished. ‘The boy’s parents 
at length removed him, to complete his cure un- 
der their own roof. 

Tibrahim did not visit his new friend after his 

departure ; but he made anxious and continual 
inquiries respecting him, and inforiaed himself of 
the day when he was to re-appear among his 
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playmates. On a pleasant summer afternoon, 
the children of the neighbourhood had assembled 
in the little forest-crowned amphitheatre behind 

the meeting-house, and the recovering invalid was 
there, leaning on a staff. The glee of a score of 
untainted bosoms was heard in light and airy voi- 
ces, which danced among the trees like sunshine 
become audible; the grown men of this weary 
world, as they journeyed by the spot, marvelled 
why life, beginning in such brightness, should 
proceed in gloom; and their hearts or their ima- 
ginations answered them, and said, that the bliss 

of childhood gushes from its innocence. But it 
happened that an unexpected addition was made 
to the heavenly little band. It was Ilbrahim, 

who came towards the children, with a look of 
sweet confidence on his fair and spiritual face, as 

if, having manifested his love to one of them, he 

had no longer to fear a repulse from their society. 
A hush came over their mirth, the moment they 
beheld him, and they stood whispering to each 
other while he drew nigh ; but, all at once, the 
devil of their fathers entered into the unbreeched 
fanatics, and, sending up a fierce, shrill ery, they 
rushed upon the poor Quaker child. In an in- 
stant, he was the centre of a brood of baby-fiends, 
who lifted sticks against bim, pelted him with 
stones, and displayed an instinct of destruction,
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far more loathsome than the bloodthirstiness of 

manhood. 
The invalid, in the meanwhile, stood apart from 

the tumult, crying out, with a loud voice, ‘Fear 
not, Ibrahim, come hither and take my hand ;” 
and his unhappy friend endeavoured to obey him. 
After watching the victim’s struggling approach, 
with a calm smile and unabashed eye, the foul- 
hearted little villain lifted his staff, and struck Il- 

brahim on the mouth, so forcibly that the blood 

issued in a stream. The poor child’s arms had 
been raised to guard his head from the storm of 

blows; but now he dropped them at once. His 
persecutors beat him down, trampled upon him, 
dragged him by his long, fair locks, and Ibrahim 
was on the point of becoming as veritable a mar- 
tyr as ever entered bleeding into Heaven. The 
uproar, however, attracted the notice of a few 
neighbours, who put themselves to the trouble of 
rescuing the little heretic, and of conveying him 
to Pearson’s door. 

Ilbrahim’s bodily harm was severe, but long 

and careful nursing accomplished his recovery ; 
The injury done to his sensitive spirit was more 
serious, though not so visible. Its signs were 
principally of a negative character, and to be dis- 
covered only by those who had previously known 
him. His gait was thenceforth slow, even, and
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unvaried by the sudden bursts of sprightlier mo- 
tion, which had once corresponded to his over- 
flowing gladness ; his countenance was heavier, 
and its former play of expression, the dance of 
sunshine reflected from moving water, was de- 
stroyed by the cloud over his existence ; his no- 
tice was attracted in a far less degree by passing 
events, and he appeared to find greater difficulty 
in comprehending what was new to him, than at 
a happier period. A stranger founding his judg- 
ment upon these circumstances, would have said 
that the dullness of the child’s intellect widely 
contradicted the promise of his features ; but the 
secret was in the direction of Ibrahim's thoughts, 
which were brooding within him, when they should 
naturally have been wandering abroad. An at- 
tempt of Dorothy to revive his former sportive- 
ness, was the single occasion on which his quict 
demeanour yielded to the violent display of grief ; 
he bursts into passionate weeping, and ran and 
hid himself, for his heart had become so miserably 
sore, that even the hand of kindness tortured 
it like fire. Sometimes, at night and probably in 
his dreams, he was heard to cry, ‘Mother! Mo- 
ther !’ as if her place, which a stranger had sup- 
plied while Ibrahim was happy, admitted of no 
substitute in his extreme affliction. Perhaps, 

among the many life-weary wretches then upon 
the earth, there was not one who combined inno-
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cence and misery like this poor, broken-hearted 
infant, so soon the victim of his own heavenly 
nature. 

‘While this melancholy change had taken place 
in Ibrahim, one of an earlier origin and of differ- 
ent character had come to its perfection in-his 
adopted father. - The incident with which this 
tale commences, found Pearson in a state of reli- 
gious dullness, yet mentally disquieted, and long- 
ing for a more fervid faith than he possessed. The 
first effect of his kindness to Ibrahim was to pro- 
duce a softened feeling, an incipient love for the 
child’s whole sect ; but joined to this, and result- 
ing perhaps from self-suspicion, was a proud and 
ostentatious contempt of their tenets and practi- 
ealextravagances. In the course of much thought 
however, for the subject struggled irresistibly into 
his mind, the foolishness of the doctrine began to 
be less evident, and the points which had parti- 
eularly offended his reason, assumed another as- 
pect, or vanished entirely away. ‘The work with- 
in him appeared to go on even while he slept, and 
that which had been a doubt, when he lay down 
to rest, would often hold the place of a truth, 
confirmed by some forgotten demonstration, when 
he recalled his thoughts in the morning. But 
while he was thus becoming assimilated to the 
enthusiasts, his contempt, in no wise decreasing 
towards them, grew very fierce against himself;
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he imagined, also, that every face of his acquaint- 
ance, wore a sneer, and that every word address- 
ed to him was a gibe. Such was his state of 
mind at the period of Ilbrahim’s misfortune; and 
the emotions consequent upon that event com- 
pleted the change, of which the child had been 
the original instrument. 

In the mean time, neither the fierceness of the 
persecutors, nor the infatuation of their victims, 
had decreased. The dungeons were never empty 5 
the streets of every village echoed daily with the 
lash ; the life of a woman, whose mild and Chris- 
tian spirit no cruelty could embitter, had been 
sacrificed ; and more innocent blood was yet to 
pollute the hands that were so often raised in 
prayer. Early after the Restoration, the English 
Quakers represented to Charles II. that a ‘ vein 
of blood was open in his dominions ;’ but though 

the displeasure of the voluptuous king was roused, 
his interference was not prompt. And now the 
tale must stride forward over many months, leav- 
ing Pearson to encounter ignominy and misfor- 
tune ; his wife to a firm endurance of a thousand 
sorrows ; poor Ibrahim to pine and droop like a 
cankered rosebud; his mother to wander on a 
mistaken errand, neglectful of the holiest trust 
which can be committed to a woman. 

* * * * =
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A winter evening, a night of storm, had dark- 
ened over Pearson’s habitation ; and there were 
no cheerful faces to drive thegloom from his broad 
hearth. The fire, it is true, sent forth a glowing 
heat andruddy light, and large logs, dripping with 
half-melted snow, lay ready to be cast upon the 
embers. But the apartment was saddened in its 
aspect, by the absence of much of the homely 
wealth which had once adorned it; for the ex- 
action of repeated fines, and his own neglect of 
temporal affairs, had greatly impoverished the 
owner. And with the furniture of peace, the im- 
plements of war had likewise disappeared ; the 
sword was broken, the helm and cuirass were cast 
away for ever ;_ the soldier had done with battles, 
and might not lift so much as his naked hand to 
guard his head. But the Holy Book remained, 
and the table on which it rested was drawn before 
the fire, while two of the persecuted sect sought 
comfort from its pages. 

He who listened, while the other read, was the 
master of the house, now emaciated in form, and 
altered as to the expression and healthiness of 
his countenance ; for his mind had dwelt too long 
among visionary thoughts, and his body had been 
worn by imprisonment and stripes. The hale and 
weather-beaten old man, who sat beside him, had 
sustained less injury from a far longer course of
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the same mode of life. In person he was tall and 
dignified, and, which alone would have made him 
hateful to the Puritans, his gray locks fell from 
beneath the broad-brimmed hat, and rested on his 
shoulders, As the old man read the sacred page, 
the snow drifted against the windows, or eddied 
in at the crevices of the door, while a blast kept 
laughing in the chimney, and the blaze leaped 
fiercely up to seck it. And sometimes, when the 
wind struck the hill at a certain angle, and swept 
down by the cottage across the wintry plain, its 
voice was the most doleful that can be conceived ; 
it came as if the Past were speaking, as if the 
Dead had contributed each a whisper, as if the 
Desolation of Ages were breathed in that one la- 
menting sound. 

The Quaker at length closed the book, retain- 
ing however his hand between the pages which he 
had been reading, while he looked stedfastly at 
Pearson. ‘The attitude and features of the latter 
might have indicated the endurance of bodily 
pain ; he leaned his forehead on his hands, his 
teeth were firmly closed, and his frame was tremn- 
lous at intervals with a nervous agitation. 

‘Friend Tobias,’ inquired the old man, compas- 
sionately, ‘hast thou found no comfort in these 
many blessed passages of Scripture ?” 

*Thy voice has fallen on my ear like a sound 
178 q
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afar off and indistinct,’ replied Pearson, without 
lifting his eyes. ‘Yea, and when I have hark- 
ened carefully, the words seemed cold and lifeless, 
and intended for another and a lesser grief than 
mine. Remove the book,’ he added, in a tone of 
sullen bitterness. I have no part in its consola- 
tions, and they do but fret my sorrow the more.”” 

« Nay, feeble brother, be not as one who hath 
never known the light,’ said the elder Quaker, 
earnestly, but with mildness. ‘ Art thou he that 
would be content to give all, and endure all, for 
conscience’ sake ; desiring even peculiar trials, 
that thy faith may be purified, and thy heart 
weaned from worldly desires ? And wilt thou sink 
beneath an affliction which happens alike to them 
that have their portion here below, and to them 
that lay up treasure in Heaven? Faint not, for 
thy burthen is yet light.” 

“It is heavy! It is heavier than I can bear!’ 
exclaimed Pearson, with the impatience of a va- 
riable spirit. ‘From my youth upward I have 
been aman marked out for wrath ; and year by 
year, yea, day by day, I have endured sorrows, 
such as others know not in their lifetime. And 
now I speak out of the love that has been turned 
to hatred, the honour to ignominy, the ease and 
plentifulness of all things to danger, want, and 
nakedness. All this I could have borne, and
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counted myself blessed. But when my heart was 
desolate with many losses, I fixed it upon the 
child of a stranger, and he became dearer to me 
than all my buried ones; and now he too must 
die, as if my love were poison. ‘Verily I aman 
accursed man, and I will lay me down in the dust, 

and lift up my head no more.” 
«Thou sinnest brother, but it is not for me to 

rebuke thee; for I also have had my hours of 

darkness, wherein I have murmured against the 
cross,’ said the old Quaker. He continued, per- 
haps in the hope of distracting his companion’s 
thoughts from his own sorrows. ‘Even of late 
was the light obscured within me, when the men 
of blood had banished me on pain of death, and 
the constables led me onward from village to 
village, towards the wilderness. A strong and 
cruel hand was wielding the knotted cords; they 
sunk deep into the flesh, and thou mightest have 
tracked every recl and totter of my footsteps by 
the blood that followed.—As we went on’— 

«Have I not borne all this; and have I mur- 
mured ? interrupted Pearson, impatiently. 

‘Nay, friend, but hear me,’ continued the other. 
“As we journeyed on, night darkened on our path, 
so that no man could see the rage of the persecu- 
tors, or the constancy of my endurance, though 
Heaven forbid that I should glory therein. The
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lights began to glimmer in the cottage windows, 
and I could discern the inmates as they gathered, 
in comfort and security, every man with his wife 

and children by their own evening hearth. At 
length we came to a tract of fertile land; in the 

dim light, the forest was not visible around it ; and 
behold! there was a straw-thatched dwelling, 

which bore the very aspect of my home, far over 
the wild ocean, far in our own England. Then 
came bitter thoughts upon me; yea, remembran- 
ces that were like death to my soul. The happi- 
ness of my early days was painted to me; the 
disquiet of my manhood, the altered faith of my 
declining years. I remembered how I had been 
moved to go forth a wanderer, when my daugh- 
ter, the youngest, the dearest of my flock, lay on 
ber dying bed, and’— 

« Couldst thou obey the command at such a mo- 
ment ?’ exclaimed Pearson, shuddering. 

* Yea, yea,” replied the old man, hurriedly. «I 
was kneeling by her bedside when the voice spoke 
loud within me ; but immediately I rose, and 
took my staff, and gat me gone. Oh! that it 
were permitted me to forget her woeful look, when 
I thus withdrew my arm, and left her journeying 
through the dark valley alone ; for her soul was 

faint, and she had leaned uponmy prayers. Now, 
in that night of horror I was assailed by the
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thought that I had been an erring Christian, and 
a cruel parent ; yea, even my daughter, with her 
pale, dying features, seemed to stand by me and 
whisper, “Father, you are deceived; go home 
and shelter your gray head? Oh! Thou, to 
whom I have looked in my farthest wanderings,” 
continued the Quaker, raising his agitated eyes 
to Heaven, ‘inflict not upon the bloodiest of our 
persecutors the unmitigated agony of my soul, 
when I believed that all I had done and suffered 

for Thee was at the instigation of a mocking 
fiend! But I yielded not; I knelt down and 

wrestled with the tempter, while the scourge 
bit more fiercely into the flesh. My prayer was 
heard, and I went on in peace and joy towards 
the wilderness.’ 

The old man, though his fanaticisms had gene- 
rally all the calmness of reason, was deeply mov- 
ed while reciting this tale; and his unwonted 

emotion seemed to rebuke and keep down that of 

his companion. They sat in silence, with their 
faces to the fire, imagining, perhaps, in its red 
embers, new scenes of persecution yet to be en- 
countered. The snow still drifted hard against 
the windows, and sometimes, as the blaze of the 
logs had gradually sunk, came down the spacious 
chimney, and hissed upon thehearth. Acautious 
footstep might now and then be heard in a neigh-
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bouring apartment, and the sound invariably drew 
the eyes of both Quakers to the door which led 
thither. When a fierce and riotous gust of wind 
had led his thoughts, by a natural association, to 
homeless travellers on such a night, Pearson re- 
sumed the conversation. 

«1 have well nigh sunk under my own share of 
this trial, < observed he, sighing heavily ; ‘yet I 
would that it might be doubled to me, if-so the 
child’s mother couldbe spared. Her wounds have 
been deep and many, but this will be the sorest 
of all.” 

«Fear not for Catharine,’ replied the old Qua- 
ker; ‘for I know that valiant woman, and have 
seen how she can bear the cross. A mother’s 
heart, indeed, is strong in her, and may seem to 
contend mightily with her faith; but soon she 
will stand up, and give thanks that her son has 
been thus early an accepted sacrifice. The boy 
hath done his work, and she will feel that he is 
taken hence in kindness both to him and her. 
Blessed, blessed are they, that with so little suf- 
fering can enter into peace !” 

The fitful rush of the wind was now disturbed 
by a portentous sound ; it was a quick and heavy 
knocking at the outerdoor. Pearson’s wan coun- 
tenance grew paler, for many a visit of persecu- 
tion had taught him what to dread ; the old man,
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on the other hand, stood up erect, and his glance 
was firm as that of the tried soldier who awaits 
his enemy. 

The men of blood have come to seck me,’ he 
observed, with calmness. ‘They have heard how 
I was moved to return from banishment ; and now 
am I to be led to prison, andthencetodeath. It 
is an end I have long, long looked for. I will 
open unto'them, lest they say ‘ “Lo! he feareth.””’ 

Nay, I will present myself before them,’ said 
Pearson, with recovered fortitude. ‘It may be 
that they seek me alone, and know not that thou 
abidest with me.” 

‘Let us go boldly, both one and the other,’ re- 
joined his companion, ‘ It is not fitting that thou 
or I should shrink.” 

"They therefore proceeded through the entry to 
the door, which they opened, bidding the appli- 
cant ‘Come in, in God’s name!’ a furious blast 
of wind drove the storm into their faces, and ex- 
tinguished the lamp; they had barely time to 
discern a figure, so white from head to foot with 
the drifted snow, that it seemed like Winter's 
self, come in human shape to seek refuge from its 
desolation. 

¢ Enter, friend, and do thy errand, be it what 
it may,’ said Pearson, It must needs be pressing, 
since thou eomest on such a bitter night.’
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«Peace be with this household,’ said the stran- 

ger, when they stood on the floor of the inner 
apartment. 

Pearson started, the elder Quaker stirred the 

slumbering embers of the fire till they sent up a 
clear and lofty blaze ; is was a female voice that 
had spoken ; it was a female form that shone out, 
cold and wintry, in that comfortable light. 

“Catharine, blessed woman,’ exclaimed the old 

man ; art thou come to this darkened land again ? 
Art thou come to bear a valiant testimony as in 
former years? The scourge hath not prevailed 
against thee, and from the dungeon hast thou come 

forth triumphant ; but strengthen, strengthen 
now thy heart, Catharine, for Heaven will prove 
thee yet this once, ere thou go to thy reward.” 

“Rejoice, friends!’ she replied. ‘Thou who 

hast long been of our people, and thou whom a 
little child hath led to us, rejoice! Lo! I come, 
the messenger of glad tidings, for the day of per- 
secution is overpast. The heart of the king, even 
Charles, hath been moved in gentleness towards 
us, and he hath sent forth his letters to stay the 
hands of the men of blood. A ship’s company of 
our friends hath arrived at yonder town, and I 
also sailed joyfully among them.’ 

As Catharine spoke, her eyes were roaming 
about the room, in search of him for whose sake
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security was dear to her. Pearson made a silent 
appeal to the old man, nor did the latter shrink 
from the painful task assigned him. 

‘Sister,’ he began, in a softened yet perfectly 
calm tone, ‘ thou tellest us of his love, manifested 
in temporal good ; and now must we speak to 
thee of that self-same love, displayed in chasten- 
ings. Hitherto, Catharine, thou hast been as 
one journeying in a darksome and difficult path, 
and leading an infant by the hand ; fain wouldst 
thou have looked heavenward continually, but 
still the cares of that little child have drawn thine 
eyes and thy affections to the earth. Sister! go 
on rejoicing, for his tottering footsteps shall im- 
pede thine own no more.’ 

But the unhappy mother was not thus to be 
consoled ; she shook like a leaf ; she turned white 

as the very snow that hung drifted into her hair. 
The firm old man extended his hand, and held her 
up; keeping his eye upon hers, as if to repress 
any outbreak of passion. 
«Tam a woman, Iam but a woman; will He 

try me above my strength?’ said Catharine, very 
quickly, and almost in a whisper. ‘I have been 
wounded sore ; I havesuffered much ; many things 
in the body, many in the mind ; crucified in my- 
self, and in them that were dearest to me. Sure- 
ly,’ added she, with a long shudder, ‘ He hath
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spared me in this one thing.” She broke forth 
with a sudden and irrepressible violence. ‘Tell 
me, man of cold heart, what has God done 
to me? Hath He cast me down, never to rise 
again? Hath he crushed my very heart in his 
hand? And thou, to whom I committed my child, 
how hast thou fulfilled thy trust? Give me back 
the boy, well, sound, alive, alive; or earth and 
Heaven shall avenge m 

‘The agonized shriek of Catharine was answered 
by the faint, the very faint voice of a child. 

On this day it had become evident to Pearson, 
to his aged guest, and to Dorothy, that Ibrahim’s 
brief and troubled pilgrimage drew near its close. 
‘The two former would willingly have remained by 
him, to make use of prayers and pious discourses 
which they deemed appropriate to the time, and 
which, if they beimpotentasto the departing travel- 
ler’s reception in the world whither he goes, may 
at least sustain him in biddingadien toearth. But 
though Ilbrabim uttered no complaint, he was 
disturbed by the faces that looked upon him; so 
that Dorothy’s entreaties, and their own convie- 
tion that the child’s feet might tread Heaven’s 
pavement and not soil it, had induced the two 
Quakers to remove. Ilbrahim then closed his 
eyes, and grew calm and, exceptfornow and then ; 
x kind and low word to his nurse, might have 
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been thought to slumber. As nightfall came on, 
however, and the storm began to rise, something 
seemed to trouble the repose of the boy’s mind, 
and to render his sense of hearing active and acute. 
If a passing wind lingered to shake the casement, 
he strove to turn his head towards it; if the door 
jarred to and fro upon its hinges, he looked long 
and anxiously thitherward; if the heavy voice of 
the old man, as he read the Scriptures, rose but 
a little higher, the child almost held his dying 
breath to listen; if a snow-drift swept by the cot- 
tage, with a sound like the trailing of a garment, 
brahim seemed to watch that some visitant 
should enter. 

But, after a little time, he relinquished what- 
ever secret hope had agitated him, and, with one 
low, complaining whisper, turned his cheek upon 
the pillow. He then addressed Dorothy with his 
usual sweetness, and besought her to draw near 
him ; she did so, and Ilbrahim took her hand in 
his, grasping it with a gentle pressure, as if to 
assure himself that he retained it. At intervals, 
and without disturbing the repose of his counte- 
nance, a very faint trembling passed over him 
from head to foot, as if a mild but somewhat cool 

wind had breathed upon him, and made him shi- 

ver. As the boy thus ied her by the hand, in his 
quiet progress over the borders of eternity, Doro-
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thy almost imagined that she could discern the 
near, though dim, delightfulness of the home he 
was about to reach; she would not have enticed 
the little wanderer back, though she bemoaned 
herself that she must leave him and return. But 
just when Ilbrahim’s feet were pressing on the 
soil of Paradise, he heard a voice behind him, and 
it recalled him a few, few paces of the weary path 
which he had travelled. As Dorothy looked upon 
his features, she perceived that their placid ex- 
pression was again disturbed ; her own thoughts 
had been so wrapt in him, that all sounds of the 
storm, and of human speech, were lost to her ; 
but when Catharine’s shriek pierced through the 
room, the boy strove to raise himself. 

“Friend, she is come ! Open unto her!’ cried 
he. 

In a moment, his mother was kneeling by the 
bedside ; she drew Ilbrahim to her bosom, and he 
nestled there, with no violence of joy, but con- 
tentedly as if he were hushing himself to sleep. 
He looked into her face, and, reading its agony, 
said, with feeble earnestness, ‘Mourn not, dear- 
est mother. Iam happy now.’ And with these 
words, the gentle boy was dead. 

* * * * « - 
The king’s mandate to stay the New England 

perseeutors was effectual in preventing farther
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martyrdoms ; but the colonial authorities, trust- 
ing in the remoteness of their situation, and per- 
haps in the supposed instability of the royal go- 
vernment, shortly renewed their severities in all 
other respects. Catharine’s fanaticism had be- 
come wilder by the sundering of all human ties ; 
and wherever a scourge was lifted, there was she 
to receive the blow ; and whenever a dungeon was 
unbarred, thither she came, to cast herself upon 
the floor. But in process of time, a more Chris- 
tian spirit—a spirit of forbearance, though not 
of cordiality or approbation, began to pervade the 
land in regard to the persecuted sect. And then, 
when the rigid old Pilgrims eyed her rather in 
pity than in wrath; when the matrons fed her 
with the fragments of their children’s food, and 
offered her a lodging on a hard and lowly bed ; 
when no little crowd of schoolboys left their sports 
to cast stones after the roving enthusiast ; then 
did Catharine return to Pearson’s dwelling, and 
made that her home. 

As if Ilbrahim’s sweetness yet lingered round 
his ashes ; as if his gentle spirit came down from 
Heaven to teach his parent a true religion, her 
fierce and vindictive nature was softened by the 
same griefs which had once irritated it. When 
the course of years had made the features of the 
unobtrusive mourner familiar in the settlement,
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she became a subject of not deep, but general, in- 
terest ; a being on whom the otherwise superfiu- 
ous sympathies of all might be bestowed. Every 
one spoke of her with that degree of pity which 
it is pleasant to experience ; every one was ready 
to do her the little kindnesses which are not cost- 
ly, yet manifest good will; and when at last she 
died, a long train of her once bitter persecutors 
followed her, with decent sadness and tears that 
were not painful, to her place by Ubrahim’s green 
and sunken grave.



The Coll-Gatherer’s Day. 

A SKETCH OF TRANSITORY LIFE. 

ETHINES, for a person whose instinet bids 
him rather to pore over the current of life, 

than to plunge into its tumultuous waves, no un- 
desirable retreat were a toll-house beside some 
thronged thoroughfare of the land. In youth, 
perhaps, it is good for the observer to run about 
the earth—to leave the track of his footsteps far 

and wide—to mingle himself with the actions of 
numberless vicissitudes—and, finally, in some 
calm solitude, to feed a musing spirit on all that 
he has seen and felt. But there are natures too 
indolent, or too sensitive, to endure the dust, the 
sunshine, or the rain, the turmoil of moral and 
physical elements, to which all the wayfarers of 
the world expose themselves. For such a man, 
how pleasant a miracle, could life be made to roll 
its variegated length by the threshold of his own 
hermitage, and the great globe, as it were, per- 
form its revolutions, and shift its thousand scenes,
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before his eyes, without whirling him onward in its 

course. If any mortal be favoured with a lot a- 
nalogous to this, it is the toll-gatherer. So, at 
least, have I often fancied, while lounging on a 
bench at the door of a small square edifice, which 
stands between shore and shore in the midst of a 
long bridge. Beneath the timbers, ebbs and flows 
an arm of thesea ; while above, like the life-blood 
through a great artery, the travel of the north 
and east iscontinually throbbing. Sitting on the 
aforesaid bench, I amuse myself with a concep- 
tion, illustrated by numerous pencil sketches in 
the air, of the toll-gatherer’s day. 

In the morning—dim, gray, dewy summer's 
morn—the distant roll of ponderous wheeis begins 
to mingle with my old friend’s slumbers, creaking 
more and more harshly through the midst of his 
dream, and gradually replacing it with realities. 
Hardly conscious of the change from sleep to 
wakefulness, he finds himself partly clad, and 
throwing wide the toll-gates for the passage of a 
fragrant load of hay. The timbers groan beneath 
the slow revolving wheels; one sturdy yeoman 
stalks beside the oxen, and, peering from the 
summit of the hay, by the glimmer of the half ex- 
tinguished lantern over the toll-house, is seen the 
drowsy visage of his comrade, who has enjoyed a 
nap some ten mileslong. The toll is paid—creak,
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creak, again go the wheels, and the huge haymow 
vanishes into the morning mist. As yet, nature 
ie but half awake, and familiar objects appear vi- 
sionary. But yonder, dashing from the shore 
with a rattling thunder of the wheels and a -con- 
fused clatter of hoofs, comes the never-tiring mail, 
which has hurried onward at the same headlong, 
restless rate, all through the quiet night. The 
bridge resounds in one continued peal as the 
coach rolls on without a pause, merely affording 
the toll-gatherer a glimpse at the sleepy passen- 
gers, who now bestir their torpid limbs, and snuff 
a cordial in the briny air. ‘The morn breathes 
upon them, and blushes, and they forget how wea- 
rily the darkness toiled away. And behold now 
the fervid day, in his bright chariot, glittering a- 
slant over the waves, nor scorning to throw a tri- 
bute of his golden beams on the toll-gatherer’s 
little hermitage. ‘The old man looks eastward, 
and (for he is a moralizer) frames a simile of the 
stage-coach and the sun. 

While the world is rousing itself, we may glance 
slightly at the scene of our sketch. It sits above 
the bosom of the broad flood, a spot not of earth, 
but in the midst of waters, which rush with a 

murmuring sound among the massive beams be- 
neath. Over the door is a weather-beaten board, 

178 a
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inscribed with the rates of toll, in letters so near- 
ly effaced that the gilding of the sunshine can 

hardly make them legible. Beneath the window 
is a wooden bench, on which a long succession. 
of weary wayfarers have reposed themselves. 
Peeping within doors, we perceive the white- 
washed walls bedecked with sundry lithographic 
prints and advertisements of various import, and 
the immense showbill of a wandering caravan. 
And there sits our good old toll-gatherer, glori- 
fied by the early sunbeams. He is a man, as his 
aspect may announce, of a quiet soul, and thought- 
ful, shrewd, yet simple, mind, who, of the wisdom 
which the passing world scatters along the way- 
side, has gathered a reasonable store. 

Now the sun smiles upon the landscape, and 
earth smiles back again upon the sky. Frequent, 
now, are the travellers. The toll-gatherer’s prac- 
tised ear can distinguish the weight of every ve- 
hicle, the number of its wheels, and how many 

horses beat the resounding timbers with their iron 
tramp. Here, in a substantial family chaise, set- 
ting forth betimes to take advantage of the dewy 
road, come a gentleman and his wife, with their 
rosy-cheeked little girl sitting gladsomely between 
them. The bottom of the chaise is heaped with 

multifarious band-boxes and carpet bags, and be-
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neath the axle swings a leathern trunk, dusty with 
yesterday’s journey. Next appears a four-wheel- 
ed carryall, peopled with a round half dozen of 
pretty girls, alldrawn by a single horse, and driv- 
en by a single gentleman. Luckless wight, 
doomed, through a whole summer day, to be the 
butt of mirth and mischief among the frolicksome 
maidens! Bolt upright in a sulky rides a thin, 
sour-visaged man, who, as he pays his toll, hands 
the toll-gatherer a printed card to stick upon the 
wall. The vinegar-faced traveller proves to be a 
manufacturer of pickles. Now paces slowly from 
timber to timber a horseman clad in black, with 
2 meditative brow, as of one who, whithersoever 
his steed might bear him, would still journey 
through a mist of brooding thought. He is a 
country preacher, going to labour at a protracted 
meeting. The next object passing townward is a 
butcher's cart, canopied with its arch of snow- 
white cotton. Behind comes a ‘ sauceman,’ driv- 

ing a wagon fall of new potatoes, green ears of 
corn, beets, carrots, turnips, and summer squash- 
es; and next, two wrinkled, withered, witch- 
looking old gossips, in an antediluvian chaise, 
drawn by a horse of former generations, and go- 
ing to peddle out alot of huccle-berries. See 
there, a man trundling a wheelbarrow load of lob- 
sters. And now a milk-cart rattles briskly on-
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ward, covered with green canvass, and conveying 
the contributions of a whole herd of cows, in large 
tin canisters. But let all these pay their toll, and 
pass. Here comes a spectacle that causes the old 
toll-gatherer to smile benignantly, as if the tra- 
vellers brought sunshine with them, and lavished 
its gladsome influence all along the road. 

It is a barouche of the newest style, the var- 
nished panels of which reflect the whole moving 
panorama of the landscape, and show a picture, 
likewise, of our friend, with his visage broadened, 
so that his meditative smile is transformed to gro- 
tesque merriment. Within, sits a youth, fresh 
as the summer morn, and beside him a young la- 
dy in white, with white gloves upon her slender 
hands, and a white veil flowing down over her 
face. But methinks her blushing check burns 
through the snowy veil. Another white-robed 
virgin sits infront. And who are these, on whom, 
and on all that appertains to them, the dust of 
earth seems never to have settled? Two lovers, 
whom the priest has blessed, this blessed morn, 
and sent them forth, with one of the bridemaids, 
on the matrimonial tour. Take my blessing, too, 
ye happy ones! May the sky not frown upon 
you, nor clouds bedew you with their chill and 
sullen rain! May the hot sun kindle no fever in 
your hearts! May your whole life’s pilgrimage
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be as blissful as this first day’s. journey, and its 

close be gladdened with even brighter anticipa- 
tions than those which hallow your bridal 
night ! 

‘They pass; and ere the reflection of their joy 
has faded from his face, another spectacle throws 
a melancholy shadow over the spirit of the observ- 
ing man. In a close carriage sits a fragile figure, 
muffled carefully, and shrinking even from the 
mild breath of summer. She leans against a man- 
ly form, and his arm enfolds her, as if to guard 
his treasure from some enemy. ‘Let but a few 
weeks pass, and when he shall strive to embrace 
that loved one, he will press only desolation to his 
heart. 

And now has morning gathered up her dewy 
pearls, and fled away. The sun rolls blazing 
through the sky, and cannot find a cloud to cool 
his face with. The horses toil sluggishly along 
the bridge, and heave their glistening sides in 
short quick pantings, when the reins are tighten- 
ed at the toll-house. Glisten, too, the faces of 
the travellers. Their garments are thickly be- 
strewn with dust ; their whiskers and hair look 
hoary ; their throats are choked with the dusty 
atmosphere which they have left behind them. 
No air is stirring on the road. Nature dares 
draw no breath, lest she should inhale a stifling
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cloud of dust. ‘A hot and dusty day!’ ery the 
poor pilgrims, as they wipe their begrimmed fore- 
heads, and woo the doubtful breeze which the ri- 

ver bears along with it. ‘Awful hot! Dreadful 

dusty !’ answers the sympathetic toll-gatherer. 
They start again, to pass through the fiery fur- 
nace, while he reénters his cool hermitage, and 
besprinkles it with a pail of briny water from the 
stream beneath. He thinks within himself, that 

the sun is not so fierce here as elsewhere, and 

that the gentle air does not forget him in these 
sultry days. ‘Yes, old friend ; and a quiet heart 
will make a dog-day temperate. He hears a wea- 
ry footstep, and perceives a traveller with pack 
and staff, who sits down on the hospitable bench, 

and removes the hat from his wet brow. The 

toll-gatherer administers a cup of cold water, and 
discovering his guest to be a man of homely sense, 
he engages him in profitable talk, uttering the 
maxims of a philosophy which he has found in 

his own soul, but knows not how it came there. 
And as the wayfarer makes ready to resume his 
journey, he tells him a sovereign remedy for blis- 
tered feet. 
Now comes the noontide hour—of all the hours, 

nearest akin to midnight ; for each has its own 
calmness and repose. Soon, however, the world 

begins to turn again upon its axis, and it seems
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the busiest epoch of the day; when an accident 
impedes the march of sublunary things. ‘The 
draw being lifted to permit the passage of a schoon- 
er, laden with wood from the eastern forests, she 
sticks immovably, right athwart the bridge! 
Meanwhile, on both sides of the chasm, a throng 
of impatient travellers fret and fume. Here are 
two sailors in a gig, with the top thrown back, 
both paffing cigars, and swearing all sorts of fore- 
castle oaths ; there, in a smart chaise, a dashing- 
ly-dressed gentleman and lady, he from a tailor’s 
shop-board, and she from a milliner’s back-room 
—the aristocrats of a summer afternoon. And 
what are the haughtiest of us, but the ephemeral 
aristocrats of a summer’s day ? Here is a tin-ped- 
lar, whose glittering ware bedazzles all beholders, 
like a travelling meteor, or opposition sun; and 
on the other side, a seller of spruce beer, which 
brisk liquor is confined in several dozen of stone 
bottles. Here come a party of ladies on horse- 
back, in green riding-habits, and gentlemen. at- 
tendant ; and there a flock of sheep for the mar- 
ket, pattering over the bridge with a multitudi- 
nous clatter of their little hoofs. Here a French- 
man, with a hand-organ on his shoulder; and 
there an itinerant Swiss jeweller. On this side, 
heralded by a blast of clarions and bugles, ap- 
pears a train of wagons, conveying all the wild
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beasts of a caravan; and on that, a company of 
summer soldiers, marching from village to village 
on a festival campaign, attended by the ‘ Brass 
band.” Now look at the scene, and it presents an 
emblem of the mysterious confusion, the appar- 
ently insolvable riddle, in which individuals, or 
the great world itself, seem often to be involv- 
ed. What miracle shall set all things right a- 
gain? 

But see! the schooner has thrust her bulky 
carcass through the chasm ; the draw descends ; 
horse and foot pass onward, and leave the bridge 
vacant from end to end. ‘And thus,’ muses the 
toll-gatherer, ‘have I found it with all stoppages, 
even though the universe seemed to be ata stand.” 
The sage old man! 

Far westward now, the reddening sun throws a 
broad sheet of splendour across the flood, and, to 
the eyes of distant boatmen, gleams brightly 
among the timbers of the bridge. Strollers come 
from the town to quaff the freshening breeze. 
One or two let down long lines, and haul up flap- 
ping flounders, or cunners, or small cod, or per- 
haps aneel. Others, and fair girls among them, 
with the flush of the hot day still on their cheeks, 
bend over the railing, and watch the heaps of sea- 
weed floating upward with the flowing tide. The 
horses now tramp heavily along the bridge, and
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wistfully bethink them of their stables. Rest. 
rest, thou weary world! for to-morrow’s round of 
toil and pleasure will be as wearisome as to-day’s 
has been ; yet both shall bear thee onward a day’s 
march of eternity. Now the old toll-gatherer 
looks seaward, and discerns the lighthouse kind- 
ling on a far island, and the stars, too, kindling 
in the sky, as if but a little way beyond; and 
mingling reveries of Heaven with remembrances 
of Earth, the whole procession of mortal travel- 
lers, all the dusty pilgrimage which he has wit- 
nessed, seems like a flitting show of phantoms for 
his thoughtful soul to muse upon.



The Bauntey Wind. 

HAT a singular moment is the first one, 
when you have hardly begun to recollect 

yourself, after starting from midnight slumber ! 
By unclosing your eyes so suddenly, you seem to 
have surprised the personages of your dream in 
full convocation round your bed, and catch one 
broad glance at them before they can flit into ob- 
scurity. Or, to vary the metaphor, you find 
yourself, for a single instant, wide awake in that 
realm of illusions, whither sleep has been the pass- 
port, and behold its ghostly inhabitants and won- 
drous scenery, with a perception of their strange- 
ness, such as you never attain while the dream is 
undisturbed. The distant sound of a church clock 

is borne faintly on the wind. You question with 
yourself, half seriously, whether it has stolen to 
your waking ear from some gray tower, that stood 
within the precincts of yourdream. While yet in 
suspense, another clock flings its heavy clang 
over the slumbering town, with so full and dis- 
tinct a sound, and such a long murmur in the
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neighbouring air, that you are certain it must 
proceed from the steeple at the nearest corner. 
You count the strokes—one—two, and there they 
cease, with a booming sound, like the gathering 
of a third stroke within the bell. 

1f you could choose an hour of wakefulness out 
of the whole night, it would be this. Since your 
sober bedtime, at eleven, you have had rest enough 
to take off the pressure of yesterday’s fatigue ; 
while before you, till the sun comes from ‘far 
Cathay’ to brighten your window, there is almost 
the space of a summer night; one hour to be spent 
in thought, with the mind’s eye half shut, and 

two in pleasant dreams, and two in that strangest 

of enjoyments, the forgetfulness alike of joy and 
woe. The moment of rising belongs to another 
period of time, and appears so distant, that the 
plunge out of a warm bed into the frosty air can- 
not yet be anticipated with dismay. Yesterday 
has already vanished among the shadows of the 
past ; to-morrow has not yet emerged from the 
future. You have found an intermediate space, 
where the business of life does not intrude ; where 

the passing moment lingers, and becomes truly 
the present ; a spot where Father Time, when he 
thinks nobody is watching him, sits down by the 
wayside to take breath. Oh, that he would fall 
asleep, and let mortals live on without growing 
older !
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Hitherto you have lain perfectly still, because 
the slightest motion would dissipate the fragments 
of your slumber. Now, being irrevocably awake, 
you peep through the half-drawn window curtain, 
and observe that the glass is ornamented with 
fancifal devices in frost-work, and that each pane 
presents something like a frozen dream. There 
will be time enough to trace out the analogy, 
while waiting the summons to breakfast. Seen 
through the clear portion of the glass, where the 
silvery mountain peaks of the frost scenery do 
not ascend, the most conspicuous object is the 
steeple ; the white spire of which directs you ta 
the wintry lustre of the firmament. You may 
almost distinguish the figures on the clock that 
has just told the hour. Such a frosty sky, and 
the snow-covered roofs, and the long vista of the 
frozen street, all white, and the distant water 
hardened into rock, might make you shiver, even 
under four blankets and a woollen comforter. 
Yet look at that one glorious star! Its beams are 
distinguishable from all the rest, and actually cast 
the shadow of the casement on the bed, with a 
radiance of deeper hue than moonlight, though 
not so accurate an outline. 

You sink down, and muffle your head in the 
clothes, shivering all the while, but less from bodi- 
ly chill, than the bare idea of a polar atmosphere. 
It is too cold even for the thoughts to venture
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abroad. ‘You speculate on the luxury of wearing 
out a whole existence in bed, like an oyster in its 
shell, content with thesluggish ecstacy of inaction, 
and drowsily conscious of nothing but delicious 
warmth, such as you now feel again. Ah! that 
idea has brought a hideous one in its train. You 
think how the dead are lying in their cold shrouds 
and narrow coffins, through the drear winter of 
the grave ; and cannot persuade your fancy that 
they neither shrink nor shiver, when the snow is 
drifting over their little hillocks, and the bitter 
blast howls against the door of the tomb. That 
gloomy thought will collect a gloomy multitude, 
and throw its complexion over your wakeful 
hour. 

In the depths of every heart, there is a tomb 
and a dungeon, though the lights, the music, and 
revelry above may cause us to forget their exist- 
ence, and the buried ones, or prisoners whom they 
hide. But sometimes, and oftenest at midnight, 

those dark receptacles are flung wide open. In 
an hour like this, when the mind has a passive 
sensibility, but no active strength ; when the ima- 
gimation is a mirror, imparting vividness to all 
ideas, without the power of selecting or control- 
ling them ; then pray that your griefs may slum- 
ber, and the brotherhood of remorse not break 
their chain. Itis toolate! A funeral train comes
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gliding by your bed, in which Passion and Feeling 
assume bodily shape, and things of the mind be- 
come dim spectres to the eye. There is your 
earliest Sorrow, a pale young mourner, wearing 
a sister’s likeness to first love, sadly beautiful, 
with a hallowed sweetness in her melancholy fea- 
tures, and grace in the flow of her sable robe. 
Next appears a shade of ruined loveliness, with 
dust among her golden hair, and her bright gar- 
ments all faded and defaced, stealing from your 
glance with drooping head, as fearful of reproach ; 
she was your fondest Hope, but a delusive one ; 
so call her Disappointment now. A sterner form 
succeeds, with a brow of wrinkles, a look and 
gesture of iron authority ; there is no name for 

him unless it be Fatality, an emblem of the evil 
influence that rules your fortunes ; a demon to 
whom you subjected yourself by some error at the 
outset of life, and were bound his slave for ever. 
by once obeying him. See! those fiendish linea- 
ments graven on the darkness, the writhed lip of 
scorn, the mockery of that living eye, the pointed 
finger, touching the sore piace in your heart! Do 
you remember any act of enormous folly, at which 
you would blush, even in the remotest cavern of 
the earth? Then recognise your Shame. 

Pass, wretched band! Well for the wakeful one, 
if, riotously miserable, a fiercer tribe do not sur-
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round him, the devils of a guilty heart, that holds 
its hell within itself. What if Remorse should 

assume the features of an injured friend? What 
if the fiend should come in woman’s garments, 
with a pale beauty amid sin and desolation, and 
lie down by your side? What if he should stand 
at your bed’s foot, in the likeness of a corpse, with 
a bloody stain upon the shroud ? Sufficient, with- 
out such guilt, is this night-mare of the son] ; 
this heavy, heavy sinking of the spirits; this 
wintry gloom about the heart; this indistinct 
horror of the mind, blending itself with the dark- 
ness of the chamber. 

By a desperate effort, you start upright, break- 
ing from a sort of conscious sleep, and gazing 
wjldly round the bed, as if the fiends were any 
where but in your haunted mind. At the same 
moment, the slumbering embers on the hearth 
send forth a gleam which palely illuminates the 
whole outer room, and flickers through the door 

of the bed-chamber, but cannot quite dispel its 
obscurity. Your eye searches for whatever may 
remind you of the living world. With eager 
minuteness, you take note of the table near the 
fireplace, the book with an ivory knife between 

its leaves, the unfolded letter, the hat and the 
fallen glove. Soon the flame vanishes, and with 
it the whole scene is gone. though its image re-
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mains an instant in your mind’s eye, when dark- 
ness has swallowed the reality. Throughout the 
chamber, there is the same obscurity as before, 
but not the same gloom within your breast. As 
your head falls back upon the pillow, you think—in 
a whisper be it spoken—how pleasant, in these 
night solitudes, would be the rise and fall of a 
softer breathing than your own, the slight pres- 
sure of a tenderer bosom, the quiet throb of a 
purer heart, imparting its peacefulness to your 
troubled one, as if the fond sleeper were involving 
you in her dream. 

Her influence is over you, though she have no 
existence but in that momentary image. You 
sink down in a flowery spot, on the borders of 
sleep and wakefulness, while your thoughts rise 
before you in pictures, all disconnected, yet all as- 
similated by a pervading gladsomeness and beauty. 
‘The wheeling of gorgeous squadrons, that glitter 
in the sun, is succeeded by the merriment of child- 
ren round the door of a schoolhouse, beneath the 
glimmering shadow of old trees, at the corner of 
a rustic Jane. You stand in the sunny rain of a 
summer shower, and wander among the sunny 
trees of an autumnal wood, and look upward at 
the brightest of all rainbows, overarching the un- 
broken sheet of snow, on the American side of 
Niagara. Your mind struggles pleasantly be
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tween the dancing radiance round the hearth of a 
young man and his recent bride, and the twittering 
flight of birds in spring, about their new-made 
nest. You feel the merry bounding of a ship be- 
fore the breeze ; and watch the tuneful feet of 
rosy girls, as they twine their last and merriest 
dance, in a splendid ball-room ; and find yourself 
in the brilliant circle of a crowded theatre, as the 
curtain falls over a light and airy scene. 

‘With an involuntary start, you seize hold on 
consciousness, and prove yourself but half awake, 
by running a doubtful parallel between human life 
and the hour which has now elapsed. In both 
you emerge from mystery, pass through a, vicissi- 
tude that you can but imperfectly control, and are 
borne onward to another mystery. Now comes 
the peal of the distant clock, with fainter and 
fainter strokes as you plunge farther into the wil- 
derness of sleep. It is the knell of temporary 
death. Your spirit has departed, and strays like 
a free citizen, among the people of a shadowy 
world, beholding strange sights, yet without won- 
der or dismay. So calm, perhaps, will be the 
final change ; so undisturbed, as if among familiar 
things, the entrance of the soul to its Eternal 
home! 

178 L



The Village Wnele. 

AN IMAGINARY RETROSPECT. 

OME! another log upon the hearth. True, our 
little parlour is comfortable, especially here, 

where the old man sits in his old arm-chair ; but, 
on Thanksgiving night, the blaze should dance 
higher up the chimney, and send a shower of 
sparks into the outer darkness. ‘Toss on an arm- 
ful of thase dry oak chips, the last relics of the 
Mermaid’s knee-timbers, the bones of your name= 
sake, Susan, Higher yet andclearer be the blaze, 
till our cottage windows glow the ruddiest in the 
village, and the light of our household mirth flash 
far across the bay to Nahant. And now, come, 
Susan, come, my children, draw your chairs round 
me, all of you. There is a dimness over your fi- 
gures! You sit quivering indistinctly with each 
motion of the blaze, which eddies about you like 
a. flood, so that you all have the look of visions, 
or people that dwell only in the firelight, and will 
vanish from existence, as completely as your own 
shadows, when the flame shall sink among the
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embers. Hark! let me listen for the swell of the 
surf: it should be audible a mile inland, on anight 
like this. Yes; there I catch the sound, but only 
an uncertain murmur, as if a good way down over 
the beach ; though, by the almanac, it is high 
tide at eight o’clock, and the billows must now 
be dashing within thirty yards of ourdoor. Ah! 
the old man’s ears are failg him ; and so is his 
eyesight, and perhaps his mind ; else you would 
not all be so shadowy, in the blaze of his Thanks- 
giving fire. 
How strangely the past is peeping over the 

shoulders of the present! To judge by my recol- 
lection, itis but a few moments since I sat in 
another room ; yonder model of a vessel was not 
there, nor the old chestof drawers, nor Susan’s pro- 
file and mine, in that gilt frame ; nothing, in short, 
except this same fire, which glimmered on books, 
papers, and a picture, and half discovered my soli- 
tary figure in a looking-glass. But it was paler 
than my rugged old self, and younger, too, by al- 
mosthalfa century. Speak to me, Susan ; speak, 
my beloved ones; for the scene is glimmering on 
my sight again, and as it brightens you fade away. 
Oh! I should be loth to lose my treasure of past 
happiness, and become once more what I was 
then ; a hermit in the depths of my own mind ; 
sometimes yawning over drowsy volumes, and
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anon ascribblerof wearier trash than what I read ; 
aman who had wandered out of the real world, 

and got into its shadow, where his troubles, joys, 
and vicissitudes, were of such slight stuff, that he 
hardly knew where he lived, or only dreamed of 

living. Thank Heaven, I am an old man now, 
amd have done with all such vanities. 

Still this dimmess of mine eyes ! Come nearer, 
Susan, and stand before the fullest blaze of the 
hearth. Now I behold you illuminated from head 

to foot, in your clean cap and decent gown, with 
the dear lock of gray hair across your forehead, 
and a quiet smile about your mouth, while the 

eyes alone are concealed by the red gleam of the 
fire upon your spectacles. There, you made me 
tremble again! When the flame quivered, my 
sweet Susan, you quivered with it, and grew in- 
distinct, as if melting into the warm light, that 
my last glimpse of you might be as visionary as 
the first was, full many ayear since. Do you re- 
member it ? You stood on the little bridge, over the 

brook, that rans across King’s Beach into thesea. 

It was twilight ; the waves rolling in, the wind 
sweeping by, the crimson clouds fading in the 
west, and the silver moon brightening above the 
hill ; and on the bridge were you, fluttering in 
the breeze like a seabird that might skim away 
at your pleasure. You seemed a daughter of the
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viewless wind, a creature of the ocean foam and the 

crimson light, whose merry life was spent in danc- 
ing on the crests of the billows, that threw up 
their spray to support yourfootsteps. As I drew 
nearer, I fancied you akin to the race of mermaids, 
and thought how pleasant it would be to dwell 
with you among the quiet coves in the shadow of 
the clifis, and to roam along secluded beaches of 
the purest sand, and, when our northern shores 
grew bleak, to haunt the islands, green and lonely, 
far amid summer seas. And yet it gladdened me, 
after all this nonsense, to find you nothing but a 
pretty young girl, sadly perplexed with the rude 
behaviour of the wind about your petticoats. 

‘Thus I did with Susan as with mosi other things 
in my earlier days; dipping her image into my 
mind, and colouring it of a thousand fantastic 
hues, before I could see her as she really was. 
Now, Susan, for a sober picture of our village! 
It was a small collection of dwellings that seemed 
to have been cast up by the sea, with the rock- 
weeds and marine plants that it vomits after a 
storm, or to have come ashore among the pipe 
staves and other lumber, which had been washed 
from the deck of an eastern schooner. There was 
just space for thenarrow and sandy street between 
the beach in front, and a precipitous hill that lift- 
ed its rocky forehead in the rear, among a waste
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of juniper bushes and the wild growth of a brok- 
en pasture. The village was picturesque, in the 
variety of its edifices, though all were rude. Here 
stood a little old hovel, built, perhaps, of drift- 
wood; there arow of boat-houses, and beyond 
them a two-story dwelling, of dark and weather- 
beaten aspect ; the whole intermixed with one or 
two snug cottages, painted white, a sufficiency of 
Pig-styes, and a shoemaker’sshop. ‘Two grocery 
stores stood opposite each other, in the centre of 
the village. These were the places of resort, at 

their idle hours, of a hardy throng of fishermen, 
in red baize shirts, oil-cloth trousers, and boots of 
brown leather covering the whole leg ; true seven- 
league boots, but fitter to wade the ocean than 

walk the earth. The wearers seemed amphi- 
bious, as if they did but creep out of salt water 
to sun themselves; mor would it have been 
wonderful to see their lower limbs covered with 
clusters of little shell-fish, such as cling to rocks 

and old ship timber over which the tide ebbs 

and flows. ‘When their fleet of boats was 
weather-bound, the butchers raised their price, 
and the spit was busier than the frying pan ; for 
this was a place of fish, and known as such, to 
all the country round about; the very air was 
fishy, being perfumed with dead sculpins, hard- 
heads, and dog-fish, strewn plentifully upon the
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beach. “You see, children, the village is but 

little changed, since your mother and I were 
young. 
How like a dream it was, when I bent over a 

pool of water, one pleasant morning, and saw that 
the ocean had dashed its spray over me and made 
me a fisherman! There was the tarpaulin, the 

baize shirt, the oil-cloth trousers and seven-league 
boots, and there my own features, but so redden- 
ed with sunburn and sea-breezes, that methought 

1 had another face, and on other shoulders too. 

The seagulls and the loons, and I, had now all 

one trade ; we skimmed the crested waves, and 
sought our prey beneath them ; the man with as 
keen enjoyment as the birds. Always when the 
east grew purple, I launched my dory, my little 
flat-bottomed skiff, and rowed cross-handed to 

Point Ledge, the Middle Ledge, or, perhaps, be- 
yond Egg Rock; often, too, did I anchor off 
Dread Ledge, a spot of peril to ships unpiloted ; 
and sometimes spread an adventurous sail, and 
tracked across the bay to South Shore, casting 
my lines in sight of Scituate. Ere nightfall, I 
hauled my skiff high and dry on the beach, laden 

with red rock-cod, er the white-bellied ones of 
deep water ; haddock, bearing the black marks 
of Saint Peter’s fingers near the gills; the long- 
bearded hake, whose liver holds oil enough for a
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midnight lamp ; and now and then a mighty ha~ 
libut, with a back broad as my boat. In the au- 
¢umn, I toiled and caught those lovely fish, the 
mackerel. When the wind was high,—when the 
whale boats, anchored off the Point, nodded their 
slender masts at each other, and the dories pitch- 
ed and tossed in the surf,—when Nahant Beach 
was thundering three miles off, and the spray 
broke a hundred feet in air, round the distant 
base of Egg Rock,—when the brimful and bois- 
terous sea threatened to tumble over the street of 
our village,—then I made a holiday on shore. 
Many such a day did I sit snugly in Mr. Bart- 

lett’s store, attentive to the yarns of uncle Park- 
er ; uncle to the whole village, by right of senio- 
rity, but of southern blood, with no kindred in 

New England. His figure is before me now, en- 
throned upon a mackerel barrel ; a lean old man, 
of great height, but bent with years, and twisted 
into an uncouth shape by seven broken limbs ; 
furrowed also, and weather-worn, as if every gale, 
for the better part of a century, had caught him 
somewhere on the sea, He looked like a harbin- 

ger of tempest ; a shipmate of the Flying Dutch- 
man. After innumerable voyages aboard men-of- 
‘war and merchant-men, fishing schooners and 
chebacco boats, the old salt had become master 
of a hand-cart, which he daily trundled about the
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vicinity, and sometimes blew his fish-horn through 
the streets of Salem. One of uncle Parker’seyes 
had been blown out with gunpowder, and the other 
did but glimmer in its socket. Turning it up- 
ward ashe spoke, it was his delight to tell of cruis- 
es against the French, and battles with his own 
shipmates, when he and an antagonist used to be 
seated astride of a sailor’s chest, each fastened 
down by a spike-nail through his trousers, and 
there to fight it out. Sometimes he expatiated on 
the delicious flavour of the hagden, a greasy and 
goose-like fowl, which the sailors catch with hook 
and line on the Grand Banks. He dwelt with 
rapture on an interminable winter at the Isle of 
Sables, where he had gladdened himself, amid po- 
lar snows, with the rum and sugar saved from the 
wreck of a West India schooner. And wrathful- 
ly did he shake his fist, as he related how a party 
of Cape Cod men had robbed him and his compan- 
ions of their lawfal spoil, and sailed away with 
every keg of old Jamaica; leaving him not a drop 
to drown his sorrow. ‘Villains they were, and of 
that wicked brotherhood who are said to tie lan- 
terns to horses’ tails, to mislead the mariner along 
the dangerous shores of the Cape. 

Even now, I seem to see the group of fisher- 
men, with that old salt in the midst. One fellow 
sits on the counter, a second bestrides an oil bar-
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rel, a third lolls at his length on a parcel of new 
cod-lines, and another has planted the tarry seat 
of his trousers on a heap of salt, which will short- 

ly be spread over a lot of fish. They are a like- 
ly set of men. Some have voyaged to the East 
Indies or the Pacific, and most of them have sail- 

ed in Marblehead schooners to Newfoundland ; a 

few have been no farther than the Middle Banks, 
and one ortwo have always fished along the shore ; 
but, as uncle Parker used to say, they have all 
been christened in salt water, and know more 
than men ever learn-in the bushes. A curious fix 
gure, by way of contrast, is a fish-dealer from far 
up-country, listening with eyes wide open, to nar- 
ratives that might startle Sinbad the sailor. Be 
it well with you, my brethren! Ye are all gone, 
some to your graves ashore, and others to the 
depths of ocean; but my faith is strong that ye 
are happy ; for whenever I behold your forms, 
whether in dream or vision, each departed friend 
is puffing his long nine, and a mug of the right 
black-strap goes round from lip to lip ! 

But where was the mermaid in those delightful 

times ? Ata certain window near the centre of 
the village, appeared a pretty display of ginger- 
bread men and horses, picture-books and ballads, 
small fish-hooks, pins, needles, sugar-plums and 
brass thimbles, articles on which the young fish-
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ermen used to expend their money from pure gal- 
lantry. What a picture was Susan behind the 
eounter! A slender maiden, though the child of 

rugged parents, she had the slimmest of all waists, 
brown hair curling on her neck, anda complexion 
rather pale, except when the sea-breeze flushed it. 
A few freckles became beauty spots beneath her 
eyelids. How was it, Susan, that you talked and 
acted so carelessly, yet always for the best ; doing 
whatever was right in your own eyes, and never 
once doing wrong in mine, nor shocked a taste 
that had been morbidly sensitive till now? And 
whence had you that happiest gift, of brightening 
every topic with an unsonght gaicty, quict, but 
irresistible, so that even gloomy spirits felt your 
sunshine, and did not shrink from it? Nature 
wrought the charm. She made youa frank, sim- 
ple, kind-hearted, sensible, and mirthfal girl. 
Obeying nature, you did free things without in- 
delicacy, displayed a maiden’s thoughts to eve- 
ry eye, and proved yourself as innocent as naked 
Eve. 

It was beautiful to observe how her simple 
and happy nature mingled itself with mine. She 
kindled a domestic fire within my heart, and took 

up her dwelling there, even in that chill and lone- 
some cavern, hung round with glittering icicles 
of fancy. She gave me warmth of feeling, while 
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the influence of my mind made her contemplative. 

I taught her to love the moonlight hour, when 
the expanse of the encircled bay was smooth as a 
great mirror and slept in a transparent shadow ; 
while beyond Nahant, the wind rippled the dim 

ocean into a dreamy brightness, which grew faint 
afar off, without becoming gloomier. I held her 
hand and pointed to the long surf-wave, as it roll- 
ed calmly on the beach, in an unbroken line of 
silver ; we were silent together, till its deep and 
peaceful murmur had swept by us. When the 
Sabbath sun shone down into the recesses of the 

cliffs, I led the mermaid thither, and told her that 
those huge, gray, shattered rocks, and her native 
sea, that raged for ever like a storm against them, 
and her own slender beauty, in so stern a scene, 
were all combined into a strain of poetry. But on 
the Sabbath eve, when her mother had gone early 
to bed, and her gentle sister had smiled and left us, 
us we sat alone by the quiet hearth, with honse- 
hold things around, it was her turn to make me 
feel, that here was a deeper poetry, and that this 
was the dearest hour ofall. Thus went on our 
wooing, till I had shot wild fowl enough to feather 
our bridal bed, and the Daughter of the Sea was 
mine. 

I built a cottage for Snsan and myself, and 
made a gateway in the form of a Gothic arch, by
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setting up a whale’s jaw-bones. We bought a 
heifer with her first calf, and had a little garden 
on the hill-side, to supply us with potatoes and 
green sauce for our fish. Our parlour, small and 
neat, was ornamented with our two profiles in one 

gilt frame, and with shells and pretty pebbles on 
the mantlepicce, selected from the sea’s treasury 
of such things, on Nahant Beach. On the desk, 
beneath the looking-glass, lay the Bible, which I 
had begun to read aloud at the book of Genesis, 
and the singing book that Susan used for the even- 
ing psalm. Except the almanac, we had no other 
literature. All that I heard of books, was 
when an Indian history, or tale of shipwreck, was 
sold by a pedlar or wandering subscription man, 
to some one in the village, and read through its 
owner's nose to aslumberous auditory. Like my 
brother fishermen, I grew into the belief that all 
human erudition was collected in our pedagogue, 
whose green spectacles and solemn phiz, as he 
passed to his little schoolhouse, amid a waste of 
sand, might have gained him a diploma from any 
college in New England. In truth I dreaded him. 
‘When our children were old enough to claim his 
care, youremember, Susan, how I frowned, though 
you were pleased, at this learned man’s enco- 
miums on their proficiency. I feared to trust 
them even with ihe alphabet ; it was the key to a 
fatal treasure.
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But I loved to lead them by their little hands 
along the beach, and point to nature in the vast 
and the minute, the sky, the sea, the green earth, 
the pebbles, and the shells. Then did I discourse 
of the mighty works and co-extensive goodness of 
the Deity, with the simple wisdom of aman, whose 
mind had profited by lonely days upon the deep, 
and his heart by the strong and pure affections of 
his evening home. Sometimes my voice lost it- 
self in a tremulous depth ; for I felt his eye upon 
meas I spoke. Once while my wife and all of us 
were gazing at ourselves, in the mirror left by the 
tide in the hollow of the sand, I pointed to the 
pictured heaven below, and bade her observe how 
religion was strewn every where in our path; 
since even a casual pool of water recalled the idea 
of that home whither we were travelling, to rest 
for ever with our children. Suddenly, your image, 
Susan, and all the little faces made up of yours 
and mine, seemed to fade away and vanish around 
me, leaving a pale visage like my own of former 
days within the frame of a large looking-glass. 
Strange illusion ! 

My life glided on, the past appearing to min- 
gle with the present and absorb the future, till 
the whole lies before me ata glance. My man- 
hood has long been waning with a stanch decay ; 
my earlier contemporaries, after lives of unbroken 
health, are all at rest, without having known the
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weariness of later age ; and now, with a wrinkled 
forehead and thin white hair, as badges of my dig- 
nity, I have become the patriarch, the Uncle of 
the village. I love thatname ; it widens the cir- 
cle of my sympathies ; it joins all the youthful to 
my household, in the kindred of affection. 

‘Like uncle Parker, whose rheumatic bones were 
dashed against Egg Rock, full forty years ago, I 
am a spinner of long yarns. Seated on the gun- 
nel of a dory, or on the sunny side of a boat-house, 
where the warmth is grateful to my limbs, or by 
my own hearth, when a friend or two are there, 
1 overflow with talk, and yet am never tedious. 
With a broken voice I give utterance to much 
wisdom. Such, Heaven be praised ! is the vigour 
of my faculties, that many a forgotten usage, and 
traditions ancient in my youth, and early adven- 
tures of myself or others, hitherto effaced by 
things more recent, acquire new distinctness in 
my memory. I remember the happy days when 
the haddock were more numerous on all the fish- 
ing-grounds, than sculpins in the surf; when the 
deep-water cod swam close in shore, and the dog- 
fish, with his poisonous horn, had not learnt to 
take the hook. Ican number every equincctial 
storm, in which the sea has overwhelmed the 
street, flooded the cellars of the village, and his- 
sed upon our kitchen hearth. I give the history
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of the great whale that was landed on Whale 
Beach, and whose jaws, being now my gateway, 
will last for ages after my coffin shall have passed 
beneath them. Thence it is an easy digression to 
the halibut, scarcely smaller than a whale, which 
ran out six codlines, and hauled my dory to the 
mouth of Boston harbour, before I could touch 
him with the gaff. 

If melancholy accidents be the theme of con- 
versation, I tell how a friend of mine was taken 
out of his boat by an enormous shark; and the 
sad, true tale of a young man on the eve of mar- 
riage, who had been nine days missing, when his 
drowned body floated into the very pathway, on 
Marblehead Neck, that had often led him to the 
dwelling of his bride; as if the dripping corpse 
would have come where the mourner was. With 
such awful fidelity did that lover return to fulfil 
his vows! Another favourite story is of a crazy 
maiden, who conversed with angels and had the 
gift of prophecy, and whom all the village loved 
and pitied, though she went from door to door ac- 
cusing us of sin, exhorting to repentance, and 
foretelling our destruction by flood or earthquake. 
If the young men boast their knowledge of the 
ledges and sunken rocks, I speak of pilots, who 
knew the wind by its scent and the wave by its 
taste, and could have steered blindfold to any
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port between Boston and Mount Desert, guided 
only by the rote of the shore ; the peculiar sound 
of the surf on each island, beach, and line of rocks, 
along the coast. Thus do I tall, and all my au- 
ditors grow wise, while they deem it pastime. 

I recollect no happier portion of my life, than 
this, my calm old age. It is like the sunny and 
sheltered slope of a valley, where, late in the au- 
tumn, the grass is greener than in August, and 
intermixed with golden dandelions, that had not 
been seen till now, since the first warmth of the 
year. But with me, the verdure and the flowers 
are not frostbitten in the midst of winter. A. 
playfulness has revisited my mind; a sympathy 
with the young and gay ; an unpainfal interest in 
the business of others; a light and wandering en- 
riosity ; arising, perhaps, from the sense that my 
toil on earth is ended, and the brief hour till bed- 
time may be spent in play. Still, I have fancied 
that there is a depth of feeling and reflection, un- 
der this superficial levity, peculiar to one who has 
lived long, and is soon to die. 

Show me any thing that would make an infant 
smile, and you shall behold a gleam of mirth over 
the hoary ruin of my visage. I can spend a plea- 
sant hour in the sun, watching the sports of the 
village children, on the edge of the surf; now 
they chase the retreating wave far down over the 
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wet sand; now it steals softly up to kiss their 
naked feet ; now it comes onward with threater- 
ing front, and roars after the laughing crew, as 
they scamper beyond its reach, Why should not 
an old man be merry too, when the great sea is at 
play with those litile children? I delight, also, 
to follow in the wake of a pleasure-party of young 
men and girls, strolling along the beach after an 
early supper at the Point. Hore, with handker- 
chiefs at nose, they bend over a heap of ecl grass, 
entangled in which is a dead skate, so oddly ac- 
coutred with two legs and a long tail, that they 
mistake him for some drowned animal. A few 
steps further, the ladies scream, and the gentle- 
men make ready to protect them against a young 
shark of the dogfish kind, rolling with a lifelike 
motion in the tide that has thrown him up. Next, 
they are smit with wonder at the black shells of 
a wagon-load of live lobsters, packed in rock-weed 
for the country market. And when they reach 
the fleet of dories, just hauled ashore after the 
day’s fishing, how do I laugh in my sleeve, and 
sometimes roar outright, at the simplicity of these 
young folks, and the sly humour of the fishermen! 
In winter, when our village is thrown into a bus- 
tle by the arrival of perhaps a seore of country 
dealers, bargaining for frozen fish, to be transport- 
ed hundreds of miles, and eaten fresh in Vermont
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or Canada, Iam a pleased but idle spectator in 
the throng. For I launch my boat no more. 

‘When the shore was solitary, I have found a 
pleasure that seemed even to exalt my mind, in 
observing the sports or contentions of two gulls, 
as they wheeled and hovered about each other, 

with hoarse screams, one moment flapping on the 
foam of the wave, and then soaring aloft, tilltheir 

white bosoms melted into the upper sunshine. In 

the calm of the summer sunset, I drag my aged 
limbs, with a little ostentation of activity, because 
Iam 50 old, up to the rocky brow of the hill. 
‘There I see the white sails of many a vessel, out- 
ward bound or homeward from afar, and the black 

trail of a vapour behind the eastern steamboat ; 
there, too, is the sun, going down, but not in 
gloom, and there the illimitable ocean mingling 
with the sky, to remind me of Eternity. 

But sweetest of all is the hour of cheerful mus- 
ing and pleasant talk, that comes between the 
dusk and the lighted candle, by my glowing fire- 
side. And never, even on the first Thanksgiving 
night, when Susan and I satalone with our hopes, 
nor the second, when a stranger had been sent to 
glad.ien us, and be the visible image of our affec- 
tion, did I feel such joy as now. All that belong 
to me are here. Death has taken none, nor dis- 

ease kept them away, nor strife divided them
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from their parents or each other; with neither 
poverty nor riches to disturb them, nor the mise- 
ty of desires beyond their lot, they have kept New 
England’s festival round the patriarch’s board. 
For I am a patriarch! Here I sit among my de- 
scendants, in my old arm-chair and immemorial 
corner, while the firelight throws an appropriate 
glory round my venerable frame. Susan! My 
children! Something whispers me, that this hap- 
piest hour must be the final one, and that nothing 
remains but to bless you all, and depart with a 
treasure of recollected joys to Heaven. Will you 
meet me there? Alas! your figures grow indis- 
tinct, fading into pictures on the air, and now ta 
fainter outlines, while the fire is glimmering on 
the walls of a familiar room, and shows the book 
that I flung down, and the sheet that I left half 
written, some fifty years ago. I lift my eyes to 
the looking-glass, and perceive myself alone, un- 
Jess those be the mermaid's features, retiring into 
the depths of the mirror, with a tender and me- 
lancholy smile. 

h ! One feels a chillness, not bodily, but about 
the heart, and, moreover, a foolish dread of look- 
ing behind him, after these pastimes. I ean ima- 
gine precisely how a magician would sit down in 
gloom and terror, after dismissing the shadows 
that had personated dead or distant people, and
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stripping his cavern of the unreal spendour which 
had changed it to palace. And now for a mo- 
ral to my reverie. Shall it be, that, since fancy 
can create so bright a dream of happiness, it were 
better to dream on from youth to age, than to 
awake and strive doubtfully for something real ? 
Oh! the slight tissue of a dream can no more pre- 
serve us from the stern realily of misfortune, than 
arobe of cobweb could repel the wintry blast. 

Be this the moral, then. In chaste and warm af- 
fections, humble wishes, and honest toil for some 
useful end, there is health for the mind, and quiet 
for the heart, the prospect of a happy life, and the 
tairest hope of Heaven.



The Ambitions Guest. 

X= September night, a family had gathered 
round their hearth, and piled it high with 

the drift-wood of mountain streams, the dry cones 
of the pine, and the splintered ruins of great trees, 
that had come crashing down the precipice. Up 
the chimney roared the fire, and brightened the 
room with its broad blaze. ‘The faces of the father 
and mother hada sober gladness ; the children 
laughed ; the eldest daughter was the image of 
Happiness at seventeen ; and the aged grandmo- 
ther, who sat knitting in the warmest place, was 
the image of Happiness grown old. They had 
found the ‘herb,-heart’s ease,’ in the bleakest spot 
of all New England. This family was situated in 
the Notch of the White Hills, where the wind was 
sharp throughout the year, and pitilessly cold 
in the winter—giving their cottage all its fresh 
inclemency, before it descended on the valley of 
the Saco. They dwelt in a cold spot and a dan- 
gerous one ; for a mountain towered above their 
heads, so steep, that the stones would often rum-
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ble down its sides, and startle them at midnight. 
The daughter had just uttered some simple jest, 

that filled them all with mirth, when the wind 
came through the Notch, and seemed to pause be- 
fore their cottage—rattling the door, with a sound 
of wailing and lamentation, before it passed into 
the valley. For a moment, it saddened them, 
though there was nothing unusual in the tones. 
But the family were glad again, when they per- 
ceived that the latch was lifted by some traveller, 
whose footsteps had been unheard amid the dreary 
blast, which heralded his approach, and. wailed 
as he was entering, and went moaning away from 
the door. 

Though they dwelt in such a solitude, these 
people held daily converse with the world. The 
romantic pass of the Notch is a great artery, 
through which the life-blood of internal commerce 
is continually throbbing, between Maine, on one 
side, and the Green Mountains and the shores of 
St. Lawrence, on the other. The stage-coach al- 
ways drew up before the door of the cottage. 
The wayfarer, with no companion but his staff, 
paused here to exchange a word, that the sense 
of loneliness might not utterly overcome him, 
ere he could pass through the cleft of the moun- 
tain, or reach the first house in the valley. And 
here the teamster, on his way to Portland market,
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would put up for the night ; and, if a bachelor, 
might sit an hour beyond the usual bedtime, and 
steal a kiss from the mountain maid, at parting- 
It was one of those primitive taverns, where the 
traveller pays only for food and lodging, but meets 
with a homely kindness, beyond all price. When 
the footsteps were heard, therefore, between the 
outer door and the inner one, the whole family 
rose up, grandmother, children, and all, as if about 
to welcome some one who belonged to them, and 
whose fate was linked with theirs. 

The door was opened by a young man. His 
face at first wore the melancholy expression, al- 
most despondency, of one who travels a wild and 
bleak road, at nightfall and alone, but soon bright- 
ened up, when he saw the kindly warmth of his 
reception. He felt his heart spring forward to 
meet them all, from the old woman, who wiped a 
chair with her apron, to the little child that held 

out its arms to him. One glance and smile placed 
the stranger on a footing of innocent familiarity 
with the eldest daughter. 

‘Ah, this fire is the right thing!’ cried he; 
‘especially when there is such a pleasant circle 
round it, Iam quite benumbed; for the Notch 
is just like the pipe of a great pair of bellows; it 
has blown a terrible blast in my face, all the way 
from Bartlett.’
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‘Then you are going towards Vermont? said 
the master of the house, as he helped to take a 
light knapsack off the young man’s shoulders. 

“Yes ; to Burlington, and far enough beyond, 
replied he. ‘I meant to have been at Ethan 
Crawford’s to-night; but a pedestrian lingers 
along such a road as this. It is no matter ; for, 
when I saw this good fire, and all your cheerful 
faces, I felt as if you had kindled it on purpose 
for me, and were waiting my arrival. So I shall 
sit down among you, and make myself at home.’ 

‘The frank-hearted stranger had just drawn his 
chair to the fire, when something like a heavy 
footstep was heard without, rushing down the 
steep side of the mountain, as with long and rapid 
strides, and taking such a leap, in passing the 
cottage, as to strike the opposite precipice. The 
family held their breath, because they knew the 
sound, and their guest held his, by instinct. 

‘The old mountain has thrown a stone at us, 
for fear we should forget him,’ said the landlord, 
recovering himself. ‘He sometimes nods his 
head, and threatens to come down; but we are 
old neighbours, and agree together pretty well, 
upon the whole. Besides, we have a sure place 
of refuge, hard by, if he should be coming in good 
earnest.” 

Let us now suppose the stranger to have finish-
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ed his supper of bear’s meat ; and, by his natural 
felicity of manner, to have placed himself on a 
footing of kindness with the whole family, so that 

they talked as freely together, as if he belonged 
to their mountain brood. He was ofa proud, yet 
gentle spirit—haughty and reserved among the 
rich and great ; but ever ready to stoop his head 
to the lowly cottage door, and be like a brother 
or a son at the poor man’s Greside. Inthe honse- 

hold of the Notch, he found warmth and simpli- 

city of feeling, the pervading intelligence of New 
England, and a poetry of native growth, which 
they had gathered, when they little thought of it, 
from the mountain peaks and chasms, and at the 

very threshold of their romantic and dangerous 
abode. He had travelled far and alone ; his who!e 

life, indeed, had been a solitary path ; for with 
the lofty caution of his nature, he had kept him- 
self apart from those who might otherwise have 

been his companions. The family, too, though so 
kind and hospitable, had that consciousness of 

unity among themselves, the separation from the 
world at large, which, in every domestic circle, 
should still keep a holy place, where no stranger 
may intrude. But, this evening, a prophetic 
sympathy impelled the refined and educated youth 
to pour out his heart before the simple mountain- 

eers, and constrained them to answer him with
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the same free confidence. And thus it should 
have heen. Is not the kindred of a common fate 
a closer tie than that of birth ? 

‘The secret of the young. man’s character was, 
abigh and abstracted ambition. He could have 
borne to live an undistinguished life, but not to 
be forgotten in the grave. Yearning desire had 
been transformed to hope; and hope, long cher- 
ished, had become like certainty, that, obscurely 

as he journeyed now, 2 glory was to beam on all 
his pathway—though not, perhaps, while he was 
treading it. But, when posterity should gaze 
back into the gloom of what was now the present, 
they would trace the brightness of his footsteps, 
brightening as meaner glories faded, and confess, 
that a gifted one had passed from his cradle to 
his tomb, with none to recognize him. 

«As yet,’ cried the stranger—his chesk glow- 
ing and his eye flashing with enthusiasm—‘as 
yet, have donenothing. Were I to vanish from 
the earth to-morrow, none would kaow so much 
of me as you; that a nameless youth came up, at 
nightfall, from the valley of the Saco, and opened 
hisheart to you in theevening, and passed through 
the Notch, by sunrise, and was seen no more. 
Not a soul would ask—“ Who was he ?—Whither 
did the wanderer go?” But, I cannot die till I 
haveachieved my destiny. Then, let Death comet 
I shall have built my monument!” 
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‘There was a continual flow of natural emotion, 
gushing forth amid abstracted reverie, which ena- 
bled the family to understand this young man’s 
sentiments, though so foreign from their own. 
With quick sensibility of the ludicrous, he blush- 

ed at the ardour into which he had been betrayed. 
«You laugh at me,’ said he, taking the eldest 

danghter’s hand, and laughing himself. ‘You 
think my ambition as nonsensical as if I were to 
freeze myself to death on the top of Mount Wash- 
ington, only that people might spy at me from 
the country round about. And truly, that would 
be a noble pedestal for a man’s statue !” 

«It is better to sit here by this fire,’ answered 
the girl, blushing, ‘and be comfortable and con- 
tented, though nobody thinks about us.” 

«I suppose,’ said her father, after a fit of mus- 
ing, ‘there is something natural in what the 
young man says; and if my mind had been turn- 
ed that way, I might have felt just the same. It 
is strange, wife, how this talk has set my head 

running on things that are pretty certain never 
to come to pass.” 

«Perhaps they may,’ observed the wife. «Is 
the man thinking what he will do when he is a 
widower 2? 

«No, No!’ cried he, repelling the idea with re- 
proachful kindness. ‘When I think of your 
death, Esther, I think of mine, too. But I was
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wishing we had a good farm, at Bartlett, or Beth- 

lehem, or Littleton, or some other township round 

the White Mountains ; but not where they could 

tumble on our heads. I should want to stand 

well with my neighbours, and be called ’Squire, 

and sent to General Court, for a term or two ; for 
a plain, honest man may do as much good there 
asalawyer. And whenI should begrown quite 
an old man, and you an old woman, so as not to 
be long apart, I might die happy enough in my 
bed, and leave you allerying around me. A slate 
gravestone would suit me as well as a marble one 
—-with just my name and age, and averse of a 
hymn, and something to let people know, that I 
lived an honest man and died a Christian.’ 

««'There now !’ exclaimed the stranger ; ‘ it is 
our nature to desire a monument, be it slate, or 
marble, or a pillar of granite, or a glorious me- 
mory in the universal heart of man.” 

* We're in a strange way, to-night,’ said the 
wife, with tears in her eyes, ‘They say it’s a 
sign of something, when folks’ minds go a wan- 
dering so. Hark to the children !? 

They listened accordingly. The younger chil- 
dren had been put to bed in another room, with 
an open door between, so that they could be heard 
talking busily among themselves. One and all 
seemed to have caught the infection from the fire-
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side circle, and were outvyingeach other, in wild 
wishes, and childish projects of what they would 
do, when they came to be men and women. At 
length, a little boy, instead of addressing his bro 
thers and sisters, called out to his mother. 

«Pll tell you what I wish, mother,’ cried he. 
+I want you and father and grandma’m, and all 
of us, and the stranger too, ‘to start right away, 
and go and take a drink out of the basin of the 
Flome!’ 

Nobody could help laughing at the child’s no- 
tion of leaving a warm bed, and dragging them 
from a cheerful fire, to visit the basin of the 
Flume—a brook, which tumbles over the preci- 

pice, deep within the Notch. ‘The boy had hard 
ly spoken, when a wagon rattled along the road, 
and stopped a moment before the door. It ap. 
peared to contain two or three men, who were 
cheering their hearts with the rough chorus of a 
song, which resounded, in broken notes, between 
the cliffs, while the singers hesitated whether to 
continue their journey, or put up here for the 
night.” 

«Father, said the girl, ‘they are calling you by 
name.” 

But the good man doubted whether they had 

really called him, and was unwilling to show him- 
self too solicitous of gain, by inviting people to
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patronize his house. He therefore did not hurry 
to the door ; and the lash being soon applied, the 
travellers plunged into the Notch, still singing 
and laughing, though their music and mirth came 
back drearily froin the heart of the mountain. 

«There, mother!” cried theboy, again. ‘They’d 
have given us a ride to the Flume.’ 

Again they laughed at the child’s pertinacious 
fancy fora night ramble. Butit happened, that 
alight cloud passed over the daughter's spirit ; 
she looked gravely into the fire, and drew a breath 
that was almost asigh. It forced its way, in 
spite of a little struggle to repress it. Then start- 
ing and blushing, she looked quickly round the 
circle, as if they had caught a glimpse into her 
bosom, The stranger asked what she had been 
thinking of. 

‘Nothing,’ answered she, with a downcast 
smile. ‘Only I felt lonesome just then.’ 

‘Oh, I have always had a gift of feeling what 
is in other people’s hearts,” said he, half seriously. 
‘Shall I tell the secrets of yours? For I know 
what to think, when a young girl shivers by a 
warm hearth, and complains of lonesomeness at 
her mother’s side. Shall I put these feelings into 
words ? 

+'They would not bea girl’s feelings any longer, 
if they could be put into words,’ replied the moun-
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tain nymph, laughing, but avoiding his eye. All 
this was said apart. Perhaps a germ of love was 
springing in their hearts, so pure that it might 
blossom in Paradise, since it could not be matured 
on earth ; for women worship such gentle digni- 
ty as his; andthe proud, contemplative, yet kind- 
ly soul is oftenest captivated by simplicity like 
hers. But, while they spoke softly, and he was 
watching the happy sadness, the lightsome sha- 
dows, the shy yearnings of a maiden’s nature, the 
wind, through the Notch, took a deeper and 
drearier sound. It seemed, as the fanciful stran- 
ger said, like the choral strain of the spirits of 
the blast, who, in old Indian times, had their 
dwelling among these mountains, and made their 
heights and recesses a sacred region. There 
was a wail along the road, as if a funeral were 
passing. To chase away the gloom, the family 
threw pine branches on their fire, till the dry 
leaves crackled and the flame arose, discovering 
once again a scene of peace and humble hap- 
piness. The light hovered about them fondly, 
and caressed them all. There were the little faces 

of the children, peeping from their bed apart, and 
here the father’s frame of strength, the mother’s 

subdued and careful mien, the high-browed youth, 
the budding girl, and the good old grandam, still 
knitting in the warmest place. The aged woman
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looked up from her task, and, with fingers ever 
busy, was the next to speak. 

*Old folks have their notions,’ said she, ‘as 
well as young ones. You've been wishing and 
planning ; and letting your heads run on one 
thing and another, till you’ve set my mind a wan- 
dering too. Now what should an old woman 
wish for, when she can go but a step or two be- 
fore she comes to her grave? Children, it will 
haunt me night and day, till I tell you.” 

* What is it, mother ? cried the husband and 
wife, at once. 

‘Then the old woman, with an air of mystery, 
which drew the circle closer round the fire, in- 
formed them that she had provided her grave- 
clothes some years before—a nice linen shroud, a 
cap with a muslin ruff, and every thing of a finer 
sort than she had worn since her wedding-day. 
But, this evening, an old superstition had strange- 
ly recurred to her. It used to be said, in her 
younger days, that if any thiug were amiss with 
2 corpse, if only the ruff were not smooth, or the 
cap did not set right, the corpse, in the coffin and 
beneath the clods, would strive to put up its cold 
hands and arrange it. ‘The bare thought made 
her uervous. 

*Don't talk so, grandinother,’ said the girl, 
shuddering. 

178 Lb
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«Now,’—continued the old woman, with singu- 
lar earnestness, yet smiling strangely at her own 
folly,—* I want one of you, my children—when 
your mother is drest, and in the coffin—I want 
one of you to hold a looking-glass over my face. 
Who knows but I may take a glimpse at myself, 
and see whether all’s right ? 

«Old and young, we dream of giav2s and monu- 
ments,” murmured the stranger youth. ‘ I won- 
der how mariners feel, when the sh'p is sinking, 
and they, unknown and undistinguished, are to 
be buried together in the ocean—that wide and 
nameless sepulchre !” 

For a moment, the old woman's ghastly con- 
ception so engrossed the minds of her hearers; 
that a sound, abroad in the night, rising like the 
roar of a blast, had grown broad, deep, and terri- 
ble, befure the fated group were conscious of it. 
The house, and all within it, trembled ; the foun- 
dations of the earth seemed to be shaken, as if 
this awful sound was the peal of the last trump. 
Young and old exchanged one wild glance, and 
remained an instant, pale, affrighted, without ut+ 
terance or power to move. Then the same shriek 
burst simultaneously from all their lips. 

«The Slide! The Slide!" 
The simplest words must intimate, but not por- 

tray, the unutterable horror of the catastrophe,
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The victims rushed from their cottage, and sought 
refuge in what they deemed a safer spot—where, 
in contemplation of such an emergency, a sort of 
barrier had been reared. Alas ! they had quitted 
their security, and fled right into the pathway of 
destruction. Down came the whole side of the 
mountain, ina cataract of ruin. Just before it 
reached the house, the stream broke into two 
branches—shivered not a window there, but over- 
whelmed the whole vicinity, blocked up the road, 
and annihilated every thing in its dreadful course. 
Long ere the thunder of that great Slide had 
ceased to roar among the mountains, the mortal 
agony had been endured, and the victims were at 
peace. Their bodies were never found. 

The next morning, the light smoke was seen 
stealing from the cottage chimney, up the moun- 
tain-side. Within, the fire was yet smouldering 
on the hearth, and the chairs in a circle round it, 
as if the inhabitants had but gone forth to view 
the devastation of the Slide, and would shortly 
return, to thank Heaven for their miraculous es- 
cape. All hadleft separate tokens, by which those, 
who had known the family, were made to shed a 
tear for each. Who has not heard their names ? 
The story has been told far and wide, and will 
for ever be a legend of these mountains. Poets 
have sung their fate.
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There were circumstances, which led some to 
suppose that a stranger had been received into 
the cottage on this awful night, and had shared 
the catastrophe of all its inmates. Others denied 
that there were sufficient grounds for such a con- 
jecture. Woe for a high-souled youth, with his 
dream of Earthly Immortality! His name and 
person utterly unknown ; his history, his way of 
life, his plans, a mystery never to be solved; his 
death and his existence, equally a doubt! Whose 
was the agony of that death-moment ?



The Seven Pagubonds. 

AMBLING on foot in the spring of my life and 
the summer of the year, I came one after- 

noon to a point which gave me the choice of three 
directions. Straight before me, the main road 
extended its dusty length to Boston ; on the left 
a branch went towards the sea, and would have 
lengthened my journey a trifle, of twenty or thirty 
miles ; while, by the right hand path, I might’ 
have gone over hills and lakes to Canada, visiting 
in my way the celebrated town of Stamford. On 
a level spot of grass, at the foot of the guide-post, 
appeared an object, which, though locomotive on 
a different principie, reminded me of Gulliver's 
portable mansion among the Brobdignags. It was 
a. huge covered wagon, or, more properly, a small 
house on wheels, with a door on one side and a 
window shaded by green blinds on the other. 
Two horses, munching provender out of the bas- 
kets which muzzled them, were fastened near the 

vehicle; a delectable sound of music proceeded
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from the interior ; and I immediately conjectured 
that this was some itinerant show, halting at the 
confluence of the roads to incercept such idle tra- 
yellers as myself, -A. shower had long been climb- 
ing up the western sky, and now hung so black- 
ly over my onward path that it was a point of 
wisdom to seek shelter here. 

‘Halloo! Who stands guard here? Is the door- 
keeper asleep? cried I, approaching a ladder of 
two or three steps which was let down from the 
wagon. 

The music ceased at my summons, and there 
appeared at the door, not the sort of figure that 
Thad mentally assigned to the wandering show- 
man, but a most respectable old personage, whom 
I was sorry to have addressed in so free a style. 
He wore a snuff-coloured coat and small-clothes, 
with white-top boots, and exhibited the mild dig- 
nity of aspect and manners which may often be 
noticed in aged schoolmasters, and sometimes in 
deacons, selectmen, or other potentates of that 
kind. A small piece of silver was my passport 
within his premises, where I found only one other 
person, hereafter to be described. 

«This is a dull day for business,’ said the old 
gentleman, as he ushered me in; ‘but I merely 
tarry here to refresh the cattle, being bound for 
the camp-meeting at Stamford.’ 
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Perhaps the moveable scene of this narrative is 
still peregrinating New England, and may enable 
the reader to test the accuracy of my description. 
The spectacle—for I will not use the unworthy 
term of puppet show—consisted of a multitude of 
little people assembled on a miniature stage. 
Among them were artisans of every kind, in the 
attitudes of their toil, and a group of fair ladies 
and gentlemen standing ready for the dance ; a 
company of foot soldiers formed a line across the 
stage, looking stern, grim, and terrible enough, 
to make it a pleasant consideration that they 
were but three inches high ; and conspicuous 
above the whole was seen a Merry Andrew, in 
the pointed cap and motley coat of his profession. 
All the inhabitants of this mimic world were mo- 
tionless, like the figures in a picture, or like that 
people who one moment were alive in the midst 
of their business and delighis, and the next were 

transformed to statues, preserving an eternal sem- 
Dlance of labour that was ended, and pleasure 
that could be felt, no more. Anon, however, the 

old gentleman turned the handle of a barrel organ, 
the first note of which produced a most enliven- 

ing effect upon the figures, and awoke them all to 
their proper occupations and amusements. By 
the selfsame impulse the tailor plied his needle, 
the blacksmith’s hammer descended upon the an-
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vil, and the dancers whirled away on feathery 
tiptoes ; the company of soldiers broke into pla- 
toons, retreated from the stage, and were suc- 
ceeded by a troop of horse, who came prancing 
onward with such a sound of trumpets and tramp- 
ling of hoofs, as might have startled Don Quixote 
himself; while an old toper, of inveterate ill 
habits, uplifted his black bottle, and took off a 

hearty swig. Meantime the Merry Andrew be- 
gan to caper and turn somersets, shaking his sides, 
nodding his head, and winking his eyes in as life- 
like a manner as if he were ridiculing the nonsense 
of all human affairs, and making fun of the whole 
multitude beneath him. At length the old magi- 
cian (for I compare the show-man to Prospero, 
entertaining his guests with a masque of shadows) 
paused that I might give utterance to my wonder. 

«What an admirable» piece of work is this!’ 
exclaimed I, lifting up my hands in astonishment. 

Indeed, I liked the spectacle, and was tickled 
with the old man’s gravity as he, presided at it, 
for I had none of that foolish wisdom which re- 
proves every occupation that is not useful in this 
world of vanities. If there be a faculty which I 
possess more perfectly than most men, it is that 
of throwing myself mentally into situations for- 
eign to my own, and detecting, with a cheerful 
eye, the desirable circumstances of each. I could
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have envied the life of this gray-beaded show-man, 
spent as it had been in a course of safe and plea- 
surable adventure, in driving a huge vehicle some- 
times through the sands of Cape Cod, and some- 
times over the rough forest-roads of the north and 
east, and halting now on the green before a vil- 
lage meeting-house, and now in a paved square of 
the metropolis. How often must his heart have 
been gladdened by the delight of children, as they 
viewed these animated figures! or his pride in- 
dulged, by haranguing learnedly to grown men, 
onthe mechanical power which produced such 
wonderfal effects ! or his gallantry brought into 
play (for this is an attribute which such grave 
men do not lack,) by the visits of pretty maidens 
And then with how fresh a feeling must he return, 
at intervals, to his own peculiar home! 

‘I would I were assured of as happy a life as 
his,’ thought I. 

Though the show-man’s wagon might have ac- 
commodated fifteen or twenty spectators, it now 
contained only himself and me, and a third per- 
son at whom I threw a glance on entering. He 
was a neat and trim young man of two or three 
and twenty ; his drab hat, and green frock coat 
with velvet collar, were smart, though no longer 
naw ; while a pair of green spectacles, that seem- 
ed needless to his brisk little eyes, gave him some-
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thing of a scholarlike and literary air. After al- 
lowing me a sufficient time to inspect the puppets, 

he advanced with a bow, and drew my attention 

to some books, in a corner of the wagon. These 
he forthwith began to extol, with an amazing vo- 
lubility of well-sounding words, and an ingenuity 
of praise that won him my heart, as being my- 
self one of the most merciful of critics. Indeed 
his stock required some considerable powers of 
commendation in the salesman ; there were seve- 
ral ancient friends of mine, the novels of those 
happy days when my affections wavered between 
the Scottish Chiefs and Thomas Thumb ; besides 

afew of later date, whose merits had not been 
acknowledged by the public. I was glad to find 
that dear little venerable volume, the New Eng- 
land Primer, looking as antique as ever, though 
in its thousandth new edition ; a bundle of super- 
annuated gilt picture-books made such a child of 
me, that, partly for theglittering covers, and part- 
ly for the fairy tales within, I bought the whole ; 
and an assortment of ballads and popular theatri- 
eal songs drew largely on my purse. To balance 
these expenditures, I meddled neither with ser- 
mons, nor science, nor morality, though volumes 
of each were there ; nor witha Life of Franklin, 
in the coarsest of paper, but so showily bound 
that it was emblematical of the Doctor himself, 
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in the court dress which he refused to wear at 
Paris; nor with Webster’s spelling-book, nor 
some of Byron’s minor Poems, nor half a dozen 

little testaments at twenty-five cents each. 
Thus far the collection might have been swept 

from some great bookstore, or picked up at an 
evening auction room ; but there was one small 
blue-covered pamphlet, which the pedlar handed 
me with so peculiar an air, that I purchased it 
immediately at his own price; and then, for the 
first time, the thought struck me, that I had spo- 

ken face to face with the veritable author of a 

printed book. The literary man now evinced a 
great kindness for me, and I ventured to inquire 
which way he was travelling. 

«Oh?! said he, ‘I keep company with this old 
gentleman here, and we are moving now towards 
the camp-meeting at Stamford.’ 

He then explained to me, that for the present 
season he had rented a corner of the wagon as a 
bookstore, which, as he wittily observed, was 
a true Circulating Library, since there were 
few parts of the country where it had not gone 
its rounds. I approved of the plan exceedingly, 
tand began to sum up within. my mind the meny 
uncommon felicities in the life of a book-pedlar, 
especially when his character resembled that of 
the individual before me. At a high rate was to
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be reckoned the daily and hourly enjoyment of 
such interviews as the present, in which he seized 
upon the admiration of a passing stranger, and 
made him aware that a man of literary taste, and 
even of literary achievement, was travelling the 
country in a show-man’s wagon. A more valua- 
ble, yet not infrequent triumph, might be won 
in his conversations with some elderly clergyman, 
long vegetating in a rocky, woody, watery back 
settlement of New England, who, as he recruited 
his library from the pedlar’s stock of sermons, 
would exhort him to seek a college education and 
become the first scholar in his class. Sweeter 
and prouder yet would be his sensations, when, 
talking poetry while he sold spelling-books, he 
should charm the mind, and haply touch the heart 
of a fair country schoolmistress, herself an un- 
honoured poetess, a wearer of blue stockings, 
which none but himself took pains to look at. 
But the scene of his completest glory would be 
when the wagon halted for the night, and his 
stock of books was transferred to some crowded 
bar-room. Then would he recommend to the 
multifarious company, whether traveller from the 
city, or teamster from the hills, or neighbouring 
squire, or the landlord himself, or his loutish 
hostler, works suited to each particular taste and 

capacity ; proving, all the whiie, by acute criti-
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cism and profound remark, that the lore in his 
books was even exceeded by that in his brain. 

Thus happily would he traverse the land; some- 
times a herald before the march of Mind ; some- 
times walking arm in arm with awful Literature ; 
and reaping every where a harvest of real and 
sensible popularity, which the secluded book- 
worms, by whose toil he lived, could never hope 
for. 

«If ever I meddle with literature,’ thought I, 
fixing myself in adamantine resolution, ‘it shall 
be as a travelling bookseller.” 

Though it was still mid-afternoon, the air had 
now grown dark about us, and a few drops of 
rain came down upon the roof of our vehicle, pat- 
tering like the feet of birds that had flown thither 
to rest. A sound of pleasant voices made us lis- 

ten, and there soon appeared half-way up the lad- 
der the pretty person of a young damsel, whose 
rosy face was so cheerful, that even amid the 
gloomy light it seemed as if the sunbeams were 
peeping under her bonnet. We next saw the 
dark and handsome features of a young man, who 
with easier gallantry than might have been ex- 
pected in the heart of Yankee-land, was assisting 
her into the wagon. It became immediately evi- 
dent to us, when the two strangers stood within 
the door, that they were of a profession kindred
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to those of my companions ; and I was delighted 
with the more than hospitable, the even paternal 
kindness, of the old show-man’s manner, as he 
welcomed them ; while the man of literature has- 
tened to lead the merry-eyed girl to a seat on the 
long bench. 

“You are housed but just in time, my young 
friends,’ said the master of the wagon. ‘The 
sky would have been down upon you within five 
munutes.’” 

The young man’s reply marked him as a for- 
eigner, not by any variation from the idiom and 
accent of good English, but because he spoke with 
more caution and accuracy, than if perfectly fa- 
miliar with the language. 

“We knew that a shower was hanging over us,’ 
said he, ‘and consulting whether it were best to 
enter the house on the top of yonder hill, but see- 
ing your wagon in the road ; 

‘We agreed to come hither,’ interrupted the 
girl, with a smile, ‘because we should be more at 
home in a wandering house like this.’ 

I, meanwhile, with many a wild and undeter- 
mined fantasy, was narrowly inspecting these two 
doves that had flown into our ark. The young 
man, tall, agile, and athletic, wore a mass of 
black shining curls clustering around a dark and 
vivacious ceuntenance, which, if it had not great- 
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er expressiou, was at least more active, and at- 
tracted readier notice, than the quiet faces of our 
countrymen. At his first appearance, he had 
been laden with a neat mahogany box, of about 
two feet square, but very light in proportion to 
its size, which he bad immediately unstrapped 
from his shoulders and deposited on the floor of 

the wagon. 
The girl had nearly as fair 2 complexion as our 

own beauties, and a brighter one than most of 
them ; the lightness of her figure, which seemed 
calculated to traverse the whole world without 
weariness, suited well with the glowing cheerful- 
ness of her face ; and her gay attire, combining 
the rainbow hues of crimson, green, and a deep 
orange, was as proper to her lightsome aspect as 
if she had been born in it. This gay stranger 
was appropriately burdened with that mirth-in- 
spiring instrument, the fiddle, which her com- 
panion took from her hands, and shortly began 
the process of tuning. Neither of us—the pre- 

vious company of the wagon—needed to inquire 
their trade ; for this could be no mystery to fre- 
quenters of brigade musters, ordinations, cattle 
shows, commencements, and other festal meet- 
ings in our sober land ; and there is a dear friend 

of mine, who will smile when this page recalls to 
his memory a chivalrous deed performed by us,
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in rescuing the show-box of such a couple froma 
mob of great double-fisted countrymen. 

‘Come,’ said I to the damsel of gay attire, 
* shall we visit all the wonders of the world toge- 
ther 2?” 

She understood the metaphor at once; though 
indeed it would not much have troubled me, if 
she had assented to the literal meaning of my 
words. The mahogany box was placed in a pro- 
per position, and I peeped in through its small 
round magnifying window, while the girl sat by 
my side, and gave short descriptive sketches, as 
one after another the pictures were unfolded to 
my view. We visited together, at least our ima- 
ginations did, full many a famous city, in the 
streets of which I had long yearned to tread ; 
once, I remember, we were in the harbour of 
Barcelona, gazing townwards ; next, she bore me 
through the air to Sicily, and bade me look trp 
at blazing Etna; then we took wing to Venice, 
and sat ina gondola beneath the arch of the Rial- 
to ; and anon she set me down among the throng- 
ed spectators at the coronation of Napoleon. 
But there was one scene, its locality she could 
not tell, which charmed my attention longer than 
all those gorgeous palaces and churches, because 
the fancy haunted me, that I’ myself, the preced- 
ing summer, had beheld just such an humble meet- 
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inghouse in just such a pine-surrounded nook, 
among our own green mountains. All these pic- 
tures were tolerably executed, though far inferior 
to the girl's touches of description; mor was it 
easy to comprehend how, inso few sentences, and 
these, as I supposed, in a language foreign to her, 
she contrived to present an airy copy of each va- 
ried scene. When we had travelled through the 
vast extent of the mahogany box, I looked into 
my guide’s face. 

«Where are you going, my pretty maid? in- 
quired J, in the words of an old song. 

‘Ah,’ said the gay damsel, ¢ you might as well 
ask where the summer wind is going. We are 
wanderers here, and there, and every where. 
Wherever there is mirth, our merry hearts are 
drawn to it. To-day, indeed, the people have 
told us of a great frolic and festival in these parts; 
so perhaps we may be needed at what you call 
the camp-meeting at Stamford.’ 

Then in my happy youth, and while her plea- 
sant voice yet sounded in my ears, I sighed; for 
none but myself, I thought, should have been her 
companion in a life which seemed to realize my 
own wild fancies, cherished all through visionary 
boyhood to that hour. To these two strangers, 
the world was in its golden age; not that indeed 
it was less dark and sad than ever, but because 

178 ™
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itg weariness and sorrow had no community with 
their ethereal nature. Wherever they might ap- 
pear in their pilgrimage of bliss, Youth would 
echo back their gladness, care-stricken Maturity 

would rest a moment from its toil, and Age, tot- 
tering among the graves, would smile in withered 
joy for their sakes. The lonely cot, the narrow 
‘and gloomy street, the sombre shade, would catch 
a passing gleam like that now shining on our- 
selves, as these bright spirits wandered by. Bless- 
ed pair, whose happy home was throughout all 
the earth! I looked at my shoulders, and thought 

them broad enough to sustain those pictured 
towns and mountains ; mine, too, was an elastic 
foot, as tireless as the wing of the bird of para- 
dise ; mine was then an untroubled heart, that 
would have gone singing on its delightful way. 

€Oh maiden!’ said I aloud, ‘ why did you not 
come hither alone?” 

While the merry girl and myself were busy with 
the show-box, the unceasing rain had driven ano- 

ther wayfarer into the wagon. He seemed pret- 
ty nearly of the old show-man’s age, but much 

smaller, leaner, and more withered than he, and 
Jess respectably clad in a patched suit of gray ; 
withal, he had a thin, shrewd countenance, and a 
pair of diminutive gray eyes, which peeped ra- 
ther too keenly out of their puckered sockets.
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This old fellow had been joking with the show- 
man, in a manner which intimated previous ac- 

quaintance ; but perceiving that the damsel and I 
had terminated our affairs, he drew forth a fold- 
ed document, and presented it tome. As I had 
anticipated, it proved to be a circular, written in 
a very fair and legible hand, and signed by sever- 
al distinguished gentlemen whom I had never 
heard of, stating that the bearer had encountered 
every variety of misfortune, and recommending 
him to the notice of all charitable people. Pre- 
vious disbursements had left me no more than a 
five dollar bill, out of which, however, I offered 
to make the beggar a donation, provided he would 
give me change for it. The object of my benefi- 
cence looked keenly in my face, and discerned 
that I had none of that abominable spirit, cha- 
racteristic though it be, of a full-blooded Yankee, 
which take# pleasure in detecting every little 
harmless piece of knavery. 

«Why, perhaps,’ said the ragged old mendi- 
cant, ‘if the bank is in good standing, I can’t say 
but I may have enongh about me to change your 
bill.” 

¢Itis a bill of the Suffolk Bank,’ said I, ‘and 
better than the specie.” 

As the beggar had nothing to object, he now 
produced a small buff leather bag, tied carefully
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witha shoe-string. “When this was opened, there 
appeared a very comfortable treasure of silver 
coins, of all sorts and sizes ;* and I even fancied 
that I saw, gleaming among them, the golden plu- 
mage of that rare bird in our currency, the Ame- 
rican Eagle. In this precious heap was my bank 
note deposited, the rate of exchange being consi- 
derably against me. His wants being thus reliev- 
ed, the destitute man pulled out of his pocket an 
old pack of greasy cards, which had probably con- 
tributed to fill the buff leather bag, in more ways 
than one. 

* Come,’ said he. ‘I spy a rare fortune in your 
face, and for twenty-five cents more, I'll tell you 
what it is.” 

T never refuse to take a glimpse into futurity ; 
so, after shuffling the cards, and when the fair 
damsel had cut them, I dealt a portion to the pro- 
phetic beggar. Like others of his profession, be- 
fore predicting the shadowy events that were 
moving on to mect me, he gave proof of his pre- 
ternatural science, by describing scenes through 
which I had already passed. Here let me have 
credit for a sober fact. When the old man had 
read a page in his book of fate, he bent his keen 
gray eyes on mine, and proceeded to relate, in all 
its minute particulars, what was then the most 
singular event of my life. It was one which I had
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no purpose to disclose, till the general unfolding 
of all secrets ; nor would it be a much stranger 
instance of inscrutable knowledge, or fortunate 
conjecture, if-the beggar were to meet me in the 
street to-day, and repeat, word for word, the page 
which I have here written. The fortune-teller, 
after predicting a destiny which time seems loth 
to make good, put up his cards, secreted his trea- 
sure-bag, and began to converse with the other 
occupants of the wagon. 

«Well, old friend,’ said the show-man, ‘ you 

have not yet told us which way your face is turn- 
ed this afternoon.” 

«1 am taking a trip northward this warm wea- 
ther,’ replied the conjuror, ‘across the Connecti- 
cut first, and then up through Vermont, and may- 
be into Canada before the fall. But IT must stop 
and see the breaking up of the camp-meeting, at 
Stamford.” 

I began to, think that all the vagrants in New 
England were converging to the camp-meeting, 
and had made this wagon their rendezvous by the 
way. The show-man now proposed, that, when 
the shower was over, they should pursue the road 
to Stamford together, it being sometimes the po- 
licy of these people to form a sort of league and 
confederacy. 

«And the young lady too,’ observed the gallant
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bibliopolist, bowing to her profoundly, ‘ and this 
foreign gentleman, as I understand, are on a jaunt 
of pleasure to the same spot. It would add in- 
calculably to my own enjoyment, and to that of 
my colleague and his friend, if they could be pre- 
vailed upon to join our party.’ 

This arrangement met with approbation on all 
hands, nor were any of those concerned more sen- 
sible of its advantage than myself, who had no ti- 
tle to be included in it. Having already satisfied 
myself as to the several modes in which the four 

others attained felicity, I next set my mind at 
work to discover what employment was peculiar 
to the old ‘Straggler,’ as the people of the coun- 
try would have termed the wandering mendicant 
and prophet. As he pretended to familiarity 
with the Devil, so I fancied that he was fitted to 
pursue and take delight in his way of life, by pos- 
sessing some of the mental and moral characteris- 
tics, the lighter and more comic ones, of the De- 

vilin popular stories. Among them might be 
reckoned a love of deception for its own sake, a 
shrewd eye and keen relish for human weakness 
and ridiculous infirmity, and the talent of petty 
fraud. Thus to this old man there would be plea- 
sure even in the consciousness so insupportable to 
some minds, that his whole life was acheat upon 
the world, and that, so far as he was concerned
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with the public, his little cunning had the upper 
hand of its united wisdom. Every day would fur- 
nish him with a succession of minute and pun- 
gent triumphs ; as when, for instance, his impor- 
tunity wrung a pittance out of the heart of a mi- 
ser, or when my silly good nature transferred a 
part of my slender purse to his plump leather 
bag ; or when some ostentatious gentleman should 
throw a coin to the ragged beggar who was rich- 
er than himself; or when, though he would not 
always be so decidedly diabolical, his pretended 
wants should make him a sharer in the scanty 
living of realindigence. And then what an inex- 

haustible field of enjoyment, both as enabling 
him to discern so much folly, and achieve such 

quantities of minor mischief, was opened to his 
sneering spirit by his pretensions to prophetic 
knowledge. 

All this was a sort of happiness which I could 
conceive of, though I had little sympathy with it. 
Perhaps, had I been then inclined to admit it, I 

might have found that the roving life was more 

proper to him than to either of his companions ; 
for Satan, to whom I had compared the poor 
man, has delighted, ever since the time of Job, in 
«wandering up and down upon the earth ;? and 
indeed a crafty disposition, which operates not in 
deep-laid plans, but in disconnected tricks, could
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not have an adequate scope, unless naturally im- 
pelled to a continual change of scene and society. 
My reflections were here interrupted. 

« Another visitor!’ exclaimed the old show- 
man. 

The door of the wagon had been closed against 
the tempest, which was roaring and blustering 
with prodigious fury and commotion, and beat- 
ing violently against our shelter, as if it claimed 
all those homeless people for its lawful prey, while 
we, caring little for the displeasure of the ole- 
ments, sat comfortably talking. There was now 
an attempt to open the door, succeeded by a voice, 
uttering some strange, unintelligible gibberish, 
which my companions mistook for Greek, and I 
suspected to be thieves’ Latin. However, the 
show-man stept forward, and gave admittance to 
a figure which made me imagine, either that our 
‘wagon had rolled back two hundred years into 
past ages, or that the forest and its old inhabitants 
had sprung up around us by enchantment. 

It was a red Indian, armed with his bow and 
arrow. His dress was a sort of cap, adorned 
with asingle feather of some wild bird, and a 
frock of blue cotton, girded tight around him ; on 
his breast, like orders of knighthood, hung a cres- 
cent and a circle, and other ornaments of silver ; 
while a small crucifix betokened that our Father
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the Pope had interposed between the Indian and 

the Great Spirit, whom he had worshipped in his 
simplicity. This son of the wilderness, and pil- 
grim of the storm, took his place silently in the 
midst of us. When the first surprise was over, I 
rightly conjectured him to be one of the Penob- 
scot tribe, parties of which I had often seen, in 
their summer excursions down our Eastern rivers. 
There they paddle their birch canoes among the 
coasting schooners, and buiid their wigwams be- 

side some roaring mill-dam, and drive a little 
trade in basket-work where their fathers hunted 

deer. Our new visitor was probably wandering 
through the country towards Boston, subsisting 
on the careless charity of the people, while he 
turned his archery to profitable account by shoot- 
ing at cents, which were to be the prize of his suc- 
cessful aim. 

The Indian had not long been seated, ere our 
merry damsel sought to draw him into conversa- 
tion. She, indeed, seemed all made up of sun- 
shine in the month of May; for there was nothing 
so dark and dismal that her pleasant mind could 

not cast a glow over it ; and the wild man, likea 
fir-tree in his native forest, soon began to bright- 
en into a sort of sombre cheerfulness. At length, 
she inquired whether his journey had any parti- 
cular end or purpose.
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«I go shoot at the camp-meeting at Stamford,’ 
replied the Indian. 

* And here are five more,’ said the girl, ‘all 
aiming at the camp-meeting too. You shall be 
one of us, for we travel with light hearts; and as 
for me, I sing merry songs, and tell merry tales, 
and am full of merry thoughts, and I dance mer- 
rily along the road, so that there is never any 
sadness aniong them that keep me company. But, 
ob, you would find it very dull indeed, to go all 
the way to Stamford alone !’ 

My ideas of the aboriginal character led me to 
fear that the Indian would prefer his own solita- 
ry musings, to the gay society thus offered him ; 
on the contrary, the girl’s proposal met with im- 
mediate acceptance, and seemed to animate him 
with a misty expectation of enjoyment. I now 
gave myself up to a course of thought which, 
whether it flowed naturally from this combination 

of events, or was drawn forth by a wayward fan- 
cy, caused my mind to thrill as if I were listen- 
ing to deep music. I saw mankind, in this weary 
old age of the world, either enduring a sluggish 
existence amid the smoke and dust of cities, or, if 
they breathed a purer air, still lying down at 
night with no hope but to wear out to-morrow, 
and all the to-morrows which make up life, among 
the same dull scenes, and in the same wretched
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toil, that had darkened the sunshine of to-day. 
But there were some, full of the primeval instinct, 
who preserved the freshness of youth to their la- 
test years by the continual excitement of new ob- 
jects, new pursuits, and new associates ; and car- 
ed little, though their birthplace might have been 
here in New England, if the grave should close 
over them in Central Asia. Fate was summoning 
a parliament of these free spirits ; unconscious of 
the impulse which directed them to a common 

centre, they had come hither from far and near ; 
and last of all, appeared the representative of 
those mighty vagrants, who had chased the deer 
during thousands of years, and were chasing it 
nowin the Spirit Land. Wandering down through 
the waste of ages, the woods had vanished around 
his path; his arm had lostsomewhat of its strength, 
his foot of its fleetness, his mein of its wild regal- 
ity, his heart and mind of their savage vir- 
tue and uncultured force ; but here, untameable to 
the routine of artificial life, roving now along the 
dusty road, as of old over the forest leaves, here 
was the Indian still. 

« Well,’ said the old show-man, in the midst of 
my meditations, ‘here is an honest company of 
tus—one, two, three, four, five, six—all going to 
the camp-mceting at Stamford. Now, hoping no 
offence, I should like to know where this young 
geutleman may be going.’
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I started. How came I among these wander- 
ers? The free mind, that preferred its own folly 
to another’s wisdom ; the open spirit, that found 
companions every where ; above all, the restless 
impulse, that had so often made me wretched in 
the midst of enjoyments ; these were my claims 
to be of their society. 

*‘ My friends !’ cried I, stepping into the centre 
of the wagon, ‘I am going with you to the camp- 
meeting at Stamford.’ 

«But in what capacity?” asked the old show- 
man, after a moment’s silence. ‘All of us here 

can get our bread in some creditable way. Eve- 
ry honest man should have his livelihood. You, 
sir, as I take it, are a mere strolling gentle- 
man.” 

I proceeded to inform the company, that, when 
Nature gave me a propensity to their way of life, 
she had not left me altogether destitute of quali- 
fications for it ; though I could not deny that my 
talent was less respectable, and might be less pro- 
fitable, than the meanest of theirs. My design, 
in short, was to imitate the story-tellers of whom 
Oriental travellers have told us; and become an 
itinerant novelist, reciting my own extemporane- 
ous fictions to such audiences as I could col- 

lect. 
« Either this,’ said I, ‘is my vocation, or I have 

been born in vain.’
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The fortune-teller, with a sly wink to the com- 
pany, proposed to take me as an apprentice to 
one or other of his professions, either of which, 
undoubtedly, would have given full scope to 
whatever inventive talent I might possess. The 
bibliopolist spoke a few words in opposition to 
amy plan ; influenced partly, I suspect, by the jea- 
lousy of authorship, and partly by an apprehen- 
sion that the vivd voce practice would become ge- 
neral among novelists, to the infinite detriment 
of the book-trade, _Dreading a rejection, I soli- 
cited the interest of the merry damsel. 

« Mirth,’ cried I, most aptly appropriating the 
words of L’Allegro, ‘to theeI sue! Mirth, admit 
me of thy crew ! 

«Let us indulge the poor youth,’ said Mirth, 
with a kindness which made me love her dearly, 
though I was no such coxcomb as to misinterpret 
her motives. ‘I have espied much promise in 
him. ‘True, a shadow sometimes flits across his 
brow, but the sunshine is sure to follow in a mo- 
ment. He is never guilty of a sad thought, but 
a merry one is twin-born with it. We will take 
him with us; and you shall see that he will set 
us all a laughing before we reach the camp-meet- 
ing at Stamford.’ 

Her voice silenced the scruples of the rest, and 
gained me admittance into the league ; according
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to the terms of which, without a community of 
goods or profits, we were to lend each other all 
the aid, and avert all the harm, that might be in 
our power. This affair settled, a marvellous jol- 
lity entered into the whole tribe of us, manifesting 
itself characteristically in each individual. ‘The 
old show-man, sitting down to his barrel organ, 
stirred up the souls of the pigmy people with one 
of the quickest tunes in the music book ; tailors, 
blacksmiths, gentlemen, and ladies, all seemed to 
share in the spirit of the occasion ; and the Merry 
‘Andrew played his part more facetiously than 
ever, nodding and winking particularly at me. 
The young foreigner flourished his fiddle-bow with 
a master’s hand, and gave an inspiring echo to 
the show-man’s melody. The bookish man and 
the merry damsel started up simultaneously to 
dance ; the former enacting the double shuffle in 
a style which every body must have witnessed, 
ere Election week was blotted out of time ; while 
the girl, setting her arms akimbo with both hands 
at her slim waist, displayed such light rapidity of 
foot, and harmony of varying attitude and motion, 
that I could not conceive how she ever was to 
stop ; imagining, at the moment, that nature had 
made her, as the old show-man had made his pup- 
pets, for no earthly purpose but to dance jigs. The 
Indian bellowed forth a succession of the most 
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hideous outcries, somewhat affrighting us, till we 
interpreted them as the war-song, with which, in 
imitation of his ancestors, he was prefacing the 
assault on Stamford. The conjure=, meanwhile, 
sat demurely in a corner, extracting a sly enjoy- 
ment from the whole scene, and, like the facetious 
Merry Andrew, directing his queer glance parti- 
eularly at me. 

As for myself, with great exhilaration of fancy, 
I began to arrange and colour the incidents of a 
tale, wherewith I proposed to amuse an audience 
that very evening ; for I saw that my associates 
were a little ashamed of me, and that no time was 
to be lost in obtaining a public acknowledgement 
of my abilities. 

«Come, fellow labourers,’ at last said the old 
show-man, whom we had elected President ; ‘ the 
shower is over, and we must be doing our duty 
by these poor souls at Stamford.” 

«© We'll come among them in procession, with 
music and dancing,’ cried the merry damsel, 

Accordingly—for it must be understood that 
our pilgrimage was to be performed on foot—we 
sallied joyously out of the wagon, each of us, even 
the old gentleman in his white-top boots, giving 
a great skip as we came down the ladder. Above 
our heads there was such a glory of sunshine and 
splendour of clouds, and such brightness of ver- 
dure below, that, as I modestly remarked at the
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time, Nature seemed to have washed her face, 
and put on the best of her jewelry and a fresh 
green gown, in honour of our confederation. 
Casting our eyes northward, we beheld a horse- 
man approaching leisurely, and splashing through 
the little puddles on the Stamford road. Onward 
he came, sticking up in his saddle with rigid per- 
pendicularity, a tall, thin figure, in rusty black, 
whom the show-man and the conjurer shortly re- 
cognised to be, what his aspect sufficiently indi- 
cated, a travelling preacher of great fame among 
the Methodists. What puzzled us was the fact, 
that his face appeared turned from, instead of to, 
the camp-meeting at Stamford. However, as this 
new votary of the wandering life drew near the 
little green space, where the guide-post and our 
wagon were situated, my six fellow vagabonds 
and myself rushed forward and surrounded him, 
erying out with united voices— 

«What news, what news, from the camp-meet- 
ing at Stamford ? 

The missionary looked down, in surprise, at 
as singular a knot of people as could have been 
selected from all his heterogeneous auditors. In- 
deed, considering that we might all be classified 
under the general head of Vagabond, there was 
great diversity of character among the grave old 
show-man, the sly, prophetic beggar, the fiddling 
foreigner and his merry damsel, the smart biblio-
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polist, the sombre Indian, and myself, the. itiner- 
ant novelist, a slender youth of eighteen. Teven 
fancied that a smile was endeavouring to disturb 
the iron gravity of the preacher’s mouth. 

‘Good people,’ answered he, ‘ the camp-meet- 
ing is broken up.’ 

So saying, the Methodist minister switched his 
steed, and rode westward. Our union being thus 
nullified, by the removal of its object, we were 
sundered at once to the four winds of Heaven. 
‘The fortune-teller, giving a nod to all, and a pe- 
culiar wink to me, departed on his northern tour, 
chuckling within himself as he took the Stamford 
road. ‘The old show-man and his literary coadju- 
tor were already tackling their horses to the wa- 
gon, with a design to peregrinate southwest along 
the sea-coast. The foreigner and the merry dam- 
sel took their laughing leave, and pursued the 
eastern road, which I had that day trodden ; as 
they passed away, the young man played a lively 
strain, and the girl’s happy spirit broke into a 
dance ; and thus, dissolving, as it were, into sun- 
beams and gay music, that pleasant pair departed 
from my view. ‘Finally, with a pensive shadow 
thrown across my mind, yet emulous of the light 
philosophy of my late companions, I joined my- 
self to the Penobscot Indian, and set forth to- 
wards the distant city. 
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The White Oly Waid. 

or moonbeams came through two deep and 
narrow windows, and showed a spacious 

chamber, richly furnished in an antique fashion. 
From one lattice, the shadow of the diamond 

panes was thrown upon the floor; the ghostly 
light, through the other, slept upon a bed, falling 
between the heavy silken curtains, and illuminat- 

ing the face of a young man. But, how quietly 
the slumberer lay ! how pale his features! and 
how like a shroud the sheet was wound about his 

frame! ‘Yes; it was a corpse, in its burial 
clothes. 

Suddenly, the fixed features seemed to move, 
with dark emotion. Strange fantasy! It was but 
the shadow of the fringed curtain, waving betwixt 
the dead face and the moonlight, as the door of 
the chamber opened, and a girl stole softly to the 
bedside. Was there delusion in the moonbeams, 

or did her gestures and her eye betray a gleam 
of triumph, as she bent over the pale corpse— 
pale as itself—and pressed her living lips to the
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cold ones of the dead? As she drew back from 
that long kiss, her features writhed, asif a proud 
heart were fighting with its anguish. Again it 
seemed that the features of the corpse had moved, 
responsive to her own. Still an illusion! The 

silken curtain had waved a second time, betwixt 

the dead face and the moonlight, as another fair 
young girl unclosed the door, and glided, ghost- 
like, to the bedside. There the two maidens 

stood, both beautiful, with the pale beauty of the 
dead between them. But she, who had first en- 
tered, was proud and stately ; and the other, a 
soft and fragile thing. 

‘Away!’ cried the lofty one. ‘Thou hadst 

him living! The dead is mine!’ 
«Thine !’ returned the other, shuddering. 

* Well hast thou spoken ! The dead is thine !” 
The proud girl started, and stared into her face, 

with a ghastly look. But a wild and mournful 
expression passed across the features of the gen- 
tle one ; and, weak and helpless, she sank down 
on the bed, her head pillowed beside that of the 
corpse, and her hair mingled with his dark locks. 

A creature of hope and joy, the first draught of 
sorrow had bewildered her. 

« Edith ! cried her rival. 

Edith groaned, as with a sudden compression 
of the heart ; and, removing her cheek from the
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dead youth's pillow, she stood upright, fearfully 
encountering the eyes of the lofty girl. 

« Wilt thon betray me? said the latter, calmly. 
«Till the dead bid me speak, I will be silent,” 

answered Edith. ‘Leave us alone together! 
Go, and live many years, and then return, and 
tell me of thy life. He, too, will be here! Then, 
if thon tellest of sufferings more than death, we 
will both forgive thee.” 

«And what shall be the token? answered the 
proud girl, as if her heart acknowledged a mean- 
ing in these wild words. 

“This lock of hair,’ said Edith, lifting one of 
the dark, clustering curls, that lay heavily on the 
dead man’s brow. 

The two maidens joined their hands over the 
bosom of the corpse, and appointed a day and 
hour, far, far in time to come, for their next meet- 
ing in that chamber. The statelier girl gave oue 
deep look at the motionless countenance, and de- 
partel—yet turned again and trembled, ere she 
closed the door, almost believing that ber dead 
lover frowned upon her. And Edith, too! Was 
not her white form fading into the moonlight ? 
Scorning her own weakness, she went forth, and 
perceived that a negro slave was waiting in the 
passage, with a wax-light, which he held between 
her face and his own, regarding her, as she thought,
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with an ugly expression of merriment. Lifting 
his torch on high, the slave lighted her down the 
stairease, and undid the portal of the mansion. 
The young clergyman of the town had just ascend- 
ed the steps, and, bowing to the lady, passed in 
without 2 word. 

Years, many years, rolled on ; the world seem- 
ed new again, so much older was it grown, since 
the night when those pale girls had clasped their 
hands across the bosom of the corpse. In the in- 
terval, a lonely woman had passed from youth to 
extreme age, and was known by all the town, as 
the ‘Old Maid in the Winding-Sheet.’ A taint 
of insanity had affected her whole life, but so 
quiet, sad, and gentle, so utterly free from vio- 
lence, that she was suffered to pursue her harm- 
less fantasies, unmolested by the world, with 
whose business or pleasures she had nought to do. 
She dwelt alone, and never came into the day- 
light, except to follow funerals. Whenever a 
corpse was borne along the street, in sunshine, 
rain, or snow, whether a pompous train of the 
rich and proud thronged after it, or few and hum- 
ble were the mourners, behind them came the 
lonely woman, ina long, white garment, which 
the people called her shroud. She took no place 
among the kindred or the friends, but stood at 
the.door to hear the funeral prayer, and walked
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in the rear of the procession, as one whose earthly 
charge it was to haunt the house of mourning, 

and be the shadow of affliction, and see that the 

dead was duly buried. So long had this been her 
custow, that the inhabitants of the town deemed 
her a part of every funeral, as much as the coffin- 
pall, or the very corpse itself; and augured ill of 
the sinner’s destiny, unless the ‘Old Maid in the 

Winding-Sheet’ came gliding, likea ghost, behind. 
Onee, it is said, she affrighted a bridal party with 
her pale presence, appearing suddenly in the illu- 
minated hall, just as the priest was uniting a false 
maid to a wealthy man, before her lover had been 
dead ayear. Evil was the omen to that marriage! 
Sometimes she stole forth by moonlight, and visit- 
ed the graves of venerable Integrity, and wedded 
Love, and virgin Innocence, and every spot where 
the ashes of a kind and faithful heart were moul- 
dering. Over the hillocks of those favoured dead, 
would she stretch out her arms, with a gesture, 
as if she were scattering seeds ; and many believ- 
ed that she brought them from the garden of 
Paradise ; for the graves, which she had visited, 

were green beneath the snow, and covered with 
sweet flowers from April to November. Her 
blessing was better than a holy verse upon the 
tombstone. Thus wore away her long, sad, peace- 
ful, and fantastic life, till few were so old as she,
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and the people of later generations wondered how 
the dead had ever been buried, or mourners had 
endured their grief, without the ‘ Old Maid in the 

Winding-sheet.’ 
Still, years went on, and still she followed fu- 

nerals, and was not yet summoned to her own 
festival of death. One afternoon, the great street 

of the town was all alive with business and bustle, 
though the sun now gilded only the upper half of 
the church-spire, having left the housetops and 
loftiest trees in shadow. The scene was cheerfal 

and animated, in spite of the sombre shade be- 
tween the high brick buildings. Here were pom- 
pous merchants, in white wigs and laced velvet ; 
the bronzed faces of sea captains ; the foreign 
garb and air of Spanish creoles ; and the disdain- 
ful port of natives of Old England ; allcontrasted 
with the rough aspect of one or two back settlers, 
negotiating sales of timber, from forests where 
axe had never sounded. Sometimes a lady pass- 
ed, swelling roundly forth in an embroidered 
petticoat, balancing her steps in high-heeled shoes, 
and courtseying, with lofty grace, to the punctil- 
ious obeisances of the gentlemen. The life of 
the town seemed to have its very centre not far 
from an old mansion, that stood somewhat back 
from the pavement, surrounded by neglected grass, 
with a strange air of loneliness, rather deepened
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than dispelled by the throng so near it... Its 
site would have been suitably oécupied by a mag- 
nificent Exchange, or a brick block, lettered all 

over with various signs ; or the large house itself 
might have made a noble tavern, with the ‘ King’s 
Arms” swinging before it, and guests in every 
chamber, instead of the present solitude. But, 
owing to some dispute about the right of inherit- 
ance, the mansion had been long without a ten- 
ant, decaying from year to year, and throwing 
the stately gloom of its shadow over the busiest. 
part of the town. Such was the scene, and such 
the time, when a figure, unlike any that have been 
described, was observed at a distance down the 
street. 

«1 espy a strange sail, yonder,’ remarked a 
Liverpool captain; ‘that woman, in the long, 
white garment ! 

The sailor seemed much struck by the object, 
as were several others, who, at the same moment, 
caught a glimpse of the figure that had attracted 
his notice. Almost immediately, the various 

topics of conversation gave place to speculations, 
in an under tone, on this unwonted oceurrence. 

« Can there be a funeral, so late this afternoon ?” 

inquired some. 
They looked for the signs of death at every door 

—the sexton, the hearse, the assemblage of black-
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clad relatives—all that makes up the woful pomp 
ef funerals. They raised their eyes, also, to the 
sun-gilt spire of the church, and wondered that 
no clang proceeded from its bell, which had al- 
ways tolled till now, when this figure appeared 
in the light of day. But none had heard that a 
corpse was to be borne to its home that afternoon, 
nor was there any token of a funeral, except the 
apparition of the ‘Old Maid in the Winding- 
Sheet.’ 

«What may this portend ? asked each man of 
his neighbour. 

All smiled as they put the question, yet with a 
certain trouble in their eyes, as if pestilence, or 
some other wild calamity, were prognosticated by 
the untimely intrusion, among the living, of one 
whose presence had always been associated with 

death and woe. What a comet is to the earth, 
was that sad woman to the town. Still she mov- 
ed on, while the hum of surprise was hushed at 
her approach, and the proud and the humble stood 
aside, that her white garment might not wave 
against them. It was a long, loose robe, of spot- 
less purity. Its wearer appeared very old, pale, 
emaciated, and feeble, yet glided onward, with- 
out the unsteady pace of extreme age. At one 
poiat of her course, a little rosy boy burst forth 
from a door, and ran, with open arms, towards
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the ghostly woman, seeming to expect a kiss from 
her bloodless lips. She made a slight pause, fix- 
ing her eye upon him with an expression of no 
earthly sweetness, so that the child shivered and 
stood awe-struck, rather than affrighted, while the 
Old Maid passedon. Perhaps-her garment might 
have been polluted even by an infant’s touch ; 
perhaps her kiss would have been death to the 
sweet boy, within the year. 

* She is but a shadow,’ whispered the supersti- 
tious. ‘The child put forth his arms and could 
not grasp her robe!’ 

The wonder was increased, when the Old Maid 
passed beneath the porch of the deserted mansion, 
ascended the moss-covered steps, lifted the iron 
knocker, and gave three raps. The people could 
only conjecture, that some old remembrance, 
troubling her bewildered brain, had impelled the 
poor woman hither to visit the friends of her 

youth ; all gone from their home, long since and 
for ever, unless their ghosts still haunted it—fit 
company for the ‘Old Maid in the Winding-Sheet.’ 
‘An elderly man approached the steps, and rever- 
ently uncovering his gray locks, essayed to ex- 
plain the matter. 

‘None, Madam,’ said he, ‘have dwelt in this 
house these fifteen years agone—no, not since the 
death of old Colonel Fenwicke, whose faneral you
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may remember to have followed. His heirs, 
being ill agreed among themselves, have let the 
mansion-house go to ruin.” 

The Old Maid looked slowly round, with a 
slight gesture of one hand, and a finger of the 
other upon her lip, appearing more shadow-like 
than ever, in the obscurity of the porch. But 
again she lifted the hammer, and gave, this time, 
a single rap. Could it be, that a footstep was 
now heard, coming down the staircase of the old 
mansion, which all conceived to have been so long 
untenanted ? Slowly, feebly, yet heavily, like the 
pace of an aged and infirm person, the step ap- 
proached, more distinct on every downward stair, 
till it reached the portal. ‘The bar fell on the in- 
side ; the door was opened. One upward glance, 
towards the church-spire, whence the sunshine 

had just faded, was the last that the people saw 
of the ¢ Old Maid in the Winding-Sheet.’ 

*Who undid the door?” asked many. 
This question, owing to the depth of shadow 

beneath the porch, no one could satisfactorily an- 
swer. Two or three aged men, while protesting 
against an inference, which might be drawn, af- 
firm that the person within was a negro, and bore 
a singular resemblance to old Cesar, formerly a 
slave in the house, but freed by death some thirty 
years before.
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‘Her summons has waked up a servant of tke 
old family,’ said one, half seriously. 

«Let us wait here,’ replied another. ‘More 
guests will knock at the door, anon! But the 
gate of the grave-yard should be thrown open !” 

Twilight had overspread the town, before the 
crowd began to separate, or the comments on this 
incident were exhausted. One after another was 
wending his way homeward, when a coach—no 
common spectacle in those days—drove slowly 
into the street. It was an old-fashioned equipage, 
hanging close to the ground, with arms on the 
panels, a footman behind, and a grave, corpulent 
coachman seated high in front—the whole giving 
an idea of solemn state and dignity. ‘There was 
something awful in the heavy rumbling of the 
wheels. The coach rolled down the street, till, 
coming to the gateway of the deserted mansion, 
it drew up, and the footman sprang to the ground. 

£ vee grand coach is this? asked a very in- 

  

The footman made no reply, but ascended the 
steps of the old house, gave three raps with the 
iron hammer, and returned to open the coach- 
door. An old man, possessed of the heraldic lore 
so common in that day, examined the shield of 
arms on the panel. 

“Azure, a lion’s head erased, between three
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flower de luces,” said he; then whispered the 
name of the family to whom these bearings be- 
longed. The last inheritor of its honours was 

recently dead, after a long residence amid the 
splendour of the British court, where his birth 
and wealth had given himno mean station. ‘He 
left no child,’ continued the herald, ‘and these 
arms, being in a lozenge, betoken that the coach 
appertains to his widow.’ 

Further disclosures, perhaps, might have beén 
made, had not the speaker suddenly been struck 
dumb, by the stern eye of an ancient lady, who 
thrust forth her head from the coach, preparing 
to descend. As she emerged, the people saw 
that her dress was magnificent, and her figure 
dignified, in spite of age and infirmity—a stately 
ruin, but with a look, at once, of pride and wretch- 
edness. Her strong and rigid features had an 
awe about them, unlike that of the white Old Maid, 
but as of something evil. She passed up the steps, 
leaning on a gold-headed cane; the door swung 
open, as she ascended—and the light of a torch 
glittered on the embroidery of her dress, and 

gleamed on the pillars of the porch. After a 
momentary pause—a glance backwards—and then 
a desperate effort—she went in. The decipherer 
of the coat of arms had ventured up the lowest 
step, and, shrinking back immediately, pale and
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tremulous, affirmed that the torch was held by 

the very image of old Czsar. 
«But, such a hideous grin, added he, ‘ was ne- 

ver seen on the face of mortal man, black or white! 
It will haunt me till my dying day.’ 

Meantime, the coach had wheeled round, with 

a prodigious clatter on the pavement, and rum- 
bled up the street, disappearing in the twilight, 
while the ear still tracked its course. Scarcely 
‘was it gone, when the people began to question, 
whether the coachand attendants, the ancient lady, 
the spectre of old Czesar, and the Old Maid herself, 

were not all a strangely-combined delusion, with 
some dark purport in its mystery. The whole 
town was astir, so that, instead of dispersing, the 
crowd continually increased, and stood gazing up 
at the windows of the mansion, now silvered by 
the brightening moon. The elders, glad to in- 
dulge the narrative propensity of age, told of the 
long-faded splendour of the family, the entertain- 
ments they had given, and the guests, the great- 
est of the land, and even titled and noble ones 
frum abroad, who had passed beneath that portal. 
‘These graphic reminiscences seemed to call up 
the ghosts of those to whom they referred. So 
strong was the impression, on some of the more 
imaginative hearers, that two or three were seiz- 
ed with trembling fits, at one and the same ino-
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ment, protesting that they had distinctly heard 
three other raps of the iron knocker. 

«Impossible !’ exclaimed others. ‘See! The 
moon shines beneath the porch, and shows every 
part of it except in the narrow shade of that pil- 
lar, There is no one there ? 

«Did not the door open? whispered one of 
these fanciful persons. 

*Didst thou see it, too” said his companion, 
in a startled tone. 

But the general sentiment was opposed to the 
idea that a third visitant had made application 
at the door of the deserted house. A few, how- 
ever, adhered to this new marvel, and even de- 
clared that a red gleam, like that of a torch, had 
shone throngh the great front window, as if a ne- 
gro were lighting a guest up the staircase. This, 
too, was pronounced a mere fantasy. But, at 
once, the whole multitude started, and each man 
beheld his own terror painted in the faces of all 
the rest. 

* What an awful thing is this !’ cried they. 
A shriek, too fearfully distinct for doubt, had 

been heard within the mansion, breaking forth 
suddenly, and succeeded by a deep stillness, as if 
a heart had burst in givingit utterance. The peo- 
ple knew not whether to fly from the very sight 
of the house, or to rush trembling in, and search
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out the strange mystery. Amid their confusion 
and aftright, they were somewhat reassured by the 
appearance of their clergyman, a venerable patri- 
arch, and equally a saint, who had taught them 
and their fathers the way to Heaven, for more 
than the space of an ordinary lifetime. He was 
a reverend figure, with long, white hair upon his 
shoulders, a white beard upon his breast, and a 
back so bent over his staff, that he seemed to be 
Jooking downward, continually, as if to choose a 
proper grave for his weary frame. It was some 
time before the good old man, being deaf, and of 
impaired intellect, could be made to comprehend 
such portions of the affair, as were comprehensi- 
ble at all. But when possessed of the facts, his 
energies assumed unexpected vigour. 

€ Verily,’ said the old gentleman, ‘it will be 

fitting that I enter the mansion-house of the wor- 
thy Colonel Fenwicke, lest any harm should have 
befallen that true Christian woman, whom ye call 
the “Old Maid in the Winding-Sheet.”? 

Behold, then, the venerable clergyman ascend- 
ing the steps of the mansion, with a torch-bearer 

behind him. It was the elderly man, who had 

spoken to the Old Maid, and the same who had 
afterwards explained the shield of arms, and re- 
eognised the features of the negro. Like their 
predecessors, thoy gave three raps with the iron 
hammer.
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«Old Cesar cometh not,’ observed the priest. 
* Well, I wot he no longer doth service in this 
mansion.” 

‘Assuredly, then, it was something worse, in 
old Czsar’s likeness !? said the other adventurer. 

‘Be it as God wills,’ answered the clergyman. 
‘See! my strength, though it be much decayed, 
hath sufficient to open this heavy door. Let us 
enter and pass up the staircase.” 

Here occurred a singular exemplification of the 
dreamy state of a very old man’s mind. As they 
ascended the wide flight of stairs, the aged clergy- 
man appeared to move with caution, occasionally 
standing aside, and oftener bending his head, as 
it were in salutation, thus practising all the ges- 
tures of one who makes his way through a throng. 
Reaching the head of the staircase, he looked 
around, with sad and solemn benignity ; laid aside 
his staff, bared his hoary locks, and was evident- 
ly on the point of commencing a prayer. 

«Reverend Sir,’ said his attendant, who con- 
ceived this a very suitable prelude to their further 
search, ‘would it not be well that the people 
join with us in prayer ?” 

* Well-a-day !’ cried the old clergyman, staring 
strangely around him. ‘ Art thou here with me, 
and none other? Verily, past times were present 
to me, and I deemed that I was to make a fune- 

178 ° 
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ral prayer, as many a time heretofore, from the 
head of this staircase. Of a truth, I saw the 
shades of many that are gone. Yea, Ihave pray- 
ed at their burials, one after another, and the 
“Old Maid in the Winding-Sheet” hath seen them 
to their graves !” 

Being now more thoroughly awake to their pre- 
sent purpose, he took his staff, and struck for- 
cibly on the floor, till there came an echo from 
each deserted chamber, but no menial, to answer 
their summons. They therefore walked along 
the passage, and again paused, opposite to the 
great front window, through which was seen the 
crowd, in the shadow and partial moonlight of the 
street beneath. On their right hand was the open 
door of a chamber, and a closed one on their left. 

The clergyman pointed his cane to the carved 
oak pannel of the latter. 

* Within that chamber,’ observed he, ‘a whole 
lifetime since, did I sit by the death-bed of a 
goodly young man, who, being now at the last 
gasp’— 

Apparently, there was some powerful excite- 
ment in the ideas which had now flashed across 
his mind. He snatched the torch from his com- 
panion’s hand, and threw open the door with 
such sudden violence, that the flame was extin- 
guished, leaving them no other light than the
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moonbeams, which fell through two windows in- 
to the spacious chamber. It wassufficient to dis- 
cover all that could be known. In ahigh-backed, 
oaken arm-chair, upright, with her hands clasped 
across her breast, and her head thrown back, sat 
the ‘ Old Maid in the Winding-sheet.’ The state- 

ly dame had fallen on her knees, with her fore- 
head on the holy knees of the Old Maid, one hand 
upon the floor, and the other pressed convulsive- 
ly against her heart. It clutched a lock of hair, 
once sable, now discoloured with a greenish mould. 
As the priest and layman advanced into the cham- 
ber, the Old Maid’s features assumed such a sem- 
blance of shifting expression, that they trusted to 
hear the whole mystery explained, by a single 
word. But it was only the shadow of a tattered 
curtain, waving betwixt the dead face and the 
moonlight. 

‘Both dead !’ said the venerable man. ‘Then 
who shall divulge the secret ? Methinks it glim- 

mers to and fro in my mind, like the light and 

shadow across the Old Maid’s face. And now 
*tis gone I” 

 



The Shaker Bridal. 

(QYNE day, in the sick chamber of Father E- 
phraim, who had been forty years the presiding 

elder over the Shaker settlement at Goshen, there 
was an assemblage of several of the chief men of 
the sect. Individuals had come from the rich es- 

tablishment at Lebanon, from Canterbury, Har- 
vard, and Alfred, and from all the other localities, 
where this strange people have fertilized the rug- 
ged hills of New England, by their systematic in- 

dustry. An elder was likewise there, who had 
made a pilgrimage of a thousand miles from a vil- 
lage of the faithful in Kentucky, to visit his spi- 
ritual kindred, the children of the sainted mother, 
Ann. He had partaken of the homely abundance 
of their tables, had quaffed the far-famed Shaker 
cider, and had joined in the sacred dance, every 
step of which is believed to alienate the enthusiast 

from earth, and bear him onward to heavenly 
purity and bliss. His brethren of the north had 
now courteously invited him to be present on an
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occasion, when the concurrence of every eminent 
member of their community was peculiarly desir- 
able. 

The venerable Father Ephraim sat in his easy 
chair, not only hoary-headed and infirm with age, 
but worn down by a lingering disease, which, it 
was evident, would very soon transfer his patri- 
archal staff to other hands. At his footstool stood 

a man and woman, both clad in the Shaker garb. 
«My brethren,’ said Father Ephraim to the 

surrounding elders, feebly exerting himself to 
utter these few words, ‘ here are the son and dauigh- 

ter to whom I would commit the trust, of which 

Providence is about to lighten my weary shoul- 
ders. Read their faces, I pray you, and say whe- 
ther the inward movement of the spirit hath guid- 
ed my choice aright.” 

Accordingly, each elder looked at the two can- 
didates, with a most scrutinizing gaze. The man, 
whose name was Adam Colburn, had a face sun- 
burnt with Iabour in the field, yet intelligent, 
thoughtful, and traced with cares enough for a 
whole lifetime, though he had barely reached mid- 
dle age. There was something severe in his as- 
pect, and a rigidity throughout his person, char- 
acteristics that caused him generally to be taken 
for a schoolmaster ; which vocation, in fact, he 
had formerly exercised, for several years. The
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woman, Martha Pierson, was somewhat above 
thirty, thin and pale, as a Shaker sister almost 
invariably is, and not entirely free from that 
corpse-like appearance, which the garb of the sis- 
terhood is so well calculated to impart. 

‘This pair are still in the summer of their 
years,’ observed the elder from Harvard, a shrewd 
old man. ‘I would like better to see the hoar 
frost of autumn on their heads. Methinks, also, 
they will be exposed to peculiar temptations, on 
account of the carnal desires which have hereto- 
fore subsisted between them.” 

« Nay, brother,’ said the elder from Canterbury, 
‘the hoar frost, and the black frost hath done its 
work on Brother Adam and Sister Martha, even 
as we sometimes discern its traces in our cornfields, 
while they are yet green. And why should we 
question the wisdom of our venerable Father’s 
purpose, although this pair, in their early youth, 
have loved one another as the world’s people love ? 
Are there not many brethren and sisters among 
us, who have lived long together in wedlock, yet, 
adopting our faith, find their hearts purified from 
all but spiritual affection ? 

Whether or no the early loves of Adam and 
Martha had rendered it inexpedient that they 
should now preside together over a Shaker village, 
it was certainly most singular that such should
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be the final result of many warm and tender 

hopes. Children of neighbouring families, their 
affection was older even than their school-days ; 

it seemed an innate principle, interfused among 
all their sentiments and feelings, and not so much 

a distinct remembrance, as connected with their 

whole volumeof remembrances. But, justas they 

reached a proper age for their union, misfortunes 
had fallen heavily on both, and made it necessary 
that they should resort to personal labour for a 
bare subsistence. Even under these circumstan- 
ces, Martha Pierson would probably have consent- 
ed to unite her fate with Adam Colburn’s, and, 

secure of the bliss of mutual love, would patient 
ly have awaited the less important gifts of fortune. 
But Adam, being of a calm and cautious charac- 
ter, was loath to relinquish the advantages which 
a single man possesses for raising himself in the 
world. Year after year, therefore, their marriage 
had been deferred. Adam Colburn had followed 
many vocations, had travelled far, and seen much 
of the world and of life. Martha had earned her 

bread, sometimes as a sempstress, sometimes as 
help to a farmer’s wife, sometimes as schoolmis- 
tress of the village children, sometimes as a nurse 
or watcher of the sick, thus acquiring a varied 
experience, the ultimate use of which she little 
anticipated. But nothing had gone prosperously
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with either of the lovers ; at no subsequent mo- 
ment would matrimony have been so prudent a 
measure, as when they had first parted, in the open- 
ing bloom of life, to seek a better fortune. Still 
they had held fast their mutual faith. Martha 
might have been the wife of aman, who sat among 
the senators of his native state, and Adam could 
have won the hand, as he had unintentionally 
won the heart, of a rich andcomely widow. Bué 
neither of them desired good fortune, save to share 
it with the other. 

At length that calm despair which occurs only 
in a strong and somewhat stubborn character, aud 
yields to no second spring of hope, settled down 
on the spirit of Adam Colburn. He sought an 
interview with Martha, and proposed that they 
should join the Society of Shakers. The con- 
verts of this sect are oftener driven within its 
hospitable gates by worldly misfortune, than 
drawn thither by fanaticism, and are received with- 
out inquisition as to their motives. Martha, 
faithful still, had placed her hand in that of her 
lover, and accompanied him to the Shaker village. 
Here the natural capacity of each, cultivated and 
strengthened by the difficulties of their previous 
lives, had soon gained them an important rank 
in the Society, whose members are generally be- 
low the ordinary standard of intelligence.
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Their faith and feelings had, in some degree, 
become assimilated to those of their ‘fellow-wor- 
shippers. Adam Colburn gradually acquired re- 
putation, not only in the management of the tem- 
poral affairs of the Society, but as aclear and effi- 
cient preacher of their doctrines. | Martha was 
not less distinguished in the duties proper to her 
sex. Finally, when the infirmities of Father E- 
phraim had admonished him to seek a successor in 
his patriarchal office, he thought of Adam and 
Martha, and proposed to renew, in their persons, 
the primitive form of Shaker government, as es- 
tablished by Mother Ann. They were to be the 
Father and Mother of the village. The simple 
csremony, which would constitute them such, 
was now to be performed. 

*Son Adam, and daughter Martha,’ said the 
venerable Father Ephraim, fixing his aged eyes 
piercingly upon them, ‘if ye can conscientiously 
undertake this charge, speak, that the brethren 
may not doubt of your fitness.” 

“Father,” replied Adam, speaking with the 
calmness of his character, ‘I came to your village 
a disappointed man, weary of the world, worn 
out with continual trouble, seeking only a secu~ 
rity against evil fortune, as I had no hope of good. 
Even my wishes of worldly success were almost 
dead within me. I came hither as a man might
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come to a tomb, willing to lie down in its gloom 
and coldness, for the sake of its peace and quiet. 
There was but one earthly affection in my breast, 
and it had grown calmer since my youth ; so that 
I was satisfied to bring Martha to be my sister, 
in our new abode. We are brother and sister ; 
nor would I have it otherwise. And in this 
peaceful village I have found all that I hope for, 
—all that I desire. I will strive, with my best 
strength,for the spiritual and temporal good of 
our community. My conscience is not doubtful 
in this matter. I am ready to receive the trust.” 

‘Thou hast spoken well, son Adam,’ said the 
Father. ‘ God will bless thee in the office which 
I am about to resign.’ 

*But our sister!’ observed the elder from 
Harvard ; ‘ hath she not likewise a gift to declare 
her sentiments ? 

Martha started, and moved her lips, as if she 
would have made a formal reply to this appeal. 
But, had she attempted it, perhaps the old recol- 
lections, the long repressed feelings of childhood, 
youth, and womanhood, might have gushed from 
her heart, in words that it would have been 
profane to utter there. 

* Adam has spoken,’ said she, hurriedly ; ‘his 
sentiments are likewise mine.’ 

But while speaking these few words, Martha
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grew so pale, that she looked fitter to be laid in 
her coffin, than to stand in the presence of Fa- 
ther Epbraim and the elders ; she shuddered, also 
as if there was something awful or horrible in 
her situation and destiny. It required, indeed, 
a more than feminine strength of nerve, to sus- 
tain the fixed observance of men so exalted and 
famous throughout the sect, as these were. They 
had overcome their natural sympathy with human 
frailties and affections. One, when he joined the 
Society, had brought with him his wife and chil- 
dren, but never, from that hour, had spoken a 
fond word to the former, or taken his best-loved 
child upon his knee. Another, whose family re- 
fused to follow him, had been enabled,—such was 
his gift of holy fortitude,—to leave them to the 
mercy of the world. The youngest of the elders, 
a man of about fifty, had ben bred from infancy 
in the Shaker village, and was said never to have 
clasped a woman’s hand in his own, and to have 
no conception of a closer tie than the cold fratern- 
al one of the sect. Old Father Ephraim was 
the most awful character ofall, In his youth, 
he had been adissolute libertine, but was converted 
by mother Ann herself, and had partaken of the 
wild fanaticism of the early Shakers. Tradition 
whispered, at the firesides of the village, that 
Mother Ann had been compelled to sear his heart
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of flesh with a red-hot iron,before it could be pu- 
rified from earthly passions. 
However that might be, poor Martha had a 

woman's heart, and a tender one, and it quailed 

within her as she looked round at those strange 

old men, and from them to the calm features of 
Adam Colburn. But perceiving that the elders 
eyed her doubtfully, she gasped for breath, and 
again spoke. 

‘With what strength is left me by my many 
troubles,’ said she, ‘I am ready to undertake this 
charge, and to do my best in it.” 

‘My children, join your hands,’ said Father 
Ephraim. 

They did so. The elders stood up around, and 
the Father feebly raised himself to a more erect 

position, but continued sitting in his great chair. 
«I have bidden you to join your hands,’ said 

he, ‘ not in earthly affection, for ye have cast off 
its chains for ever ; but as brother and sister in 

spiritual love, and helpers of one another in your 
allotted task. Teach unto others the faith which 
ye have received. Open wide your gates,—I de- 
liver you the keys thereof,—open them wide to 
all who will give up the iniquities of the world, 
and come hither to lead lives of purity and peace. 
Reeeive the weary ones, who have known the 
vanity of earth,—receive the little children, that
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they may never learn that miserable lesson. And 
a blessing be upon your labours; so that the time 
may hasten on, when the mission of Mother Ann 
shall have wrought its full effect,—when children 
shall no more be born and die, and the last sur- 
vivor of mortal race, some old and weary man 
like me, shall see the sun go down, never more 
to rise on a world of sin and sorrow 

The aged Father sank back exhausted, and 
the surrounding elders deemed, with good reason, 
that the hour was come, when the new heads of 
the village must enter on their patriarchal duties. 
In their attention to Father Ephraim, their eyes 

were turned from Martha Pierson, who grew 
paler and paler, unnoticed even by Adam Col- 
bum. He, indeed, had withdrawn his hand from 
hers, and folded his arms with a sense of satisfied 
ambition. But paler and paler grew Martha by 
his side, till, like a corpse in its burial clothes, 
she sank down at the feet of her early lover; for, 
after many trials firmly borne, her heart could 
endure the weight of its desolate agony no lon- 
ger.



Endicott and the Red Cross, 

T noon of an autumnal day, more than two 
centuries ago, the English colours were dis- 

played by the standard-bearer of the Salem train- 
band, which had mustered for martial exercise 
under the orders of John Endicott. It was a 
period, when the religious exiles were accustomed. 
often to buckle on their armour, and practice the 
handling of their weapons of war. Since the first 
settlement of New England, its prospects had 
never been so dismal. ‘The dissensions between 
Charles the First and bis subjects were then, and 
for several years afterwards, confined to the floor 
of Parliament. The measures of the King and 
ministry were rendered more tyrannically violent 
by an opposition, which had not yet acquired 
sufficient confidence in its own strength, to re- 
sist royal injustice with the sword. The bigoted 
and haughty primate, Laud, Archbishop of Can- 
terbury, controlled the religious affairs of the 
realm, and was consequently invested with pow-
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ers which might have wrouglt the utter ruin of 
the two Puritan colonies, Plymouth and Massa- 
chusets. ‘There is evidence on record, that our 
forefathers perceived their danger, but where re- 
solved that their infant country should not fall 
without astruggle, even beneath thegiant strength 
of the King’s right arm. 

Such was the aspect of the times, when the folds 
of the English banner, with the Red Cross in its 
field, were flung out over a company of Puritans, 
‘Their leader, the famous Endicott, was a man of 
stern and resolute countenance, the effect of which 

was heightened by a grizzled beard, that swept 
the upper portion of his breastplate. ‘This piece 
of armour was so highly polished, that the whole 
surrounding scene had its image in the glittering 
steel. ‘The central object in the mirrored picture, 
was an edifice of humble architecture, with nei- 
ther steeple nor bell to proclaim it,—what never- 
theless it was,—the house of prayer. A token of 
the perils of the wilderness was seen in the grim 
head of a wolf, which had just been slain within 
the precincts of the town, and, according to the 
regular mode of claiming the bounty, was nailed 
on the porch of the meeting-house. The blood 
was still plashing on the doorstep. There hap- 
pened to be visible, at the same noontide hour, 
so many other characteristics of the times and
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manners of the Puritans, that we must endeavour 
to represent them in a sketch, though far less 
vividly than they were reflected in the polished 
breastplate of John Endicott. 

In close vicinity to the sacred edifice appeared 
that important engine of Puritanic authority, the 
whipping-post—with the soil around it well trod- 
den by the feet of evil-doers, who had there been 

disciplined. At one corner of the Meeting-house 
was the pillory, and at the other, the stocks; and, 
by a singular good fortune for our sketch, the 
head of an Episcopalian and suspected Catholic 
was grotesquely incased in the former machine ; 
while a fellow-criminal, who had boisterously 
quaffed a health to the king, was confined by the 
legs in the latter. Side by side, on the meeting- 
house steps, stood a male and female figure. The 
man was a tall, lean, haggard personification of 
fanaticism, bearing on his breast this label,—A 
Wanton GOSPELLER,—which betokened that he 

had dared to give interpretations of Holy Writ, 
unsanctioned by the infallible judgment of the 
civil and religious rulers. His aspect showed no 
lack of zeal to maintain his heterodoxies, even at 

the stake. The woman wore a cleft stick on her 
tongue, in appropriate retribution for having 
wagged that unruly rember against the elders of 
the church ; and her countenance and gestures
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gave much cause to apprehend, that, the moment 
the stick should be removed, a repetition of the 
offence would demand new ingenuity in chastis- 
ing it. 

The above-mentioned individuals had been sen- 
tenced to undergo their various modes of ignominy, 
for the space of one hour at noonday. But among 
the crowd were several whose punishment would 
be lifelong ; some whose ears had been cropt, 
like those of puppy-dogs ; others whose cheeks 
had been branded with the initials of their mis- 
demeamours ; one, with his nostrils slit and sear- 
ed; and another, with a halter about his neck, 
which he was forbidden ever to take off, or to con- 
ceal beneath his garments. Methinks he must 
have been grievously tempted to fix the other end 
of the rope to some convenient beam or bough. 
There was likewise a young woman, with no mean 
share of beauty, whose doom it was to wear the 
letter A on the breast of her gown, in the eyes of 
all the world, and her own children. And even 
her own children knew what that initial signified. 
Sporting with her infamy, the lost and desperate 
creature had embroidered the fatal token in scar- 
let cloth, with golden thread and the nicest art of 
needle-work ; so that the capital A might have 
been thought to mean Admirable, or any thing 
rather than Adultress. 

178 PB
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Let not the reader argue, from any of these 
evidences of iniquity, that the times of the Puri- 
tans were more vicious than our own, when, as 
we pass along the very street of this sketch, we 
discern no badge of infamy on man or woman. 
It was the policy of our ancestors to search out 
even the most secret sins, and expose them to 
shame, without fear or favour, in the broadest 
light of the noonday sun. Were such the custom 
now, perchance we might find materials for a no 
less piquant sketch than the above. 

Except the malefactors whom we have describ- 
ed, and the diseased or infirm persons, the whole 
male population of the town, between sixteen 
years and sixty, were seen in the ranks of the 
trainband. A few stately savages, in all the 
pomp and dignity of the primeval Indian, stood 
gazing at the spectacle. heir flint-headed ar- 
rows were but childish weapons, compared with 
the matchlocks of the Puritans ; and would have 
rattled harmlessly against the steel caps and ham- 
mered iron breastplates, which inclosed each sol- 
dier in an individual fortress. The valiant John 

Endicott glanced with an eye of pride at his stur- 
dy followers, and prepared to renew the martial 
toils of the day. 

«Come, my stout hearts!” quoth he, drawing 
his sword. ‘Letus shew these poor heathen that 
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we can handle our weapons like men of might. 
‘Well for them, if they put us not to prove it in 
earnest !’ 

The iron-breasted company straightened their 
line, and each man drew the heavy butt of his 
matchlock close to his left foot, thus awaiting the 

orders of the captain. But, as Endicott glanced 
right and left along the front, he discovered a 
personage at some little distance, with whom it 
behoved him to hold a parley... It was an elderly 
gentleman, wearing a black cloak and band, and 
a high-crowned hat, beneath which was a velvet 
skull-cap ; the whole being the garb of a Puritan 
minister. ‘This reverend person bore a staff, 
which seemed to have been recently cut in the 
forest; and his shoes were bemired, as if he had 
been travelling on foot through the swamps of the 
wilderness. His aspect was perfectly that of a 
pilgrim, heightened also by an apostolic dignity. 
Just as Endicott perceived him, he laid aside his 
staff, and stooped to drink at a bubbling fountain, 
which gushed into the sunshine about a score of 
yards from the corner of the meeting-house. But, 
ere the good man drank, he turned his face hea- 
venward in thankfulness, and then, holding back 
his gray beard with one hand, he scooped up his 
simple draught in the hollow of the other. 

«What, ho! good Mr. Williams,’ shouted En-
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dicott. ‘You are welcome back again to our 
town of peace. How does our worthy Governor 
Winthrop ? And what news from Boston?” 

‘The Governor bath his health, worshipful Sir,’ 
answered Roger Williams, now resuming his staff, 
and drawing near. ‘And, for the news, here isa 
letter, which, knowing I was to travel hitherward 
to-day, his Excellency committed to my charge. 
Belike it contains tidings of much import ; for a 
ship arrived yesterday from England.” 

Mr. Williams, the minister of Salem, and of 
course known to all the spectators, had now 
reached the spot where Endicott was standing 
under the banner of his company, and put the 
Governor’s epistle into his hand. ‘The broad geai 
‘was impressed with Winthrop’s coat of arms. 
Endicott hastily unclosed the letter, and -began 
to read ; while, as his eye passed down the page, 
a wrathfal change came over his manly counte- 
nance. ‘The blood glowed through it, till it seem- 
ed to be kindling with an internal heat ; nor was 
it unnatural to suppose that his breastplate would 
likewise become red-hot, with the angry fire of 
the bosom which it covered. Arriving at the 
conclusion, he shook the letter fiercely in his 
hand, so that it rustled as loud as the flag above 
bis head. 

“Black tidings these, Mr. Williams,’ said he ;
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“blacker never came to New England. Doubt- 
less, you know their purport ?” 

«Yea, truly,’ replied Roger Williams ; ‘for the 
Governor consulted, respecting this matter, with 
my brethren in the ministry at Boston ; and my 
opinion was likewise asked. And his Excellency 

entreats you by me, that the news be not sud- 
denly noised abroad, lest the people be stirred up 
unto some outbreak, and thereby give the King 
and the Archbishop a handle against us.’ 

“The Governor is a wise man,—a wise man, 
and a meek and moderate,’ said Endicott, setting 
his teeth grimly. ‘Nevertheless, I must do aec- 
cording to my own best judgment. There is nei- 
ther man, woman, nor child, in New England, 
but has a concern as dear as life in these tidings ; 
and if John Endicott’s voice be loud enough, 

man, woman, and child shall hear them. Soldiers, 
wheel into a hollow square! Ho, good people! 
Here are news for one and all of you.” 

The soldiers closed in around their captain ; 
and he and Roger Williams stood together under 
the. banner of the Red Cross; while the women 

and the aged men pressed forward, and the mo- 
thers held up their children to look Endicott in 

the face. A few taps of the drum gave signal for 
silence and attention.
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« Fellow-soldiers,—fellow-exiles,’ began Endi- 
cott, speaking under strong excitement, yet pow- 
erfully restraining it, ‘wherefore did ye leave 
your native country ? Wherefore, I say, have we 
left the green and fertile fields, the cottages, or, 
perchance, the old gray halls, where we were born 
and bred, the church-yards where our forefathers 
lic buried? Wherefore have we come hither to set 
up our own tomb-stones ina wilderness ? A howl- 
ing wilderness it is! The wolf and the bear meet 
us within halloo of our dwellings. The savage 
lieth in wait for us in the dismal shadow of the 
woods. The stubborn roots of the trees break 
our ploughshares, when we would till the earth. 
Our children cry for bread, and we must dig in 
the sands of the seashore to satisfy them. Where- 
fore, I say again, have we sought this country of 
a rugged soil and wintry sky? Was it not for the 
enjoyment of our civil rights ? Was it not for liber- 
ty to worship God according to our conscience ? 

© Call you this liberty of conscience ? interrupt- 
ed a voice on the steps of the meeting-house. 

It was the Wanton Gospeller. A sad and 
quiet smile flitted across the mild visage of Ro- 
ger Williams. But Endicott, in the excitement 
of the moment, shook his sword wrathfully at the 
culprit,—an ominous gesture from aman like him.
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‘What hast thou to do with conscience, thou 
knave? cried he. ‘I said, liberty to worship 
God, not license to profane and ridicule Him. 
Break not in upon my speech ; or I will lay thee 
neck and heels till this time to-morrow ! Hearken 
to me, friends, nor heed that accursed rhapsodist. 
As Iwas saying, we have sacrificed all things, 
and have come to a land whereof the old world 
hath scarcely heard, that we might make a new 
world unto ourselves, and painfully seek a path 
from hence to heaven. But what think ye now ? 
This son of a Scotch tyrant,—this grandson of a 
papistical and adulterous Scotch woman, whose 
death proved that a golden crown doth not al- 
ways save an anointed head from the block—’ 

‘Nay, brother, nay,’ interposed Mr. Williams ; 
‘thy words are not meet for a secret chamber, far 
less for a public street.’ 

‘Hold thy peace, Roger Williams !” answered 
Endicott, imperiously. ‘ My spirit is wiser than 
thine, for the business now in hand. I tell ye, 
fellow-exiles, that Charles of England, and Laud, 
our bitterest persecutor, arch-priest of Canter- 
bury, are resolute to pursue us even hither. 
They are taking counsel, saith this letter, to send 
over a governor-general, in whose breast shall be 
deposited all the law and equity of the land. 
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They are minded also, to establish the idolatrous 
forms of English Episcopacy; so that, when 
Land shall kiss the Pope’s toe, as cardinal of 
Rome, he may deliver New England, bound hand 
and foot, into the power of his master !’ 

A deep groan from the auditors,—a sound of 
wrath, as well as fear and sorrow,—responded to 
this intelligence. 

‘Look ye to it, brethren,’ resumed Endicott 
with increasing energy. ‘Ifthis king and his 
areh-prelate have their will, we shall briefly be- 
hold a cross on the spire of this tabernacle whic” 
we have builded, and a high altar within its walls, 
with wax tapers burning round it at noonday. 
‘We shall hear the sacring-bell, and the voices of 
the Romish priests saying the mass. But think 
ye, Christian men, that these abominations may 
be suffered without a sword drawn? without a 
shot fired ? without blood spilt, yea, on the very 
stairs of the pulpit? No,—be ye strong of hand, 
and stout of heart! Here we stand on our own 
soil, which we have bought with our own goods, 
which we have won with our swords, which we 
have cleared with our axes, which we have tilled 
with the sweat of our brows, which we have sanc- 
tified with our prayers to the God that brought us 
hither! Who shall enslave us here? What havo
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we to do with this mitred prelate,—with this 
crowned king? What have we to do with Eng- 

land ? 

Endicott gazed round at the excited counte- 
nances of the people, now full of his own spirit, 
and then turned suddenly to the standard-bearer, 
who stood close behind him. 

«Officer, lower your banner !? said he. 
The officer obeyed ; and, brandishing his sword, 

Endicott thrust it through the cloth, and; with 
his left land, rent the Red Cross completely out 
of the banner. He then waved the tattered en- 

sign above his head. 
*Sacrilegious wretch!’ cried the high-church- 

man in the pillory, unable longer to restrain him- 
self ; ‘thou hast rejected the symbol of our holy 
religion ” 

«Treason, treason !’ roared the royalist in the 

stocks. ‘He hath defaced the King’s banner !” 
* Before God and man, I will avouch the deed,” 

answered Endicott. ‘ Beat a flourish, drummer ! 
—shout, soldiers and people !—in honour of the 
ensign of New England. Neither Pope nor ty- 
rant hath part in it now!” 

With a cry of triumph, the people gave their 
sanction to one of the boldest exploits which our 

history records. And, for ever honoured be the
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name of Endicott! We look back through the 
mist of ages, and recognise, in the rending of the 
Red Cross from New England’s banner, the first 
omen of that deliverance which our fathers con- 
summated, after the bones of the stern Puritan 
had lain more than a century in the dust.



Chippings with a Chisel. 

ASSING a summer, several years since, at 
Edgartown, on the island of Martha’s Vine- 

yard, I became acquainted with a certain carver 
of tomb-stones, who had travelled and voyaged 
thither from the interior of Massachusetts, in 
search of professional employment. The specula- 
tion had turned out so sucessful, that my friend 
expected to transmute slate and marble into silver 
and gold, to the amount of atleast a thousand 
dollars, during the few months of his sojourn at 
Nantucket and the Vineyard. The secluded life, 
and the simple and primitive spirit which still 
characterizes the inhabitants of those islands, es- 
pecially of Martha’s Vineyard, insure their friends 
a longer and dearer remembrance than the daily 
novelty, and revolving bustle of the world, can 
elsewhere afford to beings of the past. Yet while 
every family is anxious to erect a memorial to its 
departed members, the untainted breath of ocean 
bestows such health and length of days upon the 
people of the isles, as would cause a melancholy
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dearth of business to a resident artist in that line. 
His own monument, recording his decease by 
starvation, would probably be an early specimen 
of his skill. Gravestones, therefore, have gener- 
ally been an article of imported merchandise. 

In my walks through the burial-ground of Ed- 
gartown—where the dead have lain so long, that 
the soil, once enriched by their decay, has returned 
to its original barrenness—in that ancient burial- 

ground I noticed much variety of monumental 
sculpture. ‘The elder stones, dated a century 
back, or more, have borders, elaborately carved 
with flowers, and are adorned with a multiplicity 
of death’s-heads, cross bones, scythes, hour-glas- 
ses, and other lugubrious emblems of mortality, 
with here and-theroa winged cherub to direct the 
mourner’s spirit upward. Thése productions of 
Gothic taste must have been quite beyond the 
colonial skill of the day ; and were probably carv- 
ed in London, and brought across the ocean to 
commemorate the defanct worthies of this lonely 
isle. The more recent monuments are mere slabs 
of slate, in the ordinary style, without any super+ 
fluous flourishes to set off the bald inscriptions. 
But others—and those far the most impressive, 
both to my taste and feclings—were roughly 
hewn from the gray rocks of the island, evident- 
ly by the unskilled hands of surviving friends and
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relatives. On some there were merely the initials 
of a name; some were inscribed with misspelt 
prose or rhyme, in deep letters, which the moss, 
and wintry rain of many years, had not been able 
to obliterate. These, these were graves where 
loved ones slept! It is an old theme of satire, 
the falschood and vanity of monumental eulogies ; 
but when affection and sorrow grave the letters 
with their own painful labonr, then we may be 
sure that they copy from the record on their 
hearts. 

My acquaintance, the sculptor—he may share 
that title with Greenough, since the dauber of 
signs is a painter as well as Raphacl—had found 
a ready market for all his blank slabs of marble, 
and full occupation in lettering and ornamenting 
them. He was an elderly man, a descendant of 
the old Puritan family of Wigglesworth ; with a 
certain simplicity and singleness, both of heart 
and mind, which, methinks, is more rarely found 
among us Yankees, than én any other community 
of people. In spite of his gray head and wrinkled 
brow, he was quite like a child in all matters save 
what had some reference to his own business ; 
he secmed, unless my fancy misled me, to view 
mankind in no other relation than as people in 
want of tomb-stones ; and his literary attainments 

evidently comprehended very litle, either of
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prose or poetry, which had not, at one time or 
other, been inscribed on slate or marble. His 
sole task and office among the immortal pilgrims 
of the tomb—the duty for which Providence had 
sent the old man into the world, as it were with a 
chisel in his hand—was to label the dead bodies, 
lest their names should be forgotten at the resur- 
rection. “Yet he had not failed, within a narrow 
scope, to gather a few sprigs of earthly, and more 
than earthly, wisdom,—the harvest of many a 
grave. 

‘And, lugubrious as his calling might appear, he 
was as cheerful an old soul as health, and integ- 
rity, and lack of care, could make him; and used 
to set to work upon one sorrowful inscription or 
other, with that sort of spirit which impels a man 
to sing at his labour. On the whole, I found 
Mr. Wigglesworth an entertaining, and often in- 
structive, if not an interesting, character ; and 
partly for the charm of his society, and still more 
because his work has an invariable attraction for 
man that is born of woman,’ I was accustomed 

to spend some hours a day at his workshop. The 
quaintness of his remarks, and their not infre- 
quent truth—a truth condensed and pointed by 
the limited sphere of his view—gave a raciness to 
nis talk, which mere worldliness and general eul- 
tivation would at once have destroyed.
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Sometimes we would discuss the respective 
merits of the various qualities of marble, numer- 
ous slabs of which were resting against the walls 
of the shop ; or sometimes an hour or two would 
pass quietly, without a word on either side, while 
I watched how neatly his chisel struck out letter 
after letter of the names of the Nortons, the May- 
hews, the Luces, the Daggets, and other imme- 
morial families of the Vineyard. Often, with an 
artist’s pride, the good old:-sculptor would speak 
of favourite productions of his skill, which were 
scattered throughout the village grave-yards of 
New England. But my chief and most instrue- 
tive amusement was to witness his interviews 
with his customers, who held interminable consul- 
tations about the form and fashion of the desired 
monuments, the buried excellence to be commem- 
orated, the anguish to be expressed, and, finally, 
the lowest price, in dollars and cents, for which a 
marble transcript of their feelings might be ob- 
tained. Really, my mind reccived many fresh 
ideas, which, perhaps, may remain in it even 
longer than Mr. Wigglesworth’s hardest marble 
will retain the deepest strokes of his chisel. 

An elderly lady came to bespeak a monument 
for her first love, who had been killed by a whale, 
in the Pacific Ocean, no less than forty years be- 
fore. It was singular that so strong an impres-
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sion of early feeling should have survived through 
the changes of her subsequent life, in the course 
of which she had been a wife and a mother, and, 
so far as I could judge, a comfortable and happy 
woman. Reflecting within myself, it appeared to 
me that this life-long sorrow—as, in all good faith, 
she deemed it—was one of the most fortunate 
circumstances of her history. It had given an 
ideality to her mind ; it had kept her purer and 
less earthly than she would otherwise have been, 
by drawing a portion of her sympathies apart 
from earth. Amid the throng of enjoyments, and 
the pressure of worldly care, and all the warm 
materialism of life, she had communed with a 
vision, and had been the betterfor such intercourse. 
Faithful tothe husband of her maturity, and loving 
him with a far more real affection than she ever 

could have felt for this dream of her girlhood, 
there had still been an imaginative faith to the 

ecean-buried, so that an ordinary character had 
thus been elevated and refined. Her sighs had 
been the breath of Heaven to hersoul. Thegood 
lady earnestly desired that the proposed monu- 
ment should be ornamented with a carved border 
of marine plants, intertwined with twisted sea- 
shells, such as were probably waving over her 
lover’s skeleton, or strewn around it, in the far 
depths of the Pacific. But Mr. Wigglesworth’s
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chisel being inadequate to the task, she was 
forced to content herself with a rose, hanging its 
head fromabroken stem. After her departure, I 
remarked that the symbol was none of the most 
apt. 

«And yet,’ said my friend the sculptor, em- 
bodying, in this image, the thought that had been 
passing through my own mind, ‘that broken rose 
has shed its sweet smell through forty years of 
the good woman’s life.” 

It was seldom that I could find such plea- 

sant food for contemplation, as in the above in- 
stance. None of the applicants, I think, affected 
me more disagreeably than an old man who came, 
with his fourth wife hanging on his arm, to be- 
speak grave-stones for the three former occupants 
of his marriage-bed. I watched with some anxie- 

ty to see whether his remembrance of either were 
more affectionate than of the other two, but could 

discover no symptom of the kind. The three 
monuments were all to be of the same material 

and form, and each decorated, in bas-relief, with 
two weeping willows; one of these sympathetic 
trees bending over its fellow, which was to be 
broken in the midst, and rest upon a sepulchral 
urn. Thisindeed, was Mr. Wigglesworth’sstand- 

ing emblem of conjugal bereavement. I shud- 
dered at the gray polygamist, who had so utter- 
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ly lost the holy sense of individuality, in wedlock, 
that methought he was fain to reckon upon his 
fingers how many women, who had once slept by 
his side, were now sleeping in their graves. 
‘There was even—if I wrong him it is no great 
matter—a glance sidelong at his living spouse, as 
if he were inclined to drive a thriftier bargain, by 
bespeaking four grave-stones, in alot. I was bet- 
ter pleased with a rough old whaling captain, who 
gave directions for a broad marble slab, divided 
into two compartments, one of which was to con- 

tain an epitaph on his deceased wife, and the other 
was to be left vacant, till death should engrave 

his own name there. As is frequently the case 
among the whalers of Martha’s Vineyard, so much 
of this storm-beaten widower's life had been tossed 

away on distant seas, that, out of twenty years of 
matrimony, he had spent scarce three, and those 
at scattered intervals, beneath his own roof. 

Thus, the wife of his youth, though she died in his, 
and her declining age, retained the bridal dew- 
drops fresh around her memory. 

My observations gave me the idea, and Mr. 
Wigglesworth confirmed it, that husbands were 
more faithful in setting up memorials to their 
dead wives, than widows to their dead husbands. 
I was not illnatured enough to fancy that women, 
less than men, feel so sure of their own constancy
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as to be willing to give a pleilge of it in marble. 
It is more probably the fact, that, while men are 
able to reflect upon their lost companions, as re- 
membrances apart from themselves, women, on 
the other hand, are conscious that a portion of 
their being has gone with the departed, whitherso- 
ever he has gone. Soul clings to soul ; the living 
dust has-a sympathy with the dust of the grave; 
and, by the very strength of that sympathy, the 
wife of the dead shrinks the more sensitively from 
reminding the world of its existence. The link is 
already strong enough ; it needs no visible sym- 
bol. And, though a shadow walks ever by her 
side, and the touch of a chill hand is on her bo- 
som, yet life, and perchance its naturalyéarnings, | 
may still be warm within her, and inspire her 
with new hopes of happiness. Then would she 
mark out the grave, the scent of which would be 
perceptible on the pillow of the second bridal! 
No—but rather level its green mound with the 
surrounding earth, as if, when she dug up again 
her buried heart, the spot had ceased to be a grave. 
Yet, in spite of these sentimentalities, I was pro- 
digiously amused by an incident, of which I had 
not the good fortune to be a witness, but which 
Mr. Wigglesworth related with considerable hu- 
mour. A gentlewoman of the town, receiving 
news of her husband’s loss at sea, had bespoken
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2 handsome slab of marble, and came daily to 
watch the progress of my friend’s chisel. One 
afternoon, when the good lady and the sculptor 
were in the very midst of the epitaph, which the 
departed spirit might have been greatly comforted 
to read, who should walk into the workshop but 
the deceased himself, in substance as wellas spirit ! 
He had been picked up at sea, and stood in no 
present need of tomb-stone or epitaph. 

* And how,’ inquired I, ‘did his wife bear the 
shock of joyful surprise ? 

‘Why,’ said the old man, deepening the grin of a 
death’s-head, on which his chisel was just then 
employed, ‘I really felt for the poor woman ; it 
was one of my best pieces of marble—and to be 
thrown away on a living man!’ 

A comely woman, with a pretty rosebud of a 
daughter, came to select a grave-stone for a twin- 
daughter, who had died a month before. I was 
impressed with the different nature of their feel- 
ings for the dead ; the mother was calm and wo- 
fally resigned, fully conscious of her loss, as of a 
treasure which she had not always possessed, and 
therefore, had been aware that it might be taken 
from her ; but the daughter evidently had no real 
knowledge of what death’s doings were. Her 
thoughts knew, but not her heart. Tt seemed to 
me that, by the print and pressure which the
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dead sister had left upon the survivor’s spirit, her 
feelings were almost the same as if she still stood 
side by side, and arm in arm, with the-departed, 
looking at the slabs of marble ; and once or twice 
she glanced around with a sunny smile, which as 
its sister smile had faded for ever, soon grew con- 
fusedly overshadowed. Perchance her conscious- 
ness was truer than her reflection—perchance 
her dead sister was a closer companion than 
in life. The mother and daughter talked a 
long while with Mr. Wigglesworth, about a suita- 
ble epitaph, and finally chose an ordinary verse 
of ill-matched rhymes, which had already been 
inscribed upon innumerable tomb-stones. But, 
when we ridicule the triteness of monumental vers- 
es, we forget that Sorrow reads far deeper in 
them than we can, and finds a profound and in- 
dividual purport in what seems so vague and in- 
expressive, unless interpreted by her. She makes 
the epitaph anew, though the selfsame words may 
have served for a thousand graves. 

* And yet,’ said I, afterwards, to Mr. Wiggles- 
worth, ‘they might have made a better choice than 
this. Whiie you were discussing the subject, E 
was struck by at least a dozen simple and natu- 
ral expressions from the lips of both mother and 
daughter. One of these would have formed an 
inscription equally original and appropriate.’
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«No, no,’ replied the sculptor, shaking his head, 
‘there is a good deal of comfort to be gathered 
from these little old scraps of poetry ; and so I 
always recommend them in preference to any new- 
fangledones. And somehow, they scem to stretch 
to suit a great grief, and shrink to fit asmall one.” 

It was not seldom that ludicrous images were 
excited by what took place between Mr. Wiggles- 
worth and his customers. A shrewd gentlewo- 
man, who kept a tavern in the town, was anxious 
to obtain two or three grave-stones for the deceas- 
ed members of her family, and to pay for these 
solemn commodities by taking the sculptor to 
board. Hereupon a fantasy arose in my mind, 
of good Mr. Wigglesworth sitting down to dinner 
at a broad, flat tomb-stone, carving one of his own 
plump little marble cherubs, gnawing a pair of 
cross-bones, and drinking out of a hollow death’s- 
head, or perhaps a lachrymatory vase, or sepul- 
chral urn ; while his hostess’s dead children wait- 
ed on him at the ghastly banquet. On communicat- 
ing this nonsensical picture to the old man, he 
laughed heartily, and pronounced my humour to 
be of the right sort. 

€I have lived at such a table all my days,’ said 
he, ‘and eaten no small quantity of slate and 
marble.’ 

‘Hard fare !? rejoined I, smiling; ‘but you,
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seem to have found it excellent of digestion, 
too.” 

A man of fifty, or thereabouts, with a harsh, 
unpleasant countenance, ordered a stone for the 
grave of his bitter enemy, with whom he had 

waged warfare half a lifetime, to their mutual 
misery and ruin. The secret of this phenomenon 
was, that hatred had become the sustenance and 
enjoyment of the poor wretch’s soul; it had sup- 
plied the place of all kindly affections ; it had 

been really a bond of sympathy between himself 
and the man who shared the passion; and, when 
its object died, the unappeasable foe was the only 
mourner for the dead. He expressed a purpose 
of being buried side by side with his enemy. 

<I doubt whether their dust will mingle,’ re- 
marked the old sculptor to me; for often there 

was an earthliness in his conceptions. 
“Oh, yes,? replied I, who had mused long upon 

the incident; ‘and, when they rise again, these 
bitter foes may find themselves dear friends. 

Methinks what they mistook for hatred was but 
love under a mask.’ 

A gentleman of antiquarian propensities, pro- 
vided a memorial for an Indian Chabbiquidick, 

one of the few of untainted blood remaining in 

that region, and said to be an hereditary chieftain, 
descended from the Sachem, who welcomed Go-
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vernor Mayhew to the Vineyard. Mr. Wiggles- 
worth exerted his best skill to carve a broken how 
and scattered sheaf of arrows, in memory of the 
hunters and warriors whose race was ended here ; 
but he likewise sculptured 2 cherub, to denote 
that the poor Indian had shared the Christian’s 
hope of immortality. 

«Why,’ observed I, taking a perverse view of 
the winged boy and the bow and arrows, ‘ it looks 
more like Cupid’s tomb, than an Indian chief’s !? 
€You talk nonsense,’ said the sculptor, with 

the offended pride of art; he then added, with 
his usual good-nature, ‘How can Cupid die, when 
there are such pretty maidens in the Vineyard ? 

«Very true,’ answered I,—and for the rest of 
the day I thought of other matters than the tomb- 
stones. 

At our next meeting, I found him chiscling an 
open book upon the marble head-stone; and con- 
cluded that it was meant to express the erudition 
of some black-letter clergyman of the Cotton Ma- 
ther school. It turned out, however, to be em- 
blematical of the scriptural knowledge of an old 
woman, who had never read anything but her 
Bible; and the monument was a tribute to her 
piety and good works, from the Orthodox Church 
of which she had been a member. In strange 
contrast with this Christian woman’s memorial,
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was that of an infidel, whose grave-stone, by his 
own directions, bore an avowal of his belief that 
the spirit within him would be extinguished like 
a flame, and that the nothingness, whence he 
sprang, would receive him again. Mr Wiggles- 
worth consulted me as to the propriety of enab- 
ling a dead’ man’s dust to utter this dreadful 
creed. 

¢IfL thought,’ said he, ‘that a single mortal 
would read the inscription without a shudder, my 
chisel should never cut a letter of it. But when 
the grave speaks such falsehoods, the soul of man 
will know the truth by its own horror.’ 

‘So it will,’ said I, struck by the idea: ‘the 
poor infidel may strive to preach blasphemies 
from his grave ; but it will be only another me- 
thod.of impressing the soul with a consciousness 
of immortality.’ 

‘There was an old man by the name of Norton, 
noted throughout the island for his great wealth, 
which he had accumulated by the exercise of strong 
and shrewd faculties, combined with a most penn- 
riousdisposition. This wretched miser, conscious 
that he had not a friend to be mindfal of him in 
his grave, had himself taken the needful precau- 
tions for posthumous remembrance, by bespeaking 
an immense slab of white marble, with a long 
epitaph in raised letters ; the whole to be as mag-
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nificent as Mr. Wigglesworth’s skill could-make it. 
There was something very characteristic in 

this contrivance to have his money’s worth even 
from his own tomb-stone, which, indeed, afforded 
him more enjoyment in the few months that he 
lived thereafter, than it probably will in a whole 
century, now that it is laid over his bones. This 
incident reminds me of a young girl, a pale, slen- 
der, feeble creature, most unlike the other rosy 
aud healthfal damsels of the Vineyard, amid whose 
brightness she was fading away. Day after day 
the poor maiden came to the sculptor’s shop, and 
passed from one piece of marble to another, till at 
last she penciled her name upon a slender slab, 
which, I think, was of a more spotless white than 
all the rest. I saw her no more ; but, soon after- 
wards, found Mr. Wigglesworth cutting her vir- 
gin name into the stone which she had chosen. 

‘She is dead—poor girl,’ said he, interrupting 
the tune which he was whistling ; ‘and she chose 
a good piece of stuff for her head-stone. Now 
which of these slabs would you like best to see 
your own name upon? 

‘Why, to tell you the truth, my good Mr. 
Wigglesworth,’ replied I, after 2 moment's pause, 
—for the abruptness of the question had some- 
what startled me,—‘ to be quite sincere with you, 
I care little or nothing about a stone for my own
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grave, and am somewhat inclined to scepticism, 
as to the propriety of erecting monuments at all, 
over the dust that once washuman. The weight 
of these heavy marbles, though unfelt by the dead 
corpse or the enfranchised soul, presses drearily 
upon the spirit of the survivor ; and causes him 
to connect the idea of death with the dungeon-like 
imprisonment of the tomb, instead of, with the 
freedom of theskies. Every grave-stone that you 
ever made is the visible symbol of a mistaken sys- 
tem. Our thoughts should soar upward with the 
butterfly—not linger with the exuvie that con- 
fined him. In trath and reason, neither those 
whom we call the living, and still less, the depart- 
ed, have any thing to do with the grave.” 

‘Inever heard anything so heathenish !’ said 
Mr. Wigglesworth, perplexed and displeased at 
sentiments which controverted all his notions and 
feelings, and implied the utter waste, and worse, 
of his whole life’s labour,—‘ would you forget your 
dead friends, the moment they are under the sod ?” 

“They are not under the sod,’ I rejoined ; ‘then 
why should I mark the spot where there is no 
treasure hidden? Forget them? No! But to re- 
member them aright, I would forget what they 
have cast off. And to gain the truer conception 
of Deatu, I would forget the Grave!’ 

But still the good old sculptor murmured, and
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stumbled, as it were, over the grave-stones, amid 
which he had walked through life. Whether he 

were right or wrong, I had grown the wiser from 
our companionship, and from my observations of 
nature and character, as displayed by those who 
came, with their old griefs or their new ones, to 
get them recorded upon his slabs of marble. And 

yet, with my gain of wisdom, I had likewise gain- 
‘ed perplexity ; for there was a strange doubt in 
my mind, whether the dark shadowings of this life, 
the sorrows and regrets, have not as much real 
comfort in them—leaving religious influences out 
of the question— as whatwe term life’s joys. 

THE END. 
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